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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
q .
Note: Where appropriate, acronyms and abbreviations used herein conform to FAA-approved
acronyms as tised in the u'man s I_tormauon Manual and other regulator>, and ad_,fsory material.
Ac::onyms and abb_'viations used for cockpit devices bv specific manufacturers or in speci!_caraft are indicated
AC
ACARS
AERA
ARINC
ASC
ASDE
ASRS
ATA
ATC
CADC
C-DU
cFrr
CRT
CVP.
D/vIE
Doppler
E-MACS
F_M3
ECAM
EEC
EGT
EICAS
ESPRIT
F-PLN
FAA
FADEC
FMC
FMS
GPS
GPWS
GS
HSI
ILS
LVTC
Abbreviation for "aircraft".
C . . ¢_ARINC (qv) ornmumcanons and Address Reporm_g _ystem.
Autormted En Route Air Traffic Control, tbe FAA's advanced ATC :wstem concept
Aeron_,ufical Radio, Incorporated, provides data forwarding services i_or air carrier,
#drcra._:t System Ccnitroller (McDonnell-Dooglas MD-11).
A/rport Surface D,_.tection Equipment (radar).
NASA Aviation Safety. Reporting System, a volunra,'y, confidential incident reporting
syste:.n operated by NASA for FAA.
Air Transport Association of America, the U.S. air carrier industry organization.
Air 7?raffic Control system.
C.er aal ah" data computer.
Comrol and display unit.: the flight management sys_m human-system interface.
Comrolled flight into terrain.
C_.a_ode ray tube.
• 'i "Q:ckp.t voice recorder.
D,stance measuring equipraent, an element iaa the common navigation system.
Aircraft-based navigation system making use of Doppler radar to sense rate of changeo17position.
Engine Monitoring and Control System (ref 61).
Engine and Alert Display fMcDormeU-Douglas MD-11).
Electronic Centralized Aircraft Monitoring System (Airbus Indusme A31.0, A320).
Electronic Engine Controller (Boeing 757/767).
Exhaust gas temperature.
Engine hadication and crew alerting system (Boeing 757/767, 747--400, 777).
'Literally, "spirit": European Strategic Program for Research and Development in
Information Technology.
Abbreviation for "'flight plan".
Federal Aviation Administration.
Full authority digital engine controller.
Flight managemem computer.
Flight rnanagemel_t system
Global positioning system, a satellite-based navigation system.
Ground proximity warning system.
Glide slope, the vertical path ger,:rated by a surface transrnitter for instrument
approaches; an element of the instrument landing system.
Horizontal situation indicator, eith_ electromechanical or glass cockpit display.
Instrumen, landing system, consisting of iocalizer and glide slope transmitters on the
ground. ,adso used to describe an approach conducted using ILS guidance.Abbreviation fo,:"; " "'
mmrsectaon , a wa.vpoint in a navigation plan.
II
INS
_*SI
KLM
LAF
LCD
LOC
LORAN
MCP
MITRE
MLS
NASA
NTSB
PERF
PFD
RMI
tLNAV
SAS
SID
STAR
TCAS
UHF
VHF
VOR
Inertial navigation system, an airborne sysmm of gyroscopes _nd accelerometers tha';
keeps wa;.k of aircraft movement m three spatial axe.,,.
Instantaneous vertical speed indicator, an. eJectromechanical irstrurnent using air "data
quickened by acceleration data; aiso tile display of such inform_tion on a primary flight
display ir, a glass cockpit aircraft.
Royal Dutch Airlines.
Load Alleviation Function (Airbus industrie A320), automation that acts on wing
control surfaces to smooth the. effect of gusts i_ flight.
Liquid crystal display.
Localizer, a surface transmitter that delineates a path to an instrument runway; a
component of the ILS. Also, the path so delineate.d.
Long-range navigation system, ground-based tow-frequem:y radio aids providing
triangulation-based position derivation for aircraft and surface vehicles.
Mode contro! panel: the tactical control panel for the autoflig!at system; almost always
located centrally at the top of the aircraft instrument panel.
MITRE Corporation, an engineering firm that conducts systems analyses and provides
engineering technical support and guidance to the FAA, Department of Defense and
others.
Microwave landing system, a high-precision landing aid which provides the capability
for curved as well as straight-in approaches m a runway, and conveys certain other
advantages. The sys'_em is in advanced development and verification testing by FAA.
National Aeronautics and Space Admmisa'ation.
National Transportation Safety Board.
Abbreviation for "'performance".
Primary flight display, usually electronic.
Quick reference handbook, a booklet containing aircraft operating procedures,
especially abnormal and emergency procedures.
Radio magnetic indicator, an electromechanical instrument, sl_owing magnetic heading
and bearing to VOR or low frequency nondirectional radio be, cons.
Am:_ navigation system, a generic acronym for any device wltich is capable of aircraft
guidance between piiot-defmed waypoints.
Scandinavian Airlines System.
Standard instrument departtzm procedure.
Standard arrival route, like SID, an FAA-approved arrival roule and procedure.
Traffic alert and collision avoid,-,ce system.
Ultra-high frequency, a portion of the electromagnetic s_.'ctrum used for aeronautical
comr_aurdcations and rLav_gation.
Very high frequency, a poa'tion of the electromagnetic specnum used for aeronautical
communications and mvigation.
Very high frequency Ot_anidirectional Range, a surface radio navigation beacon
transmitter which forms 'the core of the common short-raftge navigation system for
aircraft.
INTRODUCTION
The purpcses of this document are to examine aircraft automaton and its effects on the
behavior of flight crews, and to propose guidelines for ;he design and use of automation Jn
transport ah-'cTatL m order to stimulate increased dialogue .between designers of aircraft, automation
designers, and aircraft operators and pilots. The goal is to explo_ the means by which automation
can. be made a more effective tool or resource for pilots without compromising, and hopefu!lv with
e.'a increase in, av_at,_on system safet)., ttuman error i_ the domdnant cause of m_rcmft accidents.
Mos_ of these accidents are avoidabic. The most imp, _-tar.t puq_ose automado_ can serve is to
make the aviation system more error resistant and more error toierant.
Automation at some level has been applied to aircraft since before World \Vm" i (_f. 1). It has
been an, m 'aluabte aid to pilots flying special missions from 1930 onward• Or_ Jr;iv 24, 1933, the
New York Times, reporting on Wile), Post's just-completed sole flight around tl_e world, said,
"By winning a victor 3, with the use of gyrostats, a variable-pitch p_ropeller a_;d a radk_compass,
V " 1 "
_ 9s,t defimte,y ushers m a new stage of long-distance aviation... Cowmercia: f_-_-_r.,_,in the future
wm oe automauc (ref. 2). Automation-assisted flizh; has been routine in n-,i,'.:,,-2
• . .............. ;'_;.,,, and civil air
transport since shortly "after World _¢ar 17. "
Crew-centered automation prhaciples incorporafng automated devices that assist in flight path
and aircraft management have ,,'n_e it feasible to certif), and operate complex a'ansport aircraft
safely wv, h a crew of two rather than three per:,ens, just as the development of automated area
!mvigation systems (Doppler, INS, LORAN) had replaced the navigator some years before and
_mprovernents in racb'.o communications had supplanted the radio operator still earlier. The report
of the President's Task Force on Aircraft Crew Complement stated, "We believe that from an
aircmt't systems standpoint, the level of safety achieved by the B-757, B-767, and A-310 ,might be
even higher than that achieved in present-generation aircraft as a result of the increased
redundancy, reliability, and improved information that are to be provided the flight crews through
more extensive use of digital avionics and cathode ray tube (CRT) displays" (ref. 3).
More recently, aircraft have been introduced with fly-by-wire control systems incorporating
envelope protection that p,:events pilots from flying outside a predetermined flight envelope,
advanced flight management systems that automate navigation mad flight path management, and
automate,a subsystems managen, :m cor_aputers *..hat reheve the crew of essentially el: routine
subsystem management tasks, indeeA, the McDonnel!-Douglas MD-1 I, no_, entenng service,
reconfigtm:s aircraft subsystems automatically after certain hardware failures, reducing flight crew
involvement in subsystems rearrangement still further (ref 4). The MI)-I 1 also attempts to infer the
intentions of t&e pilots in ce"tair, flight regimes and adjusts aircraft and engine parameters
automatically to conform wit_ _ec, ,mended operating p_xx_.edures for those phases of flight. The
Boeing 777, now in design, and c_. r new aircraft may incorporate electronic libraries which will
automate much of',.he information .,aanagement now performed manually (_f. 5).
Two-person, highly automated aircraft have been in service for ten years, during which time
accident rates in United S_tes air transport have remained level except for secular variation, or
have declined. The President's Task Force in 1981 commented that "the increased use of
automation on ",heDC-9-80 has led to a change in the number, but not the nature, of the tasks that
the pilot performs compared to the DC-9-50. The role of the pilot is unchanged" (ref. 3). There is
certainly no evidence that transport flying has become less safe since the introduction of highly
automated aircraft, and there is some evidence that safew has k"nproved. What, then, is the
protAem that motivates this document? And why, in the face of this safety rec.,'n'd_ has the Air
Transport Association (ATA) of ,_ "nerica cited aircraft au_omatior_ as the In'st element in its
"Nanonad Plan to Enhan.ce Aviatior. -rv through Human Factors Improvements" (ref. 6)?
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Although accident rates have been _table or _ve declined doting the past two decades,
ev_uation of individual accident and incident re+r_orts reveals two contrary u'ends. First, there has
beer, a sharp decline in accidents caused by cor_trolled flight into terrain (CFFF)since the
in_+oducfion of _ound proximity warning systems (GPWS) into transport aircraft in 1975. There
is sorne evidence that CI;TI" accidents have been replaced by incidents mvo!ving "'controlled flight
u_ward terrain" (ref. 7), but it appears that the Congressionally-ma+ndated in_oducaon of automated
:._._ai,n proximity sensors and alerting systems has been largely successful in preventing most
accidcms of this type in aircraft of the nations _at require GPWS.
The success of GPWS has been one of severa! factors that has motivated the U.S. Congress
to require abe installa-Lon, during the next two years, of wind shear alerting devices and collision
avoidance systems in transport, aircraft (refs. 8 and 9). L:,ke GPWS, these devices can detect
condJuons that may not be obvious to human pilots. Also like GFWS, these, devices are advisory
i, nature.; they alert pilots to the pre_nce of a problem, bat do not perform avoidance maneuvers at
this t_,e.
There is a contrary, trend, however. Sew-ral aircraft accidents _d a larger number of incidents
have been a_soz._ated with, and in some cases appear to have _en caused by, aircraft autemation
or, mote accurately, by the interaction between the human operators and the automation in the
aircraft. In some cases, among them a Northwest MD-82 at Detroit (ref. 10) and a Delta B727 at
Dallas (ref. 11), automated cop_guration warning devices failed or were rendered inoperative. In
other cases, an Aeromexico DC-10 on departm-e from Frankfurt (ref. 12) and an. Indian Airlines
A320 landing at Bangalore (ref. 13), automation has operated in accordance with its design, but in
a mode incompatible _-ith safe flight under pax'dcular circtmJstances. In still other cases, automazed
devices have not warned, or flight crews have not detected, that the devices were operating at their
!irai,s, as in the China Airlines 747 accider_t offshore fl'om San Francisco (ref. 14), or were
operating umeLiably, as in the SAS DC-10 landin.g accident at New York (ref. 15).
• Data from incident reports also suggest that automated information systems, originally
installed as backup devices for pilots, have become aefac, o primary ale.ring devices after periods
of dependable sere'ice. "E",ese devices were originally pm._-+ribed as a "second line of defense" to
warn p:dots when they had trfissed r. procedure or checklist item. Altitude alerting devices and
configuration wamiv.g de'rices are prime examples (ref. 16). In the Northwest and Delta accidents
mentioned abcve, the flight crews should have, but apparently did not, check the configuration of
their aircraft before takeoff as their procedures required. The automated _e, rning systems +railed to
warn them that they had not performed these checks. In these cases, the presence of (and reliance
upon) usually reliable automation may have affected the mind-sets and behaviors of the pilots being
sewed by it.
Accidents and incidents associated with or caused, in whole or in part, by automation
constitute a new class of potentially preventable mishaps in transport aviation. As such, they
represent a new threat to safety_ the paramount concern of the aviation industry. It is estimated that
passenger enplanements will increase 75% by +,he tuna of _e century (ref. 17). It is not enough to
maintain accident rates at a,'ry non-zero level in the face of our current surge in air transport activity;
the number of highly publicized, enormously expensive accidents will rise unless rates can be
reduced further. It is for this reason that :he ATA's National Plan sta_ed that "During the 1970's
and early 1980's...tbe concept of automating as much as possible was considered appropriate.
The expected benefits were a reduction in pilot workload and incrcas_ d safety...Altbough many of
these benefits have been realized, serious questions have arisen and incidents/at cidents have
occmred which question _e underlyhjg assumption that the maximum available automation is
._4.,WAYS appropriate or that we understand how to design automated systems so that they are fully
compatible with the capabilities and limitations of the humans in the system."
The ATA report discussed specific issues, and went on to say, "'The fun_mentat concern is
the lack of a scientifically based philosophy of automation which describes the circumstances trader
Owhich tasks are a_,propriately allocated to the machine and/or the pilot.'" The report tl_n defined an
approach to this domain, which m large part has been the motivation for this document.
To sumr_-'ize: _f there is a perceived problem, there is probably a real problem Whether it is
precisely the proble',: _at is perceived is often suscepnble to analysis but may be of little
_mponance in the ion_, ran. The aviation communi,'y clearly perceives that automation cop.veys
irnponant benefits, but it also perceives in automation a potential threat to air safety. Most
autosnation-_lated rrfishaps way be preventable, jt st as most accidents invol,Ang human factors are
pmver_:able. We must therefore try by eveR" means at our corr_m,and to prevent them.
• . " _ " t "1If automation is require& there must be an laternady-cennsten_ phnos,:phy to govern its
:xes:gn and app!icadon. Accident, incident (ref. 18), and field study (ref. 19) data indicate that the
concerns of the aviation commumty (ref. 6) are well-founded_that automation conveys important
benefits but that it can, "also pose new problems. We suggest a concept for a philosophy of human-
centered automation and will attempt herein to clefthe its elements in terms of what is lcnown about
human behavior and air transport operations.
This paper does not purport to be a designer's handbook. We have not attempted to cover in
any detail the myriad derails of hurt,an factors engineering that determine how a cockpit should be
designed once a designer has determined what that cockpit should contain. Rather, we attempt to
suggest questions that should be answered before beginning the design of the automation suite for
an advanced-technology aircraft. The report is aimed ptmarily at three groups: cockpit designers,
purchasers of automated ak"craft and the pilots who must fly them in line operations. They are
thought of, respectively, as the creators, purchasers and end users of advanced aircraft automation.
"17.obe effective, automation must meet the legitimate needs and constrair,.ts of each of these groups.
It is hoped that this document will provoke discussion within our community about what
automation should be like in future aircraft: what roles automation should play in future aircraft,
how much authority it should have, how it will interact wi_ the ;roman operator, and what, if any,
roles should be reserved for the human. We draws extensively on the automation of today,
without in any sense intending to be critical of the enormously capable aircraft now being flown
safely in our aviation system. But the perfect design has never existed and probably never will; _oo
many tradeoffs must be made. in the course of ,..he design process, and automation design involves
comp!ex and imprecisely understood interactions between hun_an cognition and sophisticated
inforrnation processL, ag machines.
In the Frsst section of this paper we define some terms, ',ook briefly a" the development of pilot
aiding devices, then present our concept of human-centerecl automation and of the role of the
human in highly automated systems. In the _cond section we examine in more detail various
kinds of aircraft automation that have been used to date in an effort to discern what has worked
well, what has worked less well, and why. We also examine trends in automation ',.hat may be
applied in aircraft in the near-term future in order to identifv issues that may arise from its
implementation. In the third section we look at the environmen{m which new automation wili be
introduced and used, and the people who will use it, to determine factors that may interact,
favorably or unfavorably, _th that automation. In the fourt, h s-_.,cnon we review gmdelines that
have been proposed in the past and suggest desirable attributes for present and future automation.
The final section is devoted to a more detailed discussion of suggested guidelines for the
application of human-centered aircraft automation. An appendix provides brief descriptions of
aircraft mishaps cited in the text.
The style of presenhation is essentially didactic, though we attempt to expia.'m the basis for our
conclusions. Automation is an an as much as a science, just as architect_.,re is an _ as well as an
engineering discipline. It cannot be approachect from the standpoint of pure reason, nor can we
make the mistake of believing that there is but one best way to design, construct or even operate
automated devices. Many elements of this document are therefore arguable, but we suggest that
5
the very process of arguing about them willinitselfbringus closertoour goal of effective,safe
aircraftautomation.
What follows is the product of 35 years of obscrAng and worldng with pilots, operators, air
tra£fic controllers and aircraft manufac_mrs to try to build a _fer national aviation system. It is
hopcd d_at this reF')n will be perceived as useful by the community whose guidance and
forbearance over a long period of time .made its creation possible.
Charles E. Bilhngs
August, I991
I: CONCEPTS
Assumptions and Definitions
The ATA Human Factors Task Force states in its 1989 report. "This vlan a,_.vum.es that
humans will continue to manage and direct the National Aviation S_ stem through the year 20"0.
The pi!ot and the', controller will both be integral pans of the an- and ground system. ,_utomation
st_oald therefore be designed to assis[ and augment the capabilities of the human managers"(emphasis added).
Automation, as used herein, refers to "a '.3'stem or method in which many of the processes of
production are autcmatical_, performed or controlled by self-operating machines, electronic
device_, etc." He:e, our concern is wire aircraft automation specifically, though we will discuss
other elemcnt_ of the aviatSon system insofar as they impact the aircraft and pilots. We do so
because the aircrMt is the device managed or controlled in the aviation system, regardless of how
that control is exerci;ed or where the locus of control may be. Even remote!y-controlled aircraft
must still be controlled or managed by a pilot; the automation through which the task is performed
does not operate entirely autonomously, and the automation, we would argue, must still be human-
centered if the system is to operate effectively. We do not consider air traffic control except insofar
as it influences the management and control of aircraft.
By "human-centered automation, "' we mean automation designed _o work cooperatively with
human operators in the pursuit of stated objectives. We consider automation to be a tool or
resource_a device, system or method by which the human can accomplish some task that might
otherwise be difficult or -impossible, or which the human can direct to carry out more or less
independently a task that would otherwise reauire increased human attention or effort. The word
"tool" does not foreclose the possibility that the too! may have some degree of "intelligence"--
some capacity to learn and then to proceed independently to accomplish a task. Autoraation is
simply one of man), resources available to the human operator, who retains the responsibilm for
management and direction of the automatiGn and the overall system. "
The Piloting Domain
We conceptualize oiloting as the use by a human operator of a vehicle (an aircraft) to
accomplish a mission (to move passengers and cargo between two points) (fig. 1). Rouse (ref.
20) states that "design objective_ should be to support humans to achieve the operational objectives
for which they are responoib!e. From this perspective, the purpose of a pilot is not to fly the
airplane that takes people from A to B---inste_t_.,_e purpose of the airolane is to support the pilotwho is responsible for iaking people from A to
i EUi
ml j,
Figurei:Elementsof thepilotingdomain
The mission requires more-or-less
simultaneous _,ccomplishment of five
categories of functions: inner-loop control of
airplane attitude and state, control of the _ght
path in three dimensions, management of
airplane position, manegement of its systems,
and maintenance of commumcations x_,ith the
entities responsible for its movements. Each
of these functaons may be decomposed into a
number of tasks, which may sometimes
involve several subtasks. Tasks (many or
wNch may be carried out either by humans or
by machiqes) are performed utilizing a
combination of resources.
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The resources available to the pilot include his or her own perceptual, cognitive and
osychomotor skills, the knowledge and skills of other flight and cabin crewmembers, the
knowledge and information possessed by other persons wath whom the pilot may be able to
communicate, and a variety of iv,form' fiou sources and control devices, including the automated
dev_.ces, within the air, raft. These resources are conu-oiled znd managed by a pilot in comnmnd,
who is ultimately responsible for safe tlfiss_on accomplishraent.
Control and management of an. aia'cr_2t ma) be viewed as a series of levels, which are categorized
by the degree of direct or immediate involvement of the pilot (fig 2).
II
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Figure 2: Pilot control and management cov.tinmm
Development of Pilot Aiding Devices
Not all of the functions required for mission accomplishment in today's complex aircraft are
within the capabilities of the ur_aided human ope:'ator, who lacks the sensory capacity to detect
much of the reformation iv.quircd for flight _.nd who is unable to rz,.ake certain decisions or take
actions based on them within the time avai2able for accomplishment of certain critical tasks. In the
early days of aviation, the pilot set forth unaided, with only human perceptual capabilities to
provide necessary information. It was soon discovered that if, e:, were insufficient, and aircraft
sensors and instrumen_ were developed to augment the hrnited human capabilities.
Even before the ftrst powered flight in 1903, aircraft designers had recognized the instability
of their machines and had begun to work toward providing pilots with assistance in controlling the
vehicles. The Wrights worked toward development of a stability augmentation device in 1907 (fig.
3); they were preceded by Sir Hiram Maxim, who patented the first such device in 1891 (ref. 21).
Orville Wright was awarded the Collier "Irophy in 1913 for a demonstration of hands-off flight
using an automatic stabilizer. By the 1930s, autopilots were considered essential for long-distance
tqyi_xg. The in',roduction of retractable landing gear was accompanied by a requirement for
configtration warning systems. The introduction of four-engine aircraft led to the deve!opment of
automatic propeller synchronizing devices. Some World War E aircraft were difficult to control if
an engine failed on takeoff; automatic propeller feathering device_ were consequendy introduced
for these aircraft. The development of imp._ved electronics led to the capability for automatic
navigation. The introduction of digital computers enabled tt, lesign of on-board flight _r.d
performance management systems and, later, of tailored flight con',, ol systems.
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Figure 3: A brief chronoloff _f ah-crahautomation
Since shortly after World War 11, nearly all transport aircraft have made extensive use of
automated devices to assist and augment the capabilities of the flight crew. The advent of turbojet
transports during the 1950s introduced new requirements for automauon. These aircraft were
considerably taster than their predecessors, and were less aerodynamically stable. The requirement
for very precise control, particulmly during approach tc landing, ied to the deveiopment of new
classes of pilot aids including flight directors, expanded and q_lickened displays, and stability
augmentation devices.
The demands on the pilo_.-vehicle system became progressively greater, both in the area of
precisio,_ navigation and in requirements for more reliable all-weather operation. Precision
navigation over land was enabled by the introduction of very high frequency (VIII:)
omnidirectional range systems (VOR) and, later, distance measuring equipment (DME). Long-
range navigation over water was immeasurably aided by the development of area navigation
systems--fn'st Doppler, later inertial navigation devices that freed aircraft fro',_ dependence on
ground radio aids. Precision approach aids, primarily instrument landing systems (ILS) and
improved approach and toachdown zone lighting were introduced. Static-free VHF
communications equipment became standard for short-range radio communications.
The development of compact sohd-statc electro,ales made it possible to accomplish much more
computation within the aircraft. Contemporary aircraft may contain well over 100 computers and
microprocessors, which assist in the control of aircraft state _.nd energies, flight path management
and aircraft systems management. They may also assist cabin crew in certain of their duties.
Flight and performance management computers peffc.rra lnost tacCcal navigation chores;
sophisticated digital autopilots, in_crfaced with the flight manageme_ _ystems, con_-ol aircraft
attitude and thr_ast from takeoff to landing roll-out. Electronic fligki displays are managed by
computers, as are the detection and monitoring of aircraft slam and system parameters. In the
newest vehicles, ai_graft systems management has also been increasingly automated (refs. 4, 22,
and 23).
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Figare 4: Increasing complexity of aircraft automation
The introduction of these automated devices and system: has improved system performance
and has considerably simplified certain aspects of the piloting task, but it has also increased
complexity in the cockpit (ref. 21). The versatility of contemporary autopilots has pro_,ided the
pilot with many more modes of operation by which the aircraft can be controlled precisely, but it
also requires that the pilot remain apprised of much more information about the automated systems
(fig. 4). Contemporary flight managemevt systems relieve the pilot of routine navigation chores
but also require pilots to perform new programming and management tasks and to monitor system
performance more closely. New displays have enabled the presentation of much more information
regarding aircraft systems, state, and environmental factors, but they have also considerably
increased the human operator's information processing load.
These trends toward more information, greater complexity, and more automatic aircraft
operation have the potenual to isolate the pilot from the vehicle and to decrease his or her
awareness of the state and situation of the aircraft or system being controlled (ref. 24). This can
occur either because of information overload, leading to channeling of attention and failure to
perceive all relevant information, or because redundant perceptual cues have been reduced. It has
become necessary :o ask whether the richness of the information supplied to the pilot and the
complexity of the automation (or at least its perceived complexity, from the viewpoint of the pilot),
makes it less likely that the pilot will remain fully in command of the situation.
Humans cannot assimilate very large amounts of raw information iv. a short period of time,
nor can they handle tasks of great complexity under tight time constraints. A major objective of
this document is to facilitate discussion of how much information or complexity is too much.
Another is to explore how increasingly complex irrformation processing and control tasks can be
simplified so as to remain within the capabilities of the persons who must perform them.
I0
A dfird objective is to consider how much automation is necessary, and why. If systems are
sufficiently simple (and this should always be a design goal), automation may not be needed. If
casks can_mt he sim_i_fied, or are so time-critical that humans may be unable to perform them
effectively, autom_tl,_ _, must be utilized. Even ',hen, simpler automation will permit simpler
interfaces and bev.er h,aman understanding of .'..heautomated systems. In particular, the structure or
architecture of automation tools must be simple enough to permit them to be effectively managed
by the human operator (fig. 5).
PILOT
Figure 5: A constructof aircraft automation
A Concept of Human-Centered Automation
"Human-centered automation" is a systems concept. Its focus is a suite of automated systems
designed to assist a human operator/controller/manager to accomplish his or her responsibilities.
The quality and effectiveness of the pilot-automation system is a function of the degree to which
the combined system takes advantage of the strengths and compensates for the weaknesses of both
elements. To bound this concept, a fully autonomous, robotic system is nor human-centered, by
definition. The human has no critical role in such a system once it is designed. Conversely, a
fully manual system contains no automation. None of today's complex human--rnachine systems
is at either extreme, however; nearly all provide automatic devices to assist the human in
performing a defined set of tasks, and reserve certain functions solely for the human operator. Our
concern is with these partially automated systems in which humans play a central and, in the case
of aviation, a commanding, role.
The Role of the Human in Highly Automated Systems
We have already inferred that current aircrefi automation is able to perform nearly all of the
continuous control tasks and most of the discrete tasks required to accomplish a mission. Why_
then, is the human needed in such a system? Could automation to accomplish the rest of the tasks
no;: be constructed? Would it not be easier and even cheapex to design highly reliable automata that
could do the entire job w_thout worrying about accommodating a human operator?
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Under opF.mal circumstances, the "mechanical tasks" of getting an aircraft from or,: point to
another could be accomplished automatically. The aviation system, however, is not an optima.l,
fully controlled system. Many va.r'iab!es within that system are highly dynamic and not fully
predictable (the severity and movement of weather systems are prime examples). Aircraft
themselves, while very reliable, sometimes fail in unpredicted and unpredictable ways, as was seen
m the catasuophic engine failure of a United Airlines DC- 10 at Sioux City in 1989 (ref. 25), the
structural failure of a United 747 cargo door the same year (ret. 26), and the fuselage failure of an
Aloha Airlines 737 over Hawmi in 1989 (ref. 27k
Automation car,. also fail in unpredictable ways. Minor system or procedural anomalies can
cause unexpected effects that must be resolved in real time, as in an air traffic control breakdown in
Atlanta terminal airspace in 1980 (ref 28). These effects are complex; some are poorly
understood. Even if the effects themselves could bc predicted and modelled, the computational
engine that can cope with such state variability in real time has not been constructed.
Though humans me far from perfect sensors, decision-makers and conu'oilers, they possess
three invaluable attributes. They are excellent detectors of sigeals in the midst of noise, they can
reason effectively in the face of uncertainty, and they are capable of abswaetion and conceptual
organizaSon. Humans thus provide to the aviation system a degree of flexibility that cannot now,
and may never, be attained by computational systems. They can cope with failures not en'Asioned
by aircraft and aviation system designers. They are intelligent: they possess the ability to learn
from experience and thus the ability to respond quickly and successfully to new situations.
Computers cannot do this except in narrowly defined, well understood domains and situations
(refs. 29 and 92).
The abilities of humans to recognize and bound the expected, to cope with the unexpected, to
innovate and to reason by analogy when previous experience does not cover a new problem are
what has made the aviation system robust, for there are still many circumstances, especially in the
weather Jomain, that are neither directly controllable nor fully predictable. Each of these uniquely
human attributes is a compelling reason to retain the human in a central position in aircraft and in
the aviation system.
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Principles of Human-Centered Automation
_.flEuls_
The hunch ol:_mlcw must be in _mmmnd.
To _ ,ltoa_lyl me humam ol_er_r _ be involved.
To be invoke. It_ hunum operator .m_ be inkx,m_.
The hum_ olc_r_f rmJsl be al_ to moni_- the m_son_H_l syslems.
Auton_ed mtslems mua thoref_e be pmcl_,l_*_e.
The a_o_d _nll_m_s_ _ Be _ to_ the humln opoottoe.
Figure 6: First principles of htmaan-centeredaircraft automafor
Figure 6 summarizes our view of
human-center,'z[ aircraft automation.
We assume that the human operator
will continue to bear the ultimm,
responsibility for the safety, of flight
operations (ref. 6). Federal Aviation
Regulations confer on the pilot in
command essentially unlimited
authority to permit him or her to fulfill
this ultimate responsibility. This is
axiomatic in civil aviation. We
believe that certain, corollaries devolve
from thisaxiom. They are described
brieflyhere and discussed in more
de_ui_ the Guidelines (._ction V).
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OTo command effectively, the human operator must be involved.
To remain in command of a vehicle, operation, or situation, the commander mus
involved in the operation. He or she must have an active role, whether that role is to control
the am._aft directly or to manage the human or machine resources to which control has been
.delegated.
• To be involved, the human operator must be informed.
Without information about the conduct of the operation, involvement becomes random.
The commander must have a continuing flow of information concerning the state and progress
of the operation or system to maintain involvement with it. The information must be
consistent with the command responsibilities ef the pilot; it must include all data necessary to
support the pilot's involvement in the operation.
• The human operator must be able to monitor the automated systems.
The ability to monitor the automated systems is necessary both to permit the pilot to
remain "on top of" the situation, and also because automated systems are fallible. Flight-
critical digital computers, in particular, are likely to fail in unpredicted ways at unpredictabletimes.
Automated systems must be predictable.
The human commander must be able to evalaate the performance of automated systems
against an internal model formed through .'mowledge of the r_ormal behavior of the systems, if
monitoring of them is to be effective. Only if the systems normally behave in a p_edictable
fashion can the human operator rapidly detect departures from normal behador and thus
recognize failures/n the automated systems.
The automated systems must also be able to monitor the human operator.
Humans, of course, axe not infallible either, and their failures may likewise be
unpredictable, although a good deal has been learned about hurnan failure modes. For that
reason, it is necessary that human as well as machine performance be monitored. Many
automated monitoring devices are in use in aviation today, but the availability of highly
capable computers with access to much of the needed information makes it "possible to
consider doing 1-,,)re, in a more systematic fashion, to monitor pilot performance than hasbeer,, done to date.
Each element of the system must have knowledge of the others' intent.
Cross-monitoring can only be effective if the monitor understands what the operator of
the monitored system is trying to accomplish. To obtain the benefits of effective monitoring,
the intentions of the human or automated systems must be known: this applies ,_qually to the
monitoring of aircraft by humans on the ground, and the monitoring of air ta'affic control bypilots in flight.
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171:AUTOMATION: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
Introduction
L.a this section we look at automaP_on that has teen used in the pas:. We di_'uss some of the
ways in which automation has Deen characterized, using the functions that a pilot must pc'rform as
a base. We examine automated systems that have worked well and some that have not been as
successful and attempt to draw from these examples issues that need to be considered by
designers and ope_tors. Finally. we attempt to project current automauon technology into the
future in the hope of discerning new developments that may pose new or additional questions
regarding the roles, functions and forms of automation technology in the next generations of
aircraft. "[he emphasis is on forming the questions that should be considered in specifying and
desigmng automated systems. Section 13I examines pertinent characteristics of the environments in
which automation witl be applied, and the people who must operate automated systems.
Aircraft Functions
The range of functions taat an airplane can perform is really quite limited. An airplane,
properly conu'olled, can move about on a prepared surface. It can depart from that surface and
once above the earth, in the atmosphere, it has freedom of motion in all spatial axe;. Finally, it can
return under control to a precise area on the earth's surface, land, and again move about on a
prepared sarface, coming to rest at a predetermined spot. All of the sophistication of current
aircraft is devoted to insuring that this limited range of functions can be performed with complete
reliability, and safety.
All aircraft controls and systems axe devoted to the performance of this narrow range of
functions. Faddcn's (ref. 30) taxonomy is very. useful. Control automation assists or supplants a
human pilot in Faiding d-.e airplane through the maneuvers necessary for their safe performance. If
aircrm't flew only under visual meteorological conditions over familiar routes between familiar
airports_ experienced pilots would need only very simple, straightforward automated devices to
assis: them m performing their missions.
Control automation includesdevicesdevoted tothe operationof aircaftsubsystems,which
are quitecomplex inmodem aircraft.Them systcms controlfuel,hydraulicpower, alternatingand
dir_.ct current electrical power, pneumatic engine and anti-icing systems mad pressurization, landing
gear and br-,&cs, and sometimes other functions.
Much of the automation found in contemporary aircraft is not devoted to controlling the
aircraft, but rather to informing the pilots about the aarplane's slate and location and the location of
real or imaginary sites on the surface of the earth. Fadden has called this "information
automation.'" It includes all of the displays and avionics devoted to navigation and environmental
surveillance, and also digital communications with, air traffic con_-ol and airline operations.
I,dormation automation is expanding rapidly at this point in time; the next generation of transport
aircraft may incorporate electronic library systems containing much of the data now stored on
board in hard-copy form.
A third category can be added to this automation taxonomy, which one could call
"management automation.'" This term denotes automation which permits the pilot to manage the
conduct of a mission. Roughly speaking, management automation permits the pilot to exercise
strategic, rather than simply tactical: control over the performance of a mission. In this sense,
management refers to goal-ch'rected rather than function-directed behavior. The pilot establishes a
set of goals; management automation directs control automation in the perfcmrmnce of the required
functions and directs reformation automation to keep the pilot infortmd of the slate of the airplane
and of progress toward satisfying the specified goals.
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The pilot's control and management tasks, assisted by these, categories of automation, may be
considered as an hierarchy of closed loops, as shown in figure 7. The 3rincipal difference in those.
task:; as one proceeds from inner loop to outer loop control is one of bandwidth; con,n-ol
automation relieves the pilot of the high-bandwid,ah requirements of direct ai_craf" cm,trol.
M_,agernent aatomation decreases the bandwidth 1equipments still further. The amount and type" ¢. ,
o, m_o;maaon required by the pilot also changes dramatically.
Note in this figure that _e system is nc, c _ entirely closed loop. Open loop forcing functions
inclade requirements imposed by the environment, by air traffi,- control, and by operator
(corapany) requL-ements. Note also that each row of the diagram inw..duces additional displays
w:'dch increase dae information that must _ attended to by the pilot.
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Figare 7: Control and display loops
As inferred above, much of the complexity of modern automation relates not to the realization
of basic aircraft capabilities but to the performance of the mis,_ions requizcA of them in a wide r_nge
of environn_nt.s. Within its fuel range, a modern airplane must be able to fly in nearly al] kinds of
weather, night or day, in airspace containing other aircraft, from any auport to any other au'port,
safely and efficiently, carryin" g passengers or cargo. It must be capable of taking off or landing
ander less than perfect environmental conditions on surfaces that are liVewise less than perfect, and
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must avoid terrain and or.her aircraft throughout its flight, all the while observing airline and air
waffic control constraints.
This complex assignment introduces new elements into the equation. Pilots must be. informed
of where they are, where their destination is, aad the existence of environmental threats including
terrain, weather and other "Mrcrafr They must know the state of their airplane, its systems and its
consumables at all times. &ll of the things they need to know are dynamic and to some extent
umgredicta0!e, though the tmae constants vary,; changes in _,ay of them can affect the mission and
require the establishment of new goals ar, d the performance of new or different tasks.
Keeping track of all of this information can tax the capabilities of even highly proficient pilots.
Though aircraft today are easy to fly, pilots must keep track of much more than simply the flying
task. Herein lies one of the major challenges of aircraft automation. Properly designed and used,
automation can assist its human masters in performing, simultaneously, the manv infcrrmstjo_-
gathering, cognitive, and management, as well __s cona-ul, tasks required for the reliable
perforrt:ance of their missions. Fig-axe 8 characterizes ",he range of information management tasks
required for mis._j_._ fuix_lment.
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The Tasks of the Pilot
Figure 8: Pilot information requiternertts
,The tasks pilots must perform are threefold. They must maintain control of their airplane,
whether directly or through intermediate agents. They must remain informed of its state and
position, of where they are going, of the environment through which they are flying, and of threats
to successful mission accomplishment. Finally, they must communicate with gtr traffic control,
their compar.y, and sometimes other aircraft. An old training homily summarizes these tasks &_
"aviate, navigate, communicate." Though these are so fundamental as to be truisms, the Eastern
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Ah"LinesLiO11 thatcras.hed.', ,he. Everglades dicI so because of a failure to maintain surveillance
of the airplane's flight path while on autopilot b_'efi 3! ). A DC-8 crashed at Po_,t!a_nd after running
out of fuel be_cause the flight crew was preoccupied with preparations for m_ emergency landing
(ref 32). Many "convolled flight into terrain" accidents have occ-_rred _cause of failure or
inab;Aity :o raaintam posifior, al awareness The worst accident in air canSer histou,, the coaisior_, of
two ,4, s at Tenefife, occurreA because of a fai]ure to communicate unambiguousiy (r'ef. 33).
"Itmse thr_e tasks are simo!e enotlgh when decomposed, but _ey can _eate severe workloaa
burdens when pertbrmed simuhaneous!y uuder dern:mding conditions. S_ch conditions are often
not of the flight crew's making; figure 7 indicates that them are opera-loop forcing inputs from air
traffic ccntro!, from airline companies, at__dfrom the environment. Automation can lighten this
burden on pilo,'.s, fu'st by _lieving them of the burden of inner-loop control, second by providing
integrated information, and third by allowing them to manage at a higher level. The figure also
suggests, however, that each of these kinds of automation increases the information processing
burden upon pilots, by requ_ing them to keep track of additional systems and data. Thus, while
automafitm has decreased the bandwidth of pi!_ts' tasks, it has increased mental (perceptual and
cognitive) demands upon them. It has also increased the "overhead": the Lnewledge and
info_nafior necessary to operate the automation itself.
A n automation paradox: Herein lies a paradox of aircraft automation. To the extent that it
has taken over inner and intermediate loop tasks, it has changed the tasks of the pilot,
notwithstanding the conclusions of the President's Task Force on Crew Complement. Whether it
has hghtened them depends t_ a considerable extent on the demands of the task, and on the amount
of information and attention required to operate and monitor the automated systetns and _soiays,
It has been observed (refs. 19 _d 34) that automation may decrease workload when it is -a!_readv
comparatively low, during cruise flight and at tug, _, aititude, but that it may in_..'rease workload whe_
_t _.s already high, during climbing or descending flight in terminal areas. It should be noted
immediately that ir is not clear whether this _s an inhere m automaton problem, or whether this is
because we have not provided simpie enough interfaces through which pilots interact with
aut.)madon. In short, have we automated ",.hewrong things, or have we simply done an inadequate
lob in some of our efforts to implement ,higher levels of automation in a simple enough manner?
The point of this discussion is that our information concerning the effects of automation, and
particularly is unwanted eff_ts, does not usually differentiate between "good" automation, p,'x.x'!y
implemented, and "bad" automation, in terms of roles and functions. It i_ critic_ that these be
differentiated in any discussion of automation, and we shall try _o keep this difference in mind a._
we proceed to a discussion of the autornaUon that !_ been developed to date.
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Contr_l Automation
Here we. w_i _caescribe autotrmtion "-2_athas ix_n implcrncntcdm transpor, aLL-'raftto date. This
list is not exh,_.ustive, but it a_empts to place new automation in the context of increasing
requh'ements aJ_d in the context of other enabling technology. Figure 9 iliustrates the contaol aspect
of the pilot's ,,ask.
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l:_g_re 9: Control automalion
Flight path control: As indicated in the introducuor_, control automation has been around
for a iong time. The first automated controllers simply maintaiued attitude in the roll axis; later
generations of such devices have been caLled "wing levelers" and they continue to be available for
general aviation aircraft today. Originally introduced to ease pilot workload in flying extremeiy
unstable airplanes, they still perform that function, though alrc.,-aft stability has improved
dramatically. Autopilots, as such devices came to be called, added oth_ axes of comrol; ",be device
used in the world flight of Post's Winnie Mae was a three-axis device which maintained the ak'craft
in pitch, roll and yaw, the three inner-loop functions required (ref. 2).
In the early generations of autopflots, the gyroscope which sensed roll a.ad yaw was also used
as a heading, or directional, gyro m the cockpit. Sensors in this device perrmncd a constant
heading to be specified by the pilot and held by the autopilot, though the .gyroscor_c was s-abje_ct to
precessmn and its _directJonal component had to be reset frequently by reference to the alter.art
magneticcompass. Some autopilots of .this period later incorporated a relative baromcmc altitude
se ::sor wmen could be usea to hold alamde as well. once the proper altitude was attained and
incacated to the sensor. In these developments, we see the bcginrt'mgs of intermediate loop control,
in which the pilot was able tc specify heading and altitude to be maintained, rather than simply roll
and pitch attitude.
To go beyond these tasksrequired many years and ritedcvelcpment of complex electronic
devices.Tbe adventof precisionradionavigationsystemscapableofprovidingtrothazimu'hd and
distancein/brrnationoccurred duringthelate1940s and e.arly1950s. Very high frexlucncy(VI4F)
navigationalradioseliminatedproblems due to radiofrequencyinterferencefrom thunderstorms,
but they were limitedto line-of-sightcoverage. VII omnidirectionalrange (VOR) trans__dtters
bccatr,c the foundation of the "common system" of aerialradionavigation.Distance meas::rmg
equipment (DME), consisthagof airborneinterrogatorsand ground transponders,was co-located
with and augmented thehfformadon providedby VOR transmitters(figure10).
For precision approach guidance, Xq-/F high precision directional "localizcr" transrnitter__
(LOC) and uhra-high frequency glide slope _'ansrnitters (GS) were located on airport runways:
together they formed the basis for the mslrument larding systems (ILS) which are stflI the standard
,_pproach zdds in the current system. DME has more recently been co-located with ILS as well as
wJth enroute navigation aids.
These devices and specialized aircraft navigational radio receivers or transmitter-receivers
(transceivers) provided airerafl with positional information of b_igher precision, Their signals
provided unambiguous azimuthal and distance information, which could be used either by pilots or
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by autopflots to provide intermediate loop control of aircraft paths. ILS signals, which provided
height guidance as well, were used to permit both manua.I and autorna,:ic ("coupled") precision
appr-_aches to runways. They enabled the design and implementation of auLopAots with a wide
range of capabili_es including maxntenance of p_tch, roll and yaw. maintenance of a a'ack to or
from a surface navigarionaJ aid, and '.he capture of localizer and ghde slope cen_rlines fo)_ ...... '_ Ov
d_e corduct of _utomaric _ ,- .--' "" ..... 'app.. 0_ aes.
[ ENROUTE NAVIGATION
[FREc_SION APPROACH NAVIGATION
,.-OC/kLIZ'E-_ _,_ _.OCALIZER
SLOPE
_ _ELOW
iNSTRUMENT
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SYSTEM (ILS)
Figure _O:r-_ectsion or.route and approachnavigationaids: VOR a.,_l II_.S
Early autopilots with navigation couplers were disliked )_,,cause of the roughness with which
they handled sta_on passage. (Navigation radials become very narrow as '.-hestation is approach_
and abrupt flight path changes often occurred.) If rilots used the navigation couplers at ali, they
tended to .-v.verr to heading con_ol in the vicinity of VOR stations (ref. 35). Trans_.,:orr pilots rake
pride in provi&ng their passengers with a smooth., comfortable ride: when automated devices were
unable to do as _'we.,, they were simply turned off.
Air mass data were also required for control of aircraft speed and height. Barometric
altimeters of extreme precision became the basis for control of heigk-: precision air speed sensor_
were utilized for speed sensing and !ater, with the introduction of automatic throtde controls, for
speed control. Central air data computers (CADC) were provided wb_.n jet-powered transport..
aircraft entered service in _e I950s; w.ese device_ provided integrated ;,,c.ision sensing of static
and dynamic aL- pressure The cgmputer likewise maOe possible the diffecentiation of barometric
ahi,'-ude data and enabled precision ckrnbs and descems.
Swept-_mg jet aircraft are susceptible to adver_ yaw during banked turns. Early let transport
aircraft (notably the Boeing KC-135 tanker) required vet3' precise manual control ¢o counter this
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tendency Whenthe707derivauveof theKC-135wasintroduced,yawdamperswereprovided to
counter th._.sproblem. Though non_nally under contzol of the pilo{ (they can, be turned off'), yaw
darners in fact operate autonomously in all jet aircraft. The same can be said of pitch mm
compensator, used to counter the tendency of jet aLrcr",fft to pitch down at high Mach humors.
These devices, first introduced in ',.he DC--& likewise operate essentially autonotnously.
Figure 11" Dual-cue Oeft) and ,aingle-cue Flight Directing. __'r_q _s leh of iocal_er ar,d just
below glide slc'pe; aireztors are commanding a fight rar'_ .andcfimb to regain cemetlmcs.
Swept-wing aircraft also required more precise conwo! to compensate for decre.as_.xt stability
and higher slyee.ds, particularly at high al_tudes and during approaches to landing. Flight by
reference :o precision nav2gational data was made easier by tim devei,opment of" flight director
displays which provid_d pilots with computed pimh and roll commands, d;.splayed as shown in
figure 1 I. The d/rectors were mt_ch easier to fly £na,'_ unm,oxtified VOR or localizer and glide slope
dam, which were presented on the periphery of'the same instruments used for the dir_tor displays.
Such displays rapidly became a mainstay of trar..spon aviation; they n'tade it possible for pilots of
average ability io conduct ra_.neuvers with high prec;.sion, _ouzh" concern was exp_ssed about
"losing sight of mv_ data:' while reiying upon the d.Lrectors for g'uidancc. A Delta AiJlines DC-9
impacted a sea wall short of runway 4R at Boston dm'ir_g an approach m severely limited visibility,
(ref. 36); its crew is believed to have followed the flight director which was set m "'attitude" _aode
rather tha_ "approach" mode, wi_out adequate crogs-checking of localizer and glide _l_r-'pe.da_.
Control of aircraft longimdanal and lateral trim is .maintained by several means including small
,_'im tabs on co.qtro] surfaces. Amomadc _'im con_ol devices which operate either on t,he¢e
surfaces or on the aircraft con_ol system have been components of amopilots for many years.
Most operate autonomously in certain autoflight modes. Some newer aircraft wi_ advanced
primary flight control systems _,corporwe a load factor demand law which confir_uously trims the
aircraft toward a 1 G condition. This relieves the pilot of the task of re; imming the ai_,ane after
power changes, but it also removes tactile feedback regalding longitudinal wire. Other aircraft,
which incorporate fuel shifting to minimize aerodynamic drag by adjusting aircraft center of
gravity,, also trim the airplane to _niraize pilot attention to the load shiffm, g. Most of the_ devices
reqaire no pilot input or attention under normal con_6ons.
Spoilers, aerodynamic surfaces on the wing long used in gliders to moderate flight path d, dr_g
approach to landing, were irtstalled on jet atrcraft to increase; control authority and reduce adve.rse
yaw, to assist irt sl_wing these aer_xiynamically cle.an aircraft, to perrmt steeper descents a:td to
dump aerodyn&,rfic lift during landings. Though early jets _ad m:_quaIly-controlled spoilers, later
generations had spoilers that were activated either manually, in fi._gh,., or automatically by main
wheel spm-_p during landir)gs. The I..xx:kheed L 1011-500 mcorpor',ttcd a so _histicated system
knewn as direct lift conw31 for automatic precise fl_ght path control du."hag au_matic approaches.
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Someof the newest transports also incorporate automatic _st alleviation conu'ol using spoilers.
The newest aircraft also p_°ovide automatic spoiler ope,-'a_on if power levers are pulled folly back
dtx,'ing an aborted takeoff, and may apply aurobra.kmg when ground spoile,'s are depioyed.
Some aircraft now i.n sen,_ce (A320) incorporate "fiv-bv-wixe" imtead of conventional
mechamcal or hydraulic con_o! systems. ;n fly-by-wire systems, the pilot's con.trois actuate
elecu'onic conu-o] devices whose ouq_uzs are dL_'ected to hvd_-auiic or elecu'icM servomechanisms:
tlaese de_dce,_, ac'mate the control sudaccs. The advent of fly-by-.wire systems has pro_,xded conToi
svstem ,-" t-; r wlr.h gre_t,, to - •
_n_,,nee.s _- flexibility tailor the control responses to match eeslred
characteristics. A.,, _,- '-- ,',
•_'h-:en-o anszable ai_iane can be made to fe_:l, to the pilot, hke an exweme]y
stable platform, and JndeeA. some of these a2rcraft deliber..-._tety incot-oorate a degree of reduced
Iongitudina! smbili_;,, _hich is compe_:sated for by a stability augn'nentation system. Even
manually-controlled _ight in such aircraft is actually accomplished by one or mere computers
interposeA benveen the pilot and the machine.
"/'his control architecture offers other opportu,ldes to the designer, who may now iimi: the
flight envelope, provide precisely tempered de_:adat_on of flying quNities as safe operating limits
are approached, or simply render it impossible for me p_ot to exceed certain boundaries. "!&ese
strategies are usually referred to as "envelope protection," though t!ae latter su'ate_, cculd more
appropriately be. termed "' , .....
., on,, elope nrmtat_on." One issue of impov.ance is the effect on e_e pilot,
over time, of ",his "shift ira responsibility" from the pilot to the "system" If the pilot belie,,es he or
she is protected from conu'ol errors, _ill he or she be less mindful of safe operating limits? The
implications of these changes in the ",diocation of functions require discussion (see p. 29-30).
It is likel? that most or all future large transports will incorporate fly-by-wire (or fl_-by-hght,
using eiec_ro-optical conduits for control _gr'.als) as does the A320. Along with flv-bv-w._
systems has come a considerable increase in the flexibility of avtopilot and flight management
systems. The newes_ systems have a great many modes of operation, each of v, bick mus.t be,
understood by the piiot if they are to be used appropJiately.
Power ¢ontroi: Reciprocating engine aircraft had only limited inner-loop automation of
control systems. A_.totr, atic mixture conmols which utilized barometric al_tudz data to adjust fuel-
az,: ratios were. installed fla the DC-3 and later n'a,nsports. Automated control of propeller piw, h ,_'as
kn_oduced during ",.he 1930s, not long after controllable-pitch propellers. La,'r mulfi-enzine
,aJr_,: required precise synchronization of propeller speeds to n_inimize vibra_f,n and ann@ing
beat frequency nolo; propeller aurosynchronJzers were developed, to ma_c_, the propeller sr, eeds of
all engines. Throttlcs, propeller and mixtt_ conu'ol_ were not integrated, however, unN tl:,e recent
introduction into general aviatior, of a Mooney airplane powered by a new Porsche engieeincorporating a single power controller.
Following world war II, surplus military aircr, aft were purchased in considerable numbers by
civil operators. They thus required civil registration to standards quite different from '..hose
imposed by the armed forces in_the heat of war. Some of these a_rcraft had undesirable flying
characteristics _nder some circumstances. In particular, some were extremely demanding to fly
after an engine failure a_ low speed during or shortly following takeoff. To ease the asvmm,_tri_-
drag caused by a wmdmilling propelle_ and assist pilots in maintaining control during _he cwi._c_
moments after takeoff, _utomatic propeller feathering systems were ;ntroduced in some aircraft.
These novice:; sense_i a loss of thrus_ in a maltunctioning engine and rapidly moved its propeller to
a fully feathered pc ion. ]-ae _t_e,,,i.'_s p_vided ,.wi'tical assistan, ce when they functioned properly,
but :_everal accidents occurrea actor nmy mnctional engines were shut down autonomously There
have also been accidents, such as that of an Aerospatiale Nord commuter airplane at Los Angeles.
in _'hich pilots have shut down the rernainLng ergi_e after am autofea_ering system has operated to
make the other, malfunctioning engir:e ineffective fief. 37). Autoteathering systems, once armed
by pilots, art., bu:Icpendent of pilot control and they do not notify the pilo,' before takang action. To
that extent, mey ren_ve a l_o,"tion of the pilot's auflaori_, a topic o;a which more will be. said ]ater.
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The earliest au_thrcttle systems in turbojet transports simply controlled fuel flow to r,wboiet
engines. They were relatively _.-'rude and were not liked (or much used) by pilots because of _e
roughness of their power control (which disturbed passengers). Later devaces, more sophistic_led
controllers and better powerplam models improved the opera,on of at_tothrottle systems. More
recent!_ the development of full-authority digital engine controllers ITADEC) has improved still
farther the precision with which ,jet power_lants can be controlled. Nearly all contemporary, jet
aircraft lncorpora_e autothrust systems which are used to set engine power to auto_naticallv-
determined ,_ara_meters even du.,ing the takeoff roll.
Landing gear: Landing gear retraction and extens,,on is still a manual prcx:edure in "all
transport aircraft, but information automation in the form of configuration warning systems has
been usecl since it was ftrst discovered by a hapless pilot that retractable gear aircraft could be
i_ded wi_ _e gear retracted. Most such systems have provided a warning if throttles were pulled
back. The use of idle power routinely during descents in jet _-trcraft required £,aat the landing gear
warning system be modified to take account of baromet_c altitude or other factors that could
indicate that land__ng was not contemplated at the time. Aircraft without such modifications
provided large numbers of nuisance warnings to pilots. In an imaginative attempt to circumvent
the problem of gear-up landings, the Piper Aircraft Company developed and instaiied an automatic
gear-lowering device on its Arrow series of general a,iation aircraft. The device used a simple
pitot mounted in the propeller airstream t,_ sense reduced power and air speed. It worked
autonomously and effectively, but it also, .:quired the pilot to exert continuous _ressure on a
bypass switch to prevent gear extensior auring intentional low-speed maneuvers at altitude, a
difficult task when both hands were required for aircraft and power control.
Viztdally all jet aircraft have mat.i-skid or anti-lock braking systems, in which wheel rotational
speed is sensed and used to "¢'_°q •
.. _ brake application. Nov, er generations of tr-an_port aircraft also
incorporate automatic braking upon wheel spin-up. The breking force is chosen by the pilots prior
to landing; brake application t_sing the selected schedule is then automatic.
Aircraft subsystems: In ez:rly generations of jet aircraft, the many aircraft subsystems
were operated in the conventiona_ way, with switches ill the cockFit controlling most aspects of
system operation. Th.ree-person flight crews included a flight engineer whose p_rnary task was
the operation and surveillance of these systems: electrical, hydraulic, pnetunatic and fuel systems.
In some aircraft designed for a crew of two persons, attempts were made to simplify system
operations somewhat to decrease flight crew workload. Seat be.lt and no smoking signs were
activated automatically; automatic load shedding was in_oduced to simplify electrical system
reconfiguration following a generator failure; air conditioning pack deactivation was automatic
following an engine failure on *atkeot'f, etc. These and other measvres represented a piecemeal
approach to the problem, however; subsystems were still cons,;dered in isolation by designers, and
until recently, system operation during failures was still complex.
The DC9-80 (now designated the MD-80) intxoduced a somewhat simpler architecture and
more subsystem automation in _980 (tel 38). The Boeing 767/757 series of aircraft incorporated
simplified procedures and a structured "need-to-know" concept in its information automation. An
engine indicating and crew alerting system (EICAS) provided pictorial and alphanumeric
information on cathode-ray tubes (CRT) in the cockpit. Pilots were informed by alphanumeric
messages of failures that required crew action; the aircraft "Qaick Reference Handbock" (OR.H)
provided the xequired actions in checklist form. The "do" lis:s were also considerably sin_plified
(rzf. 39).
When the Airbus A310 was introduced, it incorporated an elec.':ronic centrr.lized aircraft
monitoring system (EC/_,M). This system provided synoptic diagrams of aircraft subsystems
which d_splayed system condition in pictorial form on cathode ray tube (CRT) scre.cns (ref. 40).
Paper checklists were still used to handle faults, which were annunciated in alphanumeric form on
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a separate screen. The later A320 had a very. similar system. In the "_47-400, the fwst 747 model
designed for a crew of two persons, Boeing incorlxn'aied system synopfics into its EICAS system,
while retaining alphanumeric alerting messages and pa_r checklists that :_nformed pilots" of all
actions to be taken following an ann_mciated condition, as in its 767,r757 types (ref. 22).
"Ihe '_<)uglas Ai.rc,-aft Company took a somewhat different d.L"ection in its MD- 11, introduced
in 1990 _ref. 4)..The MD-11 is a very long-range derivative of the ve13_ successful DC-I0, bat
w_th a radAca!ly _designed t',vo_perso_ cockpit. Douglas cockpit designers were very concerned
about lightening pilot workload; their task and workload analyses indicated that major decreases m
worrdoad could Lx achieved bv automating aircraft subsystem operations. To quote Douglas' chief(_¢MD- 11 operations, "One o( our '_
- ltmdamer:,,at strategies has been: if you know what you want the
p;,lot to do, don;t tel! him, do it" (ref. 41). Many normal subsystem functions fo.rmerly performed
by the fl.igh: crew have been automated; handling of faults is also largely automatic.
The MD-11 engine and alert displays (EAD) are superficially similar to the systems described
above, but _he subsystem management approach is markedly different. Most subsystem
reconfiguration following componev_t malfunctions or failures is automatic. Pilots are informed
wi_ an alert,; they may cancel the associated alerting message by selecting and viewing the
appropriate synoptic. This action is not required immediately, however, since the appropriate
actions have already been taken. Paper checklists are still used as a reminder of required flightcrew actions.
The Boeing 777, now in design, will incorporate electronic checklists with some level of
automatic sensing of checklist items (ref. 5). It will remind pilots of skipped actions and will
permit the crew to skip back and forth, between checklists ff required because of 'nultiple failures.
Discussion of Control Automation
Flight path control: Control automation has a long and hor_orable history. Most aspects
of control automation are we!d unck,'n'stood a_d are not controversial. Taken singly, most automated
flight c :rarol systems are based on cort_aratively simple models that can be explainea fairly easily
_o pilots. The behavior of these systems is predictable. Information concerning Se actions of the
automation is observed in airplane behavior, this information is usualiy, though not invariably,
sufficient to maintain pilot involvement. It is also usually sufficient to permit the pilo t to monitor
the behavior of the automation. Problems m monitoring control automation have occurred when
t_he devices were bebaving reasonably, but incorrectly (as in the SAS DC-i0 accident at New York,
ref. 15), or when pilots were not alert, for whatever reasons, to the state of 'd_e automation (the
China Airlines 747 mishap near San Francisco, ref. 14). Control automation data m this time are
only beginning to be used to monitor or circumscribe pilot behavior (,see disctlssion of envelope
protection and limitation, page 29).
Pilot rt _ponses to and use of these automated flight control 6evices and systems have been
studied thoroughly. They have not found most such devices to be difficult to understand or use
effectively, though the proliferation of control modes in the newest fly-by-wire systems poses
many more potential problems than did earlier genemtsons of control automation in which the pilot
was more directly coupled to the control surfaces. In the past, as an instance, the large-
displacement control yokes used by the two pilots were directly and physically coupled; they were
also coupled to _e automation and thus moved perceptibly when the autopflot made control inputs.
In the Airbus A320, small-displacement sidestick controllers are installed; they are not cross-
coupled, and inputs by one pilot are not visible or tacmally perceptible by the other. A fairly
complex mixing algorithm, a lockout device and visible indicator lights are provided to assist the
pilot_ m knowing who is in comrol and to what extent. It should be mentioned that the C* conn'ol
!aw used in this airplane is not _peed stable_ so different feedback loops may be required.
Autopilot control inputs are not fed back to the sidesticks. The lack of tactile feedback bet_'een the
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sidesticksis not known to have presented problems thus far, but it has led to questions regarding
the usefulness of such feedback in transport aircraft
The large number of control modes in highly automated aircraft has also been of concern. The
A320 autopilot "open descent" mode, and its coupling to the flight director systern of the airplane,
may have been a factor in the Indian Airlines landing accident at !3angalore, in that there, appears to
have been a late recognition on the part of :he flying pilot regarding the need to switch both
directors to another mode prior to the final approach (ref. 13). Incident reports have documented
similar occurrences with earlier recovery,. This mode, like all others, is annunciated in ext on _e
flight mode annunciation panel; the problem rather appears to be aiack of understanding of a
relatively complex, highly integrated set of automated systems and of their interactions. Air
carriers operating the A320 have in__tituted procedures designed to prevent open descent below a
safe transition altitude on final approach, but it must be. asked whether procedural approaches to
such problems are as effective as designs that are easier to understand or that are not susceptible to
misunderstanding.
Error resistance and error tolerance: System modes such as this necessitate a
consideration of human error in the operation of such systems. It is known that human errors will
occur; such errors are contributory factors in roughly two-thirds of an" carrie,- accidents. Indeed, a
desixe to minimize such errors has been a part of the rationale for the implementation of advanced
aircraft automation. At least two approaches can be taken to minimize the effects of human error.
A system may be designed to be highly error-resistant; that is, to make it v_ difficmt for the
human to make an error in the operation of the system. Simplicity in system architecture mad ",he
provision of cleer, unambiguous information on display interfaces are important tools with _,hich
to improve error-resistance. (See Nagel, tel'. 42, for discussion of these concepts.)
Attacking the problem of human error by design of error-resistant systems _s not enough,
however; it is also necessary that system designs be error-tolerant, able either to trap e:-'rors or to
mitigate their effects. Such error-tolerance can be strengthened by designing monitoring
capabilities into the automation, as is done in configuration monitoring systems, or by inm_ucing
system envelope limitations, as is done in the A320 flight control system and several power control
systems. The use of proeedm-al controls as a substitute for designing inherently er,'or-resistant and
error-tolerant systems may be effective, but is less foolproof. In the case mentioned above,
procedures have been evoked to make ",he system error-resistant, since it is net inherently error-
tolerant° Both error resistance and error tolerance, discussed further in section IV, must be
paramount aims of the cockpit design mare.
Power control: The A320 also incorporates thrust levers that do not move when power is
applied or withdrawn by the autothrust system. Visual ECAM displays indicate both power
commanded and power delivered, but ancillary tactile or visible feedback is not provided by the
levers themselves. This difference from previous aircraft has evoked fairly widespread concern in
the operational commtuaity, though it should be. said irr,.mediately that the concern does no: appear
to _ manifested by airlines operating this aircraft type.
Based on limited operating experience to date, it appears that pilots are usually abte to obtain
H1 needed reformation confining flight and power control either with, or without, tactile feedback
of control movements instituted by the automatic systems. This may be a case in which there is not
"one best way," based on empiricz: or analytical knowledge, to automate a system, and in which.
therefore, any of several approaches may be effective, provided that pib ts are provided with
sufficient information to permit them to monitor the systems effectively. Unfortunately,
information concerning the rare. cases m which a particular innovation is r_t effective in prodding
adequate feedback may not come to light unless a rr',ishap occurs. Resear,zh into the proper
complement of control and monitoring fuucriot:s for autorna'.e.d cockpits is bad, y needed.
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OAircraft subsystems: Automated flight control systems usually provide immediate
feexiback t_ pilots concerning their continued functioning. Feedback concerning akrcraft subsystem
_tatus may be much less obvious. Older three-person aircraft incorporated a multiplicity of lights
_nd gages to pxo,Ade '.he flight engineer or pilots with such information; cockpit automation and
sh_plifi:afion efforts have artemw,_d (with consider'able succ_::__) to rninimizc the amount of system
inforrnafio,-_ which the crew must monitor. The provision of simpler interfaces, however, has not
been due entirely to the design of simpler aJrvraI't subsystems. On the contrary, system complexity
_n some c_ses has increased greatly. Where simpler interfaces reflect simpler subsystems, the
benefits are obvious. When a simple interface hides a functionally complex system, there may wel!
be covert problems waiting to emerge during a difficult emergency.
Fig. 12: Ove_.nead panel. AC electrical system. 747-400.
Practices with respect to the provision of
information regarding subsystems have varied,
from the Boeing 767/757 "need-to-know'"
concept, to the provision of synoptics simply
for pilot information in the 747-400 (figure 13),
to synoptics that are the primary means of
subsystem feedback in the MD-11 and A-
310/320 types. The A320 also presents a
limited number of normal checklists on its
ECAM screens; a broader implementation of
electronic checklists with automatic sensing of
skipped actions is under consideration for the
Boeing 777, now in design, and wiil likely be
seen in many future transport aircraft Such
automation will permit the flight crew to
alternate among several checklists when
necessary, to resolve compound faults, though
automa_:cd prionfization schemes for such faults
are under consideration by human factors
researchers.
Cockpit simplification has included drastic
reduct/ons in the number of subsystem controls
and also s_andardization of those controls,
nearly all of which are now lighted pushbuttons
with legends. Critical buttons may be guarded.
The switches are usually located in subsystem
diagrams (figure 12). The use of pttshbuttons
of identical shape and size in place of a varie_
of toggle switches has cleaned up the overhead
panel, but it has made more difficult the
location by feel of a given switch.
Manufacrm-ers state that their "dark cockpit"
concept, in which buttons are lighted only ff
they require attentiora, indicates those that must
be used, and point out that buttons should be
actuated on]y after v,'sual confwmanon of which
button to press. As noted above. Douglas
Aircraft Co. has automated large segments of
the subsystems management task (a backup
manual mode is provided, and all switches
necessar), for subsystem control are on the
overhead panel).
1 2 :b 4
Fig. 13: Synoptic display for system shownin fig. 12.
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Fig. 14: Tcmch-se_nsiUv_s_ swi_c_s _ a CRF display
Research is underway on CRT stains
on which subsystem synootics contahaing
"soft switches", touch-sensitive areas
overlying switch depictions, would be
depicted. Subsystem control woald be
affected directly through such screens,
which would respond to switch actuations.
The advantages and disadvantages of this
approach can Ix hypothesized but are not
yet clear. Dedicated panels in which
switches arc always in the same place
permit memorization of switch locations
and set patterns of behavior, but
pushbutton switch legends contain small,
sometimes cryptic alphanumeric legends,
and presbyopic older pilots may have
difficulty reading legends on fine overhead
unless they arc fitted with special corr_ting
lenses. Synoptic subsystem diagrams will
requirefar.ntiliarity with a number of differ_
ent switch locations, distinct for each system depicted. The legibility of touch screens on the
primary, display panels shouict be considerably better, but operation of touch-sensitive switches
may be more difficudt in ulrbulence; they will also be farther from the pilots. Research will be
needed to determine whether the potential advantages of"soft switches" ou_'eigh their drawbacks.
The amount of aircraft status info:'mation that must be prodded is a function of _e hur..an
operator roles in mission accomplishment. If humans _ expected to control aircraft subsystem._,
they must be given that minimum of information necessary to perform those tasks. It the
subsystems arc corm'oiled autonomously and tP.e human's only role is to remain cognizant of th,ir
status and the effects upon mission accomplishment, a quite different quantity and type of
information concerning system stavas may be called for, though it is necessary in this case that the
operator understand not only the system controlled but also the automation that is controlling it, so
that au_mation failures can be detected. In this ease, it may not bc necessary that non-flight critical
information be made available at all. For these masons, it is necessary to consider the range of
control and management options to be provided ",hepilots of advanced, highly-automated aircraft_
The control.management continuum: It is implicit in the above discussion that pilots
way play any of a variety of rolez _n the control and management of highly automated airta'aft.
These roles range from direct nmnual control of flight pa_ and all aircraft systems to largely
autonomous operations in which the pilot's role is minimal. The development of highly capable
automation makes it necessary to consider these roles in more depth. A control-management
continuum is presented in figure 15 to facilitate this discussion (ref. 43).
None of today's aircraft can be operated entirely at either extreme of this spectrum of control
and management, lndee& an aircraft operated even by direct manual control may incorlxn'ate many
kir, ds of control automation, such as yaw dampers, a pitch trim compensator, automated
configuration warning devices, etc. Conversely, even remotely piloted vehicles are not fvlly
autonomous; the locus of control of these aircraft has simply been moved to another airborne or a
ground control station. Nonetheless, today's airplanes, and those of tomorrow as well,
incorlxn'atc clemenm at or. near the extremes, and the full range of options must be cortsid_red.
The ability to control an airplane without the assistance of automatio.-, must be demonstrated
by any pilot before a type rating for that airplane can be issued, ff the aircr: R itself is certified for
such operation. This includes the ability to handle the machine without even the automation aids,
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tn 1such as yaw ,dampers, what ormahy operate full-time m an autonomous mode. That flying task,
however_ can be extremely dema_.dmg in a machine m which stability is relaxed and srabili,'y
augmentation is provid-_l by rwAur, dan6 fai_-o_ration-,d systems.
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Figure !5: A confinuam of aircraft control and management
Most _ying today is assisted to a greater or lesser extent, ff only by hydraulic e.mplifica,'ion of
contro! inputs. Flight diw_ctors, stability augmentation systems, enhanced displays, and in newer
aircraf_ various degrees of envelope protection, assist the pilot in hi_ or her manual control tasks.
To some extent, pilo:s can specify the degree of assistance desired, but much of the assistance
operates full-time and some of it is not intended to be bypassed. The pilot remains in the control
loop, but it is an intermediate rather than the inner loop.
Whether pilots of limitedexperience should be required by regulation to have and demonstrate
this level of manual control ability in today's airplanes, which incorporate highly redundant
automated control assistance, is beyond the scope of this document. Airbus has rendered this issue
moot to some extent by providing shared control as the A320's basic control mode. Pilot control
inputs are considerably modified and shaped by the flight control computers; envelope limitations
prevent him or her fiom exceeding pre-determined parameters. In this airplane, pilots are provided
,ith considerable assistance even during control faiiure modes; manual flight capability is limited
to rudder control and stabilizer trim and is designed only to maintain controlled flight while the
._utomatccl systems are restored to operation. Under normal circumstances, the aircraft automation
_s responsible for much of the inner loop control, though control lays are tailored to respond in
ways that seem natural to the pilot. In the MD-I 1, a combination of longitudinal stability,
augmentation and control wheel steering is in ope_fion at all times; roll control wheel steering is
available as an option.
When an autopilot is used to perform flight path (anddor power) control tasks, the pilot
incomes a manager rather than a controller (this is also true to some extent of the shared control
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option). The pilot may elect to have the autopilot perform only the most basic fmactions: pitch, roll
and yaw control (this basic autoflight level is not available in all systems); he or she may dir,:,ct the
automation to maintain or alter heading, aldtagt_ _ speed, or may direct the autopilot to capture, and
follow navigation paths, either horizontal or vertical. This is ma_ _gement by delegation, though at
differing levels cf management, from fairly immediate to fairly remote. In ali cases, however, the
aircraft is carrying out a set of tactical directions supplied by the pilot. It will not deviate from
these directions unless it is incapable of executing them.
As always, there are excepdons to the generalizations. The A320 will not initiate a
programrrv-.d descent from cruise altitude without an enabling action by the pilot. .(This is the first
instance of which we are aware in which management by consent has been embodied in aircraft
automation.) Other modern flight management systems require that the pilots provide certain
inputs before they wiii accept certain cor, clitional instructions.
Management by consent implies a situation in which automation, once, provided with goals '.o
be achieved, operates autonomously, but requires consent from its manager before instituting
successive phases of flight, or certain critical procedures. An example is given above. The
consent principle has imlXn'tant potential advantages, in that it keeps pilots involved and aware of
system intent, and provides them the o_rtity to intervene if they believe the intended action is
inappropriate at that pe4nt in time. flaking the principle to i;z logical conclusion, it can be argued
that even yaw damping in older airplanes is by conser,_ since the pilots can disable the function.
This may not be the case in future .aircraft, however, in which more of the automation will be
transparent to the flight crew.)
This management mode may become more important as "smart" decision-aiding or decision-
making systems come into use (see page 94). A protracteo period of close monitonng of these
systems will be necessary; requiring consent is one way to monitor and moderate the potential
influence of these systems. While management by consent is an amactive option worthy of further
exploration, it must be informed consent. More fundamental human factors research is needed to
identify how to implement it without the consent becoming perfunctory.
Management by erception refers to a management-control situation in which the automation
possesses the capability to perform all actions required for mission completion and performs them
unless the pilot takes exception. Today's very capable flight management systems will conduct an
entire mission in accordance with pre-programmed instructions unless a change in goals is
provided to the flight management system and enabled by the pilots. This occurs relatively
frequently when air traffic control _qufi_s a change in the previously-cleared flight pat,h, most
often during descent into a terminal area.
As previously stated, the desire,- _ _i.:_ the pilot's workload and decrease the required
bandwidth of pilot involvement led to n._. ,_ of the control automation now installed in transport
aircraft. The more capable control a_'_dmanagement automation now in service has certainly
achieved this objective, with benefits t9 safety, reliability and productivity. It also has the capacity,
however, to decrease markedly the pilot's involvement with the flying task and even with the
mission. Today's aircraft can be operated for long periods of time with very little pilot activity.
Flight path control, navigation, and more recently subsystems management are almost entirely
automatic. The capable, alert pilot will remain conversant with flight progress despite the low level
of required activity, but even capable, motivated pilots get tired, lose their concentration and
become diverted, or worry about per_nal problems unrelated to the flight. A critical task of the
designer is to find ways to maintain pilot involvement during operation at higher levels of
managerr_nt.
This is less simple than it sounds, for pilots will both resent and find ways to bypass tasks
that are imposed merely for the purpose of ascertaining that they are. still present in the cockpit.
Tasks to maintain involvement must be flight-relevant or even flight-critical, and equally imlxa-tant,
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Omast be perceived by priors to be relevant.. Designing pilot involvement into highly automated
systems will not be easy but must be accomplished to minimize boredom and complacency:
pa_cularly in very long range aircraft which spend man3,, hours in overwater cruise. "l"he progress
of avionics, satellite navigation at,.d commurdcafons, and data lh'ak may verv well have an opposite
result unless this uniquely human f_ for receives more consideration than it_as to da_e.
_'Today's aircr',;fft are often easier to control than thev are to manage, because interacting with
flight management systems is accomplished primarily" by entry of atphanuraeric information.
Reprogramm2ng today's flight management computers can be cumbersome, and such flight path
alterations are often more easily a_.complish.*xi by revemng to a lower level of amomation rather
than by altering the FMS instructions. "l'ais in itself may be a problem, because some of the
protectaon provided by the fully automated configuration may be removed bv such reversion. On
the other hand, reprograrnn,,dng can occupy attention that might better be" directed elsewhere.
Making this interaction easier and less e_or-prone is a major task facing the human factors
commur.,ity, and a number of research efforts are underway to mitigate th_s problem.)
Autonomous operation denotes operation in accordance with instructions provided by system
designers; no attention or management is re.quire.d of the pilots. Until recently, relatively few
complex systems operated autonomously. With the introduction of the A320 and MD-11
however, major systems operate ha this way.
L,_the A320, the flight control system incoq_orates envelope limitation; this system operates at
all times. Certain pararaeters (bank angle, pitch or angle of attack) cannot be exceeded by the pilot
except by turning off portions of the flight control computer systems or flying below their cutoff
values, as was done during the low-altitude flyover prior to the Mul.'aouse-ttabsheim accidert (ref.
44). Predeterminec_ thrust parameters also cannot be exceeded. "YTleMD-11 incorporates angle of
attack protection, but its limits can be overridden by the pilot, as can the limits of the autothrust
system. In the MD-11, aircraft systems also operate autonomously, to a considerable degree.
Failure detection and subsystem reconfiguration are also autonomous if the aircraft system
controllers (ASC) are enabled (the normal condition). Any system may be operated manually,
though the protections provided by the ASC systems are not available during manuaJ operation.
Systems designed for autonomous operation pose serious philosophical questions with respect
to pilot authority as ,.veil as pilot involvement. These questions arose first in the design of fighter
aircraft and were discussed succinctly in a recen t unsigned editorial in Flightlnternational (ref. 45).
The American F-16 fighter's fly by wire control system incorporates "'hard" limits which "preserve
the aircraft's flying qualities right to the limit of its closely defined envelope" but do not permit the
pilot to maneuver beyond those limits. The Flight editorial points out that "There is, however,
another approach available: to develop a 'softer' fly-by-wire system which allows the aircraft to go
to higher limits than before but with a progressive degradation of flying qualities as those higher
limits are approached..Tt is this latter philosophy which has been adopted by the Soviets with
fighters like the MiG-29 and Sukhoi Su-27. It is not, as Mikoyan's chief test pilot...admits,
necessarily a philosophy which an air force will prefer." He says, however: "Although
this...approach requires greater efforts...it guarantees a significant increase in the overall quality of
the air, aft-pilot combination. This method also allows a pilot t9 use his intellect and initiative to
their fullest extent" (ref. 46). The "softer" approach has been taken in the MD- 11, which permits
pilots to override automatic protection n'w._hanisms by applicafon of additional control forces_
Though civil aircraft do not fa_ the threat posed to a fighter whose maneuverability is limited,
they do on occasion have to take violent evasive action (see also page 86), and the,, may on
extremely rare occasions need control or power authority up to (or even beyond) structural" and
engine limits to cope with very serious failures. The issue is whether the _ilot, who is ultimately
responsible for safe mission completion, should be permitted to operate to ¢_reven beyond airplane
limits when he or she determh',es that a dL"e emergency requires such operation. The issue will aot
be simply resolved, and the rarity of such emergencies makes it difficult to obtain empirical support
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for one or the other philosophy. Nonetheless, the issue is a fundamental one. IX,lots must
approach such limatations on their authority with extreme wariness; designers must recognize that
hard limit_ place them, rather than pilots, in the position of ultimate command, give_ me capabfli_¢
and f',e,dbi!ity of automated systems. Pilots must also be concerned about the effects such systems
may have on their perception of thetr responsibilities, which remain despite whatever protective
systems may be installed Such systems can fail.
Another fundamental question is how wide a range of comrol and management options should
be provided. This may weli vary across functiops; indeed, pilots will often operate at a ra,,ge of
levelg, for example controlling thrust manually while managing the autopilot and using the flight
director to monitor nav;gation. Pilot cognitive styles vary; the_ skill levels also vary somewhat as
a function of the amount of recent flying they have done, how tired they are, etc. These factors
lead us to argue that a reasonable range of options must be provided, but widening the range is
expensive in terms of equipment costs as well as of training time and time required to maintain
familiarity with a broad spectrum of' automation capabilities.
One way to keep pilots involved in the operation of the aircraft is to limit their ability to
withdraw from it by invoking very high levels of management. Another, perhaps preferable way
is to structure those higher levels of management so that they still require planning, decision-
making and procedural tasks. The use of a management by consent approach, rather than
management by exception, could be structured to insure that pilots must enable each successive
flight phase or aa'craft change of status, as an instance. It has been suggested by one air carrier
*.hat long-haul pilots should be given the tools with which to become involved in flight planning for
maximum economy on an ongoing basis; this is another approach to maintaining higher levels of
involvement.
Control Automation in the Future
Control automation is already highly advanced and highly competent. What may we
reasonably expect to see in the way of further advances? What additional factors should be
considered in this domain?
There is increasing concern regmdmg the problem of runway incursions, ms airports become
more and more congested. Several studies (refs. 47 and 48) have highlighted this problem; two
recent accidents, at Detroit and Los Angeles, have underscored its seriousness (ref. 84). Improved
radar surveillance of airport surfaces is technically feasible and new devices m-+ scheduled for
installation; light systems at runway-taxiway intersections have been trie_l in the United States and
axe in use elsewhere, but nei_er of these approaches will be fully effective in mitigating the
problem of human (either oilot or controller) error fief. 49).
More errt_r-resistant and error-tolerant approaches to this problem axe needed, especially given
problems of low visibility and contaminated taxiway surfaces which can obscure markings
temporarily. Suggested approaches include some degree of automation in control and conduct of
movements on the airport surface. Automation has not been extended to control of aircraft on the
ai:port, though techniques for lane-holding have been attempted in automobiles on roadways with
embedded wiring. Highly preci3e satellite navigational aids, particularly when accuracy is
enhanced by fixed-installation compaaison techniques such as differential GPS (ref. 50), may
provide the means for true all-weather control of airplane positions on the ground. If airport
features can be described precisely, automatic control ov drcraft during taxi is possible, though it
will require, very large databases in the flight management systems that will access the information
and very ace.-ate map displays m the cockpit.
It needs to be pointed out that if automated control of aircraft on the airport surface becomes a
reahty, pilo,.s will be urmble to verify the correct operation of the autotmtioa under conditions of
severely limited visibility. Before such technology is implemented, it will be necessary to consider
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how an independent monitoring capabilitycan be provided. One possibilitymay be the use,of
millimeter, wave radar and the provision of synthetic visual dispiay devices in the cock-pit (suci_
systems could also provide independent monitoring capability during low-visibility approaches,
and with the addition of other inforrnatio.n to the displays, might provide indeper, dent takeoff
monitoring capability as well).
Although today's aircraf_ have the capability to follow an ILS localizer centerline accm'atelv
and this capability is made use of during automatic landings, automatic takeoffs usin centerline
gu:dance are not performed, pro_ably because of concern about asymmetric power failgur_Csand the
ability, of autopilots with limited autl:.oritv to maintain directional control dtafing an aborted takeoff.
Certainly the pilot is more quickly able to counter variations in direction if he or she is involved in
inner-loop control, but during extremel_, bad v_sibility the pilot also introduces perceptual delays indetecting deviations from centerline.
Microwave landing systems are in an advanced state of development; zb.ey permit the conduct
of more complex curved approaches and may thereby increase runway acceptance rates while
mitigating some noise problem+ for communities in the vicinity of airports (ref. 51). Flying very.
complex approaches will lead to a?preciable increases in flight crew workload, however, even if
the approaches are automatic. Alternate means are being explored to enable equivalent approaches
using existing equipment capabihties, but these too will involve higher cockpit workload. The
expected gains are great enough so that such approaches will probably be required in the future
system.
We may certa_inly expect to see more highly integrated automation suites in virtually all fu.,ure
transport aircraft. A higher level of integration may permit sh'npler automation architects that are
more easily and intuitively understood by pilots, though the trend to date has been toward greater
perceived complexity. Whether the range of options available to the pilot should be narrowed is an
open quesuon. Even before the advent of the present generation of aircraft, incidents were
reported in which pi.lots became confused about the mode in which they were operating; this led to
a stall at high altitude in the case of an Aeromexico DC-10 departing Frankfurt (ref. 12;; the
elevators sustained severe damage during the recovery process, ",.hough the atrplane was flown onto its destination.
It should be pointed out again that problems such as this may be due to the automation of a
control function which should not have been automated, but they may equally weld be due to failure
;o make a needed function sufficiently obvious, that is to poor implementation of an appropriate
function for automation. Our first principles state that the pilot must be. involved; they also state
tb.at the pilot must be m£ormed, and this iacludes prominently being informed, at the, level required
.for him to fulfill ._is responsibilities, of the airplane and auto.marion characteristics at al; times,. As
is pointed out several times here, too much information may be as bad as too little, the critical point
is that the pilot must be able to rnezntaJn state and situation awareness.
As subsystem automation becomes more capable and more common, we shall have to
consider carefully what subsystem management actions should not be automated. In the MD- 11,
Douglas has refrained from automating fully any tasks that are irreversible in terms of then- effect
on the airplane's ability to complete its mission. In future air.aft, we mrst consider as well
whether certain actions that can oe taken by pilots rather than by the automation should :also be
proscribed, or at least made to require conFu'mation or consent. There have been two cases in
which pilots shut off fuel to both engines of a twin-engine transport shortly after takeoff, thinking
that they were operating its electronic engine controllers (inf. 52). Ix..,.these cases, either designers
did not recognize the potential for. the specification of procedures that could be hazardous, or the a_r
carriers did not understand the (des:gner's) intent for the EEC enable/disable function, or both.
Designers and purchasers of aircra.f_, and pilots as well, must understand automation inter, t exluafi,:if the potential for errm is to be minimized.
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Our fir_ prLucipiessugges_that theautomationmustbe able to monitor the pilots. Monitoring
automation could certainly be designed _o question certain classes of pilot actious that can
potentially cempromise mission completion, ",hough fcv be au,.omation to proscribe such actions
would again limit the authcrri_y of the pilot. It is hoped that more _rious thought w/t1 be _ven to
the piloI-automat_.ou and automation-pilot mtmitoring fcncnons, both of w!-icb are enabled by the
bAghly competent digital comput_rs vow m place in advmnced aivcr_A't.
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Information At_tomation
We next exarm_re what Facldcn has termed information automation. Though primitive levels
of inf,'>.nnatJon automation have been present for some time, information automa:ion began its
expiosive growth witch the intr_'_luc_on of _e "glass cockpit," in which CRT screens mplacea
som_ or al_ of the o!der elec_omechanica! insL_ments. Even prior to this development,
inferrnario_ ma_agemen: had become a major l_robier_ in avia,..ion. Billings, Lau_r and Coot_er
cited information rz...... "
,+.anagen,en_ as one of the. pnncip_i issues in an informal interview study with
fligh,, crew of a U.S. flag c_:r:Ser in !974 (ref, 53). An early ASRS study found infotmatio;1
L--ea-asferproblems Jn ?3% of 12,000 consecutive inciden_ reports (ref. 54).
The advent of CRT scr_ns iv_cockpits made it possible for designers lxv& to provide more.
vislw2 irdbrrnafio_ and to provid_ it in fle,dble fo.nna,,s. At a firr_ when more and more information
was becoming available, the temptaEon was ve_, great to provide pilots with much more
i_ormadon th_ had previously been supplied. Further, pilots were not hesitant to demand more
information tbar; they had before; experimenta) studies have found that pilots want as much
information as may possibly be relevant, even at the cost of increased werldoad (ref. 55).
Though pronounced t_'ferences in philosophy exist among the major suppliers of transport
aLrcraft, most have been fairly conservative about new cockpit displays. It should be recogniz_
that automation, which enables more information to be presented, also carries with. it costs in terms
ef the amount of reformation reqmred to monitor the automated func_ons, as shown in figure 16.
Inputs from
Environmem
Figure 16: Information automation
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Despitethis conse_-atism, new alemng systems have bee_,, introduced, _verai t.-_nda,,ed by
Congressional decree; each requires the presentan_n of new information to pilots. Ground
proximity warr_mg systems, marinated in 1974, pro_de visual and aural wanlings. Traffic ale,-t
a_d coilision avoidance systems (TCAS), now being instalicxl in a!l transport aircraft, provide
visual displays and visual and voice wa.'-n_ngs of _affic threats_ Wir_dshear advisory systems,
rn,_xidated for instigation cluing 1991-i993, _li also in_oduce v_.sual and aural warnings.
.'Though map d_spiays have greatly simpRfiext the pre_ntation of navigationaJ inforroat'ion, the
ir_tegrataon of weather raclar data _.r_d TCAS traffic displays with navigation_ data has complicated
th_ displays coxls_.dci-abiy, .... " ,- •e_pe,,a.uy on smafier CRTs, The coming or' digital data ,a,,'tKfor ATC
messages will add still fu_,ev visual d:sp!ays that must be attended to. We will now examine the
kinds of informauon .in the cockpit, the ways in which it _s _spiayed, and the effects of autom_.tion
or, the information provided to flight crews to er, abie mission accomplishment.
Flight path disphrys: Pilots are physmlogicaliy unable to maintain a stable airplane attitude
by _ference only to their own sensor 3, inputs because of limitations in their ability to sen_ motion
and acceleration in nil spatial axes (ref. 56)..The first attempts by Dooiitt!e and others to develop
systems for instrument flight (ref. 57) were prompted by the recognition of this fact. Gyroscopic
ttcn indicators and ball s!ip indicators prodded data concerning ttma rote and sideslip; airspeed and
altitude indicators providee coarse information concerning climbs and descents. Two-axis
gyroscopes provided sensing for the more intuitive artificial horizon, which accurately displayed
bank and pitch ang!e o,n a single device; another sing!e-axis gyroscope provided heading
information when set in eccordar_ce with a magnetic compass. Vertical speed instruments were
added to show rate of change of barometric altitude (figure 17).
Figure 17: Primars.' flight insguments: au'slxeA indicator, artuqcia/horizon, LM'e.e-pointeralLrneter,
turn and frank indicator, directional gyro, ver,.ical s'lx_l indic.azor. "l_e _aipi:laneis m a left earn,
without side_ip, at 14_' knots, descending from 1340 f_,e.tat 630 feex per minute.
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Figure 18: Electronic primary flight display.
The information provided by
these six insn'uments has been the
foundation of instrument Eying e-;er
since. Analogous information,
though derived in many cases fi'om
different sensors (air data computers
and inertial reference plafformsk is
still the basts of the primary flight
display in the newest and most
sophisticated aiJ'craft (figure 18). The
several so,.trces of data, in different
formats, require considerable mental
lnte_ation to permit the formation of
a coherent perception of the airplane's
attitude, state, and rate of change. In
advanced electronic displays, a
varlet, of aids is made available to
assist the pilot in maintaining this
pe_epdon, but (he basic information
displayed is not fundamentally
different.
Over the years, human, factors researchers and design engineers have brought forth a variety,
of omcepts for fi_e simplification and integration of the information presente.d in the primary _gh,,
dist_lavs. Most of these have involved some sort of "pathway through the sky"
" concept (fig. 19).
Such a display, devisex" by Grunwald and colleagues, has been tested in simulation and flight, and
is still under development (ref. 58). Air Force human factors experts have likewise looked for
simpter means by which to convey primary flight information (ref. 59). Airfi-ame manufacturers
have shown interest in such concepts, but have been inhibited in bringing them to service use by
£ne nxix of aircraft in nearly all fleets. Pilots fly a variety of aircraft during their careers, some with
advanced cockpits, some with conventional electromechanical instruments. Tkere has beer,
considerable concern that transition,.ng back and forth between the older displays and advanced,
more integrated, displays could i,',.crease trmning requirements and perhaps compromise safety.
r
Figure. 19: Pathway m ,.he sky dksplay.
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In _,_Ider aircraft, several displays are also used to provide navigational (morn properly,
position) m_fcrrnation to pilots. In essence, pilots are informed of the;,r bearing and distance from a
radio navigation aid, or during inertial flight, from a geographic waypoint defined in the flight
management computer. During approaches, the3,' are informed of their lateral and ve:'tical
deviation,; from !ocalizer and glide slope centerlines. This information, like attitude information,
must _e ¢,onsiderably transfc. ,'-reed to permit dae derivation of present position. Figure 20 is a
sketch of this info,'Tnation. I_ :hows a horizontal situation di_lay containing a heading indicator
(whose data now cgmes from a remotely-mounted, stabilized magnetic compass), a digital display
of DME _:_tance, and a radio magnetic ]ndicator (R_I), showing the bearing to two VOR stations
or low-frecueqcy rad,o beacons. The RMI also contains a heading indicator, whose inputs are
nc,.,'mat!y from a second independent magnetic compass urn.'.
Figtm..-20: Fiectmraex:haaical navigation instcuments: radio magnetic indicator (RMI) to left, horizontal situation
dasplay (HSI) m right. The 180" radial of the VOR being tracked is 12" to the right; the VOR is 19.2 miles away
Aircralt is flying parallel to that raaial. The HSI also shows glide slope deviations when tunea to an ILS frequency.
"fhe introduction of CRT screens in the cockpit made possible drastically simplified navigation
displays. Although cor ventional HSI displays like that shown above are stiU provided, nearly all
pilot_ of glass cockpit airplanes use map displays for most enroute flying. The map displays utilize
data stored in the fli_h_ management system to provide a pictorial planfon'n display of present
position and future nay igation waypoints, in some aircraft, terrain obstructi ms and airports can
also be selected. In r._ost glass cockpit aircraft, weather can also be depi-'ted on the display;
displays of other tra,ff_c arc:, or will be, provided by TCAS equipment.
When all of these o )tions are exercised at once, screens can be clutterexl {f significant weather
or a great deal of nearby tr'd'fic is present, but the displays still require less mental effort on the part
of the pilot. Many n_,vi[ ation displays can also be used in a "'north-t_p mode" to display the r,.ute
programmed in the FM3 computers. The scale of the navigation display can be varied; some
TCAS units also pe"rn.it ;.]titude filtering. Figure 21 shows such a navigation display. I_ includes
flight plan, present and p edicted flight path, way'point and radio navigation aid locations, location
of weather, altitude rc:lati,, e m planned altitude, inertial ground speed and wind direction and speed.
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Figure 2i: Electronic map display showing weather, flight plan
rout, andP.avaids.
Map displays have immeasm-ab!y
eased the cognitive tasks of pilots by
giving them an instantaneous, easily-
interpreted picture of their location
with respect to their plan, Wiener
(1989) repo'-ted that _hey are the mos_
desired single feature of advanced
automation. As with flight directors,
it is not difficult to lose. sight of the
raw navaganon data. Map displays do
not make it particularly easy to
evaluate the raw data from which
position is derived, and it has been
necessary to introduce special display
elements to aid in this task. American
and British incident reports (ref. 60)
descritm circumstances in which the
apparent position was incorrect, and
the clarity and apparent precision of
the displays can be seductive.
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Power displays: The Boeing
757_767 introduced electronic engine
status displays. These displays
provided enhanced electronic
depictions of information that had
been available on electromechanical
instruments, together with adaptNe
EGT limits, data on commanded vs.
actual thrust for autotba'ust operation.
e_c. ']he later An'bus A320 pro-,,ided
a simi ar set of electronic displays and
alpha_.,americ information. The
Boeing 747-400 electronic power
displays _. ere. the first to utilize a
simplified tape fo :_qat on a : rimary
and secondary displa? (tqg-_re_22). A
compacted format showing analog
tape and alphanumeric data is also
available. These displays were based
on rematch showing that pilots were
better able to evaluate engine prob-
lems with disFlay s tailored to the
number of engines. The MD-11
primary and secondary power
disp!ays are again CRT represen-
tations of the earlier electromec _hanical
displays.
It is interesting, in view of the integration of information in glass cock-pit navigation displays,
that more integration and processing cf engine and power information has not been utilized in
current-technoiogy aircraft. Abbott and coworke_ at Langley Research Center have proposed a
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concept for a considerably-simplified set of power disp!ays using bar graphs which show relative
data vs. appropriate values for engine parameters (ref. 61). (See page 44 for discussion.) The
engine monitoring and control system (E-MACS) concept wi!l be evaluated m flight simulations as
a pan of the NASA Aviation Safety/Aut£nnation concept demonstrations.
Configuration displays and alerting s)stems: In older ah-cra£, a variety of lights and
gages were used to show the configuration of landing gear, flaps and slats, control surfaces,
a£rcr-e..ft d_ors and other flight-critical systems. Nearly all current-generation aircraft have displays
that provide such information in graphic foma, _ough Airbus !ndustrie has gone farther than other
rnanufactm'ers in showing Me configuration of components of these systems as well as _e systems
as a whole.
FLAP
S • F.
!
Fi_mare23: Electronic d/splay of flap-slat positions m A320.
Figure, 23 shows an elegant little
icon used in the A320 to indicate flap
and slat position. The diagram
appears on the engine display screen
together with engine data, status and
alerting messages. The number refers
to flap selector position.
Alerting messages and aural
signals are still used in newer aircraft
for critical items prior to takeoff and
approaching landing, as in earlier
generations. These takeoff and land-
ing configuration warning systems have prevented many accidents, but their occasional failure, and
their ability to generate spurious or nuisance warnings, raise a problem of a more general nature.
Devices that are extremely reliable will come, over time, to be _tied upon by pilots. In the rare
cases when they fail, or are disabled, pilots may not be sufficiently aJe_ to detect the condition for
which the device was originally provided. This occurred in two recent attempted takeoffs with
flaps and leading-edge devices retracted_ The aL,'craft crashed with hea_y loss of life (refs. 10,11).
The other side of this coin is that devices _at produce too many "false alarms" will be
mistrusted by flight crews. In the extreme case, they will simply be ignored after pilots have
become accustomed to them. This was the case when the earliest trxlel of the _und proximity"
warning system (GPWS) was introduced. At least two accidents have occ_,n'ed because pilots
ignored, disabled or were slow to respond to warnings that were appropriate. Later GPWS
models incorporated more complex algorithms and the number of nuisance warnings dropped
drama.dcalJy. We are now ruing similar problems with large-scale implen_en_tion of TCAS-IJ.
Altitude alerting systems, introduced to alert pilots when approachir_g a selected altitude and to
warn them if they thereafter depart from that altitude, provided both ata-al and visual alerts many
times in the course of routine flights. They were reliable and came to be depended upon; altitude
excursions resulted when the devices malfunctioned or were ignored because of distracnons.
Pilots objected, however, to the number of aural alerts approaching altitude, and FAA amended its
requirements to permit the use of only a visual signal approaching altitude° After this change was
made, pilots accustomed to hearing the aural alert before reaching their selected altitude were also
involved m altitude excursions because it was no longer present (ref. 62).
Color is used in all cockpits to indicate problems (red or amber, depending on severity),
though display symbology and color-coding for CRT displays has no_ vet been standardized Tke
Society of Automotive Engineers S-7 C,ommJttee is _vorking on such a "recommended standard. In
most c_es, redundant shape or size coding is used in addition to color, to minimize detection
problems for color-deficient pilots and to maximize legibility m bright surd.ight (though CRTs used
m cockpits unck:._, o stringent testing to insure readability in very bright light).
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Figure 2.:1: Flight contro! configuration di_lay, A320.
The complexity of eonfi.mL-ation
displays can be high because of the
number of items ma_ are pertinent
(figure 24). Tl',ough color can help to
direct a pilot's attention t,_ parameters
that are abnormal, a good deal of
information must still be scanned.
Cockpit designers have done an
excellent job of eliminating large
numbers of discrete "lights, bells and
whistles," within limits imposed by
certification regulations: bt:_ they have
substituted large amounts of .discrete
data integrated into a sma.liet number
of displays.
This topic is discussed in more
detail in following sections, but it
should be said here that current
operational constraints ctten reqmre
pilots to review, by whatever means,
a great deal of important status
information prior .:o takeoff and
during approach, periods that are
already busy. Ways of summarizing
this information that can alert pilots ff
a potential problem is: present _ highly desirable, but on!y if they are mastworthy, for pilots will
come to depend on such, aids. "'Automation must be predictable," but i: mus',, also ,yarn
unmistakably when it is unable to perform a flight-critical function.
Subsystem displays: Though there is still a philosophical controversy about ti.,e necessity
or even _e des;a-ability of providing synoptic subsystem information in the cock:pit, pilots and
operators clearly find it desL_able to have such displays and they are provided in most giass cockpit
aircraft. Synoptics of simple systems may increase the risk of misinterpretation, though they are
probably advantageous for the depiction of more complex systems. Some of the controversy
probably relates to certification issues; manufacturers and operators aiiV,e wish to incorporate as
few essential systems as possible to avoid grounding airplanes when they f_,ALand the ove_cad
panels on ,2aese aircraft permit full manual operation of 'all subsystems.
Like configuration displays, subsystem synoptic displays can be very complex, though most
manufacturers have made them as simple as possible. Multiple faults, however, will still require
careful pilot attention to the screens to understa_xd faily the nature of the problems. Herein lies
another facet of the controversy. Modern airplanes are designed to require specific actions (asua!ly
as few as possible) in response to any fault or combination of them. The required actions are
spelled out in checklists which are designed to be ff)llowed precisely. These aircraft are also
designed to require no more than checklist adheaence for safe flight completion. There is
continuing concern among designers that providing too detailed information on subsystem
configuration may lead some pilots to adopt more innovative approaches to compie_ problems, and
uhereby negate the care the manufacturer has taken to simplify fault recrimination. Such behavior
has cauw_.d serious incidents in the past and will probably continue to do so in the futt_ despite the
best efforts of designers to achieve simplicity and clarity in their designs and procedures.
On the other hand, pilots argue, with justificadon based on experience, thai faults not
contemplated by the manufacturer may we!"- occur in, line operations. They point, as one instance,
to a L1011 that was landed safely at Los Angeles after its crew was faced with a completely
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ana_ticipated control surface fault for which no book solution exJsteA (ref. 63). They do not wish
te be deprived of any information that could assist them in c_oping with such problems.
"E_e Boeing 757f767 cockpit, as indicated above, does not provqde subsystem synoptics,
though EiCAS messages provide a great deal of information on aircraft system stares. Since not
a!! reformation can be presented, the questicns that must be answered is at what point the
appropriate compromise can be found. Better models both of system behavior and of cognitive
responses to malfunction inf0rmarion are needed to answer this question. Such research is
underway within the NASA Aviadon Safety/Au:ozr_fion program (ref. 64).
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Figure25:Hydraulicsystemsyrz_pdcpage,MD-I I.
As no',ed above, Dou#as Aiz_raft
has taken a different approach 'o
subsystem management in that it has
auu)mated most normal and abnormal
actions in the MD-11 subsystems.
The synoptics in the MD-11 are
simplified diagrams of each
subsystem. When an abnormal
conditionisdetected,the appropriate
system controllertakes action; an
alcrtingmcssagc isdisplayedon the
engine and alert display. The
appropriatesubsystem pushbutton on
the systems control panel is also
lighted. When actuated, this
pushbu_ton brings up the synoptic,
which willshow the system diagram
with,alterediconsindicatingthefault,
what actionhas bccn taken,and a list
of the consequences for the conduct
of theremainder of theflight.Figure
25 shows an example of a level2 alert
(systemA hydraulicfluidloss)which
has bccn _solved automatically by
inactivationof the two system A
hydraulic pumps (system at left of the
synoptic diagram) after low system A hydraulic quantity was detected. The deplemd system A
hydraulic fluid reservoir is also shown.
Here, the synoptic display is very clear (and compelling); there is no question abeut what has
failed and what has been done about it, altho,_gh a failed sensor could produce the same display as
a failed system and the pilot must still differentiate between these two conditions. This leads to a
question about whether such systems should be permitted to be. reconfigured autonomously,
without pilot consent. The designer of such a system bears the heavy burden of insuring that the
action taken by the automaticn is always approp_-z, and that it will not under any circumstances
worsen the situation. Ascertaining this may be e¢,mparatively simple for many faults; for ethers, it
may not be. The design philosophy appears to :,ave been effective in lightening pilot workload;
more experience will be necessary to determine whether it hzs unwanted e_bcts as well, aside from
the minimal burden of monitoring the automation. Alerting messages appear if any of the
automatic aircraft system controllers fail; the compu:ers re,configure the subsyszem for manual
operation if both of the dual channels become inoperative.
It must be kept m rmt_1 _hat sensors, processing equipment or display generators can fail, and
that when incorrect inform,anon is presented, _ correct information is not presented, there, is the
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potential for confusion in the minds of the pilots. This adds complexity but must be
accommodated_ The infom,,adon must be important enough a_ warrar, t the added complexity.
NOTE: This alert, we/! be _c_'ompenied by the TRIM AIR
A VNCS OVNT light on the overhead panel which wtil re-
main i!iuminatecl unfii reset by matnt_nance.
A_r System ................................... VERiFy" MANUAL
TR,M A,. .......................................... VERIFY OFF
_','#.CS COMPT OVHT-' ALERT RE--_.AINS DISPLAYED_--_
,ACKS1 &3 ........... OF'F
l
I
1
I
I
{'AVNCSOOMP;OV. "A'E T\
_REMAINS DISPLAYED J
J PACKs 1 & 3 mL,'S! remain off for remainder
of _ght.
v
PACK 1 ......................................... ON
LAYED AGAIN
PACK ! .............................. OFF
When 'AVNCS COMI:rT OVH'T" alerI is no
langer dlsplayeel.
PACK 3, ............................. ON
,/'AVNCSco P-rDISPLAYED AGAIN
PACK 3 ..................... O_
Packs 1 & 3 must remain off for
remaind6r of flight.
Pack must remain off for remainer ot
flight.
Pack 3 must remain off for remainder of flight.
Figure 26: Quick Reference Handbook checklist, kiD- 11.
It has been suggested here that
though many subsystem displays,
and some systems, have been
considerably simplified, other
s_.bsystems have become more
complex Older airc:af't contained
several hundred discrete cockpit
alerting and warning signals (ref. 65).
ctm'ent-technology aircraft, a smail
area on the prinm-y EICAS or ECAM
screen is considered adequate for the
presentation of all warning ar, d
alerting messages (though scrolling
through such messages may be
necessary with compound faults).
The messages themselves are highiy
abbreviated; quick-reference hand-
book checklists contain procedures
for each abbreviated alertir_g message.
While the number of discrete
alerting devices has decreased
markedly, the number of discrete
alerting messages that may be
displayed and may require action is
sdll large, though the number of level
3 (emergency) warnings has been
kept as small as possible and non-
essential wanaings and alerts are
inhibited during takeoff and final
approach. Nonetheless, fault
management may still be complex,
and newer aircraft are operated by a
crew of two instead of the former
three persons, so there may be more
for each crew member to do. It is
largely for this reason that Douglas
has automated many MD-11
subsystems management tasks. A
sample QRH page is shown in figure
26. It contains the checklist to be
followed in the event of an avionics
compartment overheat alert. A
manual troubleshoodng procedure is
diagrammed logically.
Information displays: Many new information displays have been enabled by flight
management computers and CRT display media. At _e upper left comer of figure 21, a box
shows _"ound speed, wind direction mad velocity, and an arrow also shows wind direction reladve
to the airplane's track. This information was previcusly available on the FMS alphanumeric
screen, but the arrow provides the information in a more immediately understandable form. In the
same diagram, a curved predictor display shows where the airplane will be at some time in the
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future if it continuesin its present turn. In figure 18, a small arrow pointing downward from
pre_e".t airspeed is a :rend vector, it points to the airspeed of the airplane 10 secondz hence if its
present rate of deceleration conti:,aues. These are just a few of a large number cJf enhanced
information cE_p!ays mane _ossible by automated systems in glass cockpit aircraft.
A good example of enhanced information displays is the use of the navigation display for
flight plan verification. The entry of geographic waypoints into the FMS prior to del)artttre is
known to be an error-prone task: elaborate procedures involving the entire flight crew l_ave been
instituted to decrease the likeiihood of errors in performing this task. Nonetheless, input errors do
occttr, are not obvious, and can be extremely serious. "l-he destruction of a Korean Air Lines 747
over Soviet airspace is thought to have been dt:e in part to an INS programming error that ocotrred
many ho_s earlier, before takeoff from Anchorage (ref. 66). In a more recent case, a Delta 7_7
and a Continental DC-1G nearly collided over the Atlantic due to an input error by the Delta crew
before takeoff (let. 67).
Newer automation permits the use of the navigation di_lay far graphic visualization of flight
plans. An expanded range (up to 640 NM in the 747-400 and MD-11), north-up presentation of
the flight plan enables the flight crew to detect obvious or gross errors m ,.he waypoints riley have
inserted into the FMS. At present, no terrain or other geographic orienting features are contained
in FMS databases, but it is expected that future e!ec_'onic library systems (see below) will contain
such features; they can be used to pro_de even more assistance to the crew i_. detecting errors in
_ight plan construction. As always, there will be the added cost of learning to manage the new
system _d of still more information availability.
Even older aircraft incorporate a variety of more-or-less automated information displays; the
altitude alert system discussed on page 38 is an example. A manually-set digi'tal altitude reminder
is compared with actual barometric altitude; alertm, g signals indicate when the airplane approaches,
attains or later departs from the selected alutude_
Aircraft equipped with flight management systems but electromechanical instruments utilize a
small monochromauc CRT display in ",,heFMS CDU for the presentation of alphanumeric
information derived from the FMS. These screens will undoubtedly also be used for digital data
received by data link units in such aircraft. TCAS incorporates a planform display of traffic ha the
vicinity of one's own aircraft. In some installations a dedicated CRT is used; in others, TCAS
information may be shown on a color ract:r screen, while in others, a new color display combines
a presentation of the instantaneous vertical speed indicator 0VSD with a small planform display of
traffic. This instruracnt replaces the conventional fVSI. In nearly all glass cockpit aircraft, it is
expected that the information will be shown on navigation and flight displays.
Discussion of ]Information Automation
The purpose of information automation in. _e cockpit is to enhance the flow of information to
the flight crew. This info,-mation is necessary to permit the crew members to maintain full
awareness of their situation. "Situation awareness" is a term in wide use, but it has been difficult
to define at all precisely. It is thought that much of the difficulty in arriving at an acceptable
definition may be semantic rather than substantive; like other terms of art, it may be more difficult
to define than to understand. S&"ter and Woods have reviewed the literature and have suggested
ways of delimiting the term more effectively (ref. 24).
In situation awareness, we include the crew's perception of the state and status of their
airplane, its position in space, and the state of the phy_ca] and operational environment m which it
is operating and will cgcmte in the immediate future. Infcmmation automation_ like all other aircraf:
automation, must assist the crew in maintaining situation awareness.
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Flight path displays: Given the integration of information that has taken place in newer
cockpits, it may seem strange that a/temative, more integrated orimarv flight displays have not ,,et
appeared in transport aircraft. In fact, the primary flight display (PLOD) snown in figure 18 d,3es
represent a step forward, in ",.hat the information previously shown on five or six in_maments has
been combined on one screen, carefully designed to promote rapid scan of its elements. There is
much controversy with respec, to the optimal layout of :his sc,,'een, whether the airspeed tape
should have ihigher numbers above or below, how, much information should be shown in various
phases of flight, etc., but almost none among operators and memufacmrers abou: whether the basicformat should be retained.
The flexibility of CRTs has made it possibie to aresent much more information on a singlethan,,,asavailablein o ,epla e in elec oma:ha i- , • • ..
mmcauons, in particular, have been i • cal cockpit displays. The airsr, eed
manual pointers on the circumferenc$ t'n'eased" Pdots were formeny required to se_ "bugs" (small
of the airspeed indicator) as reminders of critical speeds; in
current aircraft, these are presented automatically on the airspeed tape, and may be stored in the
FMS data0ase. Whether having to look up and set these speeds manually in older aircraft
improved pilot awareness of them, and whether anything has been lost by providing them
automaticalJy, is not known. Pilot errors in setting _em have certainly been reduced.
Trend information based on acceleration or deceleration may also be available, as are not-to-
exceed and minimum safe speeds based on weight and airplane cow,figuration. Bank and pitch
linuts for ma.r.irnum pe.rformance are shown on the attitude indicator_ ['re-selected altitude or
decision height limits, indications t/:at key altitudes are being approached or have been exceeded,
and altitude trends may also be shown (although the WSI, located at the extreme right of the PFD,
also provides rate of change information) TCAS resolution advisory information requiring a
climb or descent to avoid conflicting traffic is also shown on the IVSI and is reinforced by voice
warnings. Windshear advisory information ,,:!I also be shown on the PFD and will also beaccompanied by voice warnings.
Can all of this additional information be assimilated by the flying pilot? Experience to date
would suggest that it can be. Has anything imr, ortant been lost in the compressien of a large
quantity of information onto the surface of a single display.'? There are indications (Fadden,personal communic ti ) that
• at least some pilots experience more difficult : • - -
aarspeed and altitude precisely when the relevant infom|ation is displayed in aYta;m_traa_hng
round-dial format. This may be due to sub-optimal design of the tape displays, though efforts to
improve the displays do not appear to have resolved the problem entirely. The phenomenon is not
known to have caused significant difficulties in line operations, though no specific research t_as
been conducted to determine this. There have been cases in new-technology, aircraft in which
airspeed (presented in tape format) has decayed to dangerously low levels during approaches to
landiag, but it is not POssible to determine whether this was due to the display itself or to over-
reliance on other protective features of the automation which were not, in fact, operative in themode being used.
Despite the apparent effectiveness of CRT prim fii b ".
continue to explore alternanve formm_ involvin- ary g: .t _splays, human factors re.archers
state, and futm . . --_ g a more. pam-onented dis la • • -
• e path. The hmated research that h_o _-.......... s.p y ofatutude, posmon,
can be an effective substitute for the conventional PFD under the conditions studied, but whether
,_ o_,, conuuctea lnmcates that such displays
there are conditions under which such displays would not provide sufficient information is not
known, and it is also not known whether such innovative displays would convey significant
_9pmvements in safety over the conventional displays. In the absence of data on these points, and
gaven the questions raised earlier about transition between glass and electromechanical cockpits
(page 35), manufacturers and operators have elected thus far ro remain with conventional displays.
Does the large quantity of information now shown on PFDs need to be present at all times?
Some minimal attempts to de-clutter the PFD have been made, but it can be aaked whether radical
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simplification of the information displayed would not be appropriate during cruising ,"light on
autopiiot.
II,
Figure 2_: Simplified PFD _tation.
Such an approach is shown in
figure 27, which depicts a com-
pressed presentation of the data
required under such circumstances.
Rcs.=.arch would be requLred to deter-
mine whe_er such vuncated display.,
in fact permitted performance
equivalent to present displays under
all conditions, and whether detection
of anomalies was as easy as with
present formats. The use of different
displays in different management
modes ,-'night reinforce pilot aware-
ness of the operating mode.
The primary flight display is not interactive; pilots cannot modify it, as they can the navigation
displays, to suit their circumstances or cognitive styles. Whether this should be permitted, or is
needed, also deserves discussion. If some degree of P,_) reconfiguration or de-cluttering is to be
implemented, should it be at pilot discretion or should it be done automatic__',y as a function of
flight phase or automation in use? Should a range of PIT) options be available? If so, why?
Power displays: The pilot requires continuous information about the power being
deveioped by each power'plant, and information about any anomalies in the propulsion sys!em. Is
more than this needed on primary power displays? Abbott and colleagues (ref. 61) have suggested
that detectaon of power anomaiies might be considerably enla_ced by simplified displays. They
point to the Air Florida 737 accident on takeoff from Washington National Airport, in which.
despite conflicting information on the various engine parameters due to icing of temperature
probes, the takeoff was continued wi_ engines developing much less than takeoff thrust (ref. 68).
THRUSTMAX
Fig are 28: A simpliirmddisplay of e.ngine thrust b'arametersand
trends. Engine 4 is still accelerating bat is commanded to reach
normaltakeoffthrust.
As noted above, raw data on
several engine paran_ters is displayed
even in highly automated aircraft.
The Air Florida case points out the
importance of maintaimng a scan of
',di of them, and the display shown in
figure 22 attempts to ease this task.
But what the pilot needs to know is
simply the instantaneous thrust being
developed by each engine, and
perhaps any trends in thrust. This
could bc done by modern a-lomation
driving a very simple display, as
shown diagrama-natically in figure 28.
Configuration displays and alerting systems: Much progress has been made in
simplifying alerting and warning systems, ha view of their very, high reliability, it is necessary, to
consider how pilots can be kept alert to the possibility of the failmre of such systems. This has
traditionally been done by relying upon pilot knowledge ,as the primary tool for configuring the
aircraft, reinforced by the use of checklists to verify completion of the required actions. The
automated warning sysmms are a backup check that the most esscntiai itcrm have been attended to.
This approach has been extremely, though not invariably, successful, as the Detroit and Dallas
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takeoff accidentsmakeclear (refs. 10and 11). Can morebecloneto makethe systemerror-
resistant?Eachaddedlayerof automationintroducesstill furthercomplexityandexpense,andmoredevicesthatcan,fail.
Is it necessary that we recognize the propensity of pilots to rely upon reliable atJtoma_on and
alter our thin.ldng about alerting devices to recognize that taler are essential to the successful
functiomng of air transport? This would require _at essential warning systems incorporate more
redundancy than they do nov,,, so that single-point equipment fail_-es cocld not compromise
safety. Would such an approach further diminish tL : Dilot's cen_l role, or would it simply be a
recognition that we have already tacitly permitted pilo(s to rely upon automation and that ,,,,e must
now b_id automation that will permit them to continue doing so? (See also p.. 95.)
This question is raiseA because we are at a critical juncture. We have relied entirely upon
human operators to insure that flights .-ze completed safely, and have considered automation to be
but one of a number of kinds of tools designed to assist them in their, mission. Yet automation is
now an essenrialtool in certain respects, as is shown by the A320 flight control system. Should
primary flight control be the only case? Or should other automation ",, •
" appm.anons also incorporate
fault-tolerant architectures and hardwm'e? If we consider those mishaps in which humans failed
despite highly capable automation to assist them. or in which automation failed subtly, we must
acknowledge that such failures are enormously expensive. If we consider all that is known about
human opera_or elror, we must concede that such failures wili continue to occur (refs. 69 and 70).
Are there, ways to make the human-machine system more erroz-resistant and error-tolerant in thedetection of configuration prob,,.ms?
Aircraft subsystems: The MD-i 1 represents a benchmark in the automation of aircraft
subsystem control and management. It also raises questions about aircraft control and
management, as d_sctissed on page 39-40. Leaving them Questions aside, questions can be asked
abo:_ t subsystem operation and subsysmm displays. "
"Ihe issue raised on pages 25 and 26 about subsystem operating panels _-_d switches is u,'lder
investigation at this thin. Whether "smart" displays with embedded control devices za-e techrficallv
feasible is no longer in doubt. Touch-sensitive or cursor-operated controls are commonplace.
'&'hether they are suited for aircraft cockpits is not at all ce,-xain, and this question is confounded
wit;- issues related to safew, and aircraft certification. Synoptic disp!ays (and control _Aia) would
cleari / have to be re_und_t if _ey ','ere to become the only way of controlling subsystems. On
the oth¢- hand, the coming impiementation of elecu'on_c checklists on system CRT screens
suggests _. _ desirability of locating the system controts close to both the synopfics and the
checklists (assuming that reconfig_ration continues to be a manual operation to some degre_ and it
probably will for critical items, and also assuming that such controls can be placed within easy
reach). CMew inout e_ors might also be less ff due effect of theft actions was irm_ately obvious
on the display. "_that would be the new human operator costs associated with such systems?
The issue of positional familiarity was raised on page 25, but the various subsystem control
panels on the overhead differ from each other;, they would not differ more on weU-designed
synoptic screens. The lack of tactile feedback from virtual switches on a display could perhaps be
compensated for by an audible click when such switches are actuated, and the operation of the
switch should have a visible effect on its appearance. Control position sensing and verification is
lakely to be. a feature of electronic checkList.g; this v, ould provide an additiona_ check against errors
either or omission or commission in the performance of checklists, t,hougb recent work suggests
that more automated checklists may decrease pilot awareness of system malfunctions or changes in,
system status, and th,_s may be an i-mportant cost (ref. 71). Further research is underway to
evaluate the benefits and costs of increased chairlift automation (ref. 64).
Regardless of me approaches that may be. taken in the future to aircraft system management,
computer monitoring both of system status and of potentially critical operator actions to decrease
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thelikelihood of pilot actionsthatcanthreatenfIight safe_"is warranted as a means of improving
error-resistance (ref. 72). Such monitorLag could appreciably decrease the iikelihxx')d of flight crew
blunders such as fllose which resulted in shutting down both engines of two 767s shortly after
takeoff (ref_ 52), or the several instances in which fuel rrasmanagemen: has resulted in all engines
fai!ing danng flight.
SWrTCH DISPLAY
/ \
II !
Figure 29: Electronic di.,_lay of sw_tch position and function
The advent of synopdc displays
in cockpits has given rise to another
question about the display of' synoptic
information. On such a screen,
should a switc_ display inaica_e the
sensed position of the switch itself, or
of the device affected? In older
aircraft, disagreement between
physica _. switch position and the
control actuated was usually
indicated. This can be done on CRT
displays by sensing and displaying
both function (P, ow, pressure or
voltage) downstream from _e switch
or valve while indicating switch
position on the switch icon, as is
suggested in figure 29. This
aFproach would mcrease display
redundancy as well,
How much wAorrnadon does the pilot need under various circumstances? A variety of
_lisplays is used even in older aircraft, depending on how much information regarding a Nven
function is, or may be, required (figure 30). The f0rmats available are limited, though either dial
or tape representations of data can be used. Each level of display has benefits and costs in terms of
legibility, required space and weighL and mental workload necess_,-y to assimilate the information.
The questions must always be asked: "'How much reformation is enough'? ttow much is too
much?" Though pilcts always warn" more reformation, they are not always able to assimilate it. To
provide too much information simply guarantees that pilots under high workload wiJl ignore some
of it, and which data tY,ey w;Al ignore under par_cular ciIcurnstances is not predictable.
DATA ONLY DATA & TREND DATA & TREND
L. I
Figure 30: Araounts of irdormat, on presented I_yvarious electromechanicai dtsplays.
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Figure 21: CRT displays of system informauon.
The glas_ cock,_i_ has
made it possible to tailor-
displays rnom effecfivelv_ and
to provide alphanumeric,
g-raphic or iconic represen-
tations of data. A cc, ndnuum
of displays is again possible,
from the simp!es: in&cation of
ov.emll subsystem function or
failure, through ve.ry simple
diagrams of system contin-
uity, to displays of systems
nod_s and continuity, to more
complex displays that t_rovide
quantitative data regarding
these functions, as shown in
figure 31.
-Each successive increase in display and equipment (sensor) complexity is again accompanied
by a cost in human resources, as noted above (refs. 20,24,29), though the weight and space
penalties of additional instruments arc reduced when CRTs are used.
Pilots need much less information when subsystems are working properly than when they are
malfunctioning. One possible approach to this is a hierarchy of subsystem displays: a minimum of
datawould bc presenuxlwhen a subsystem was working corr_fly;more data would bc presented
eitherautomaticailyor on requestwhen a system malfunctionwas detected. Iftouch-sensitive
switches were lacingused, they wo,,fidbecome availableat the higher levelof detail.Such an
approach to a fuelsystem isillustratedin figure 32. which shows a greatlysimplifiedsynoptic
diagram on thc Icf_and a more compl_ diagr,wn with switchesfor manual systcm opcratior_on
ther_ght.Would such an approach providemfommtion asneeded without needlesslydistractingpilots when it was not requirexl?
r----
I
CG 3O.9
"" __j _ CG 30.9
Figure 32: Hicr'_chy of sabsy._zm dS_mys; simplified fuel s_tem synoptic _ l_t,
e_ SyT,optic w_thU_h-Vaael switches at )ig]',L
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. Monitoring of automation: In an automated aircraft, pilots must be able to monitor fl',e
various automatics functions, as well as the tuncfions controlled by the autorn_don. Mos_ cu.'rertt
aircrfft provide simple lights or righted pusbbuttor_s to irdicate computer failures. Is this enough
zo insure that the flight crow remains aware of automation status end proper hmcdon_ing? Ch" i_
another synopnc devoted specifically to the automaticn requfi-vxt?
As fault-to!cran: automa_oq becomes the rule, may it become neces,_ary to md2cz_ degradatior,
tl, at will not be obvious because backup channels or vrocessors are in use? Many of _he due!-
processor computers in curren,, use do not indicate to piiozs that one of the tv,,o Processors has
fatied_ though the information is logged i.n m_intenance da.rabases and, in some a_rcraft, fffis
Jrfon'_,aation is accessible in cruise or on the b,uound. Is this information nec..i_ by" r,ilots? it can
be a:gue.d that if manual capability exists and is the backup, tot a toni computer f_lure, i" is oniv
necessary to alert the prior when manual ooerafion becoh_es necessary, as ir the _XU_)-!i AS("
architecture. It can also be argued, however,' that pilots should be able to ascertain that the rose,we
capabi2ity of the automation is less because a backup processor is in use.
The Future of Information Automation
Electronic library systems, designed to reduce the amount of paper now required ir
transport c.._kpits, are under active development by at least two aircr_t manufacturers and several
mrlines. These systems are likely to be instahed in current and futu_e generations of transport
aircraft, They will probably be able to access data stored in flight management system computers,
but they may not be permitted to interact with those computers m avoid cexfificatior_ problems.
Electronic hbraries will require the addition of another dedicated CRT or flat-oanei display for
each pilot. If they are to be able to present graphic mformatiov, in f:me detail (apprc_ach plates,
etc.), display resolution will be a serious issue. "il_e organization of L,afov,nation and arc),itecture
of the libraries will also require consiaerable research to instate that fifformation can be located
quickly when it is ne:,_d, and such systems may add to the cockpit _aformation glut.
Electronic checklists, able to reduce or eliminate paper checklists and quick reference
handbooks, will also be introduced in the next generation of aircraft. Depending on their
capab_!ities, these systems may reheve some, or, a considerable ,,art, of the routine workload of
pilots. A continuum of electronic checklist automation can be Wo_:
FROM: • 1. Paper checklists presendy in use
• 2. CRT depiction of data on checklist, with scrolling on corrarmnd
• 3. CRT depiction :,f checklist data with internal monitoring of status of items,
and auro-s_oiling
• 4. CRT depiction of checklist with automatic execution on command of flight
¢.l'_W
° 5.
° 6
• 7.
° 8.
EICAS statement of checklist required or a problem, with execution of
appropriate checklist after consent by flight crew
EICAS statement of problem followed by automatic execution of checklist
without need for action by flight crew
Automatic checklist execution when required; subsexluent status announced
to flight crew
Fully automatic checklist execution when required: flight crew not notified
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This approach is similar to that proposed by Sheridan in "_discussion of task allocation and
_upervisory conr_'o] (ref. 73). The approaches currently in use in the A320 and MD-11 differ
somewhat from those des_-n'ii)ed in this list, though the M])-I 1 utilizes option 7 for subsystem
recor, tSgu.ration. El_:tronic checklists are presently under investigation by Palmer and Degani at
NASA-Ames Rescm'ch Center (ref. 71). Whether pilot situation, or more 10roperly st_,te,
awarevess is enhanced by i_aving to perform chrgldists is not known, though it" is known that
presem p_c.tices wiuh regard _o checklist completion axe by no means optimal (rei. 74}.
Air-ground digitai communications: The technology for digi*.al communicationg
between _'ound and aircraft is a!rleadv in wide use (ACARS). Mode S k,'ansoonder links will 0e as
"_'idely used within the next few years. Satellite communications will extend high-quali_ digital
cGrranunication to aJr,;raft flying beyond line-of-sight range from land..'Die banda, idth of
communications channels wil! increase en,:Jrmousiy, leading to the capability- to transfer much more
knfo,,rm,ation to the ccc,kpiL
The most important issue raised by this new canability is what information needs to be
wansferred, in what form, under what circums.:ances, and over what channels (voice or digital) for
what reasons. Designers as a community need to be involved in considerations of these auestions
now in order to be able to implemem cockpit information management in consistent and rational
ways and to be able to integrate information automation into cockpit automation as a whole. There
will be considerable pressure to utilize the additional capacity for information that may not be_
related to the critical tasks of the pilot, and this press,:tre must be resisted or channeled to mo_
appropriate persons or systems. There is quite enough information in current cockpits, and not
enough integration despite advances in recent ye_s.
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Management Automation
The most revolufiora.,-y changes brought about by the introduction of digital computers into
,a_._aft automatlon nave _:en m the area offligh; ,'nar, agerr, ent. Flight .qaanagement systems in the
,-,_n,empora-a2,' sense nave: t_een in service for little more th_ a decade, bat they have transform_
the pi-_ot's tasks during that tirae. In this section, we will describe the modern flight management
system, the functions it performs, its interfaces with the flight crew, and the questions raised by
this technology We will sugg,_s: where flight managemen_ automation may go in tile future, artd
what new problems may arise in this domain. First, however, we sho:,id consider briefly the
environment in w;_ch asr_.'r,_ft m.tnagement auton'_atior,_ must operate
The context of ¢n¢'nagement automation: Until comparatively recently, airline
operations as wel: _ as aircraft were largely mam.,-,dly operated. Flight arid crew scheduling and
d2spatch were extremely laLor-in_ensive. All of this has changed radically; digital computers have
taken over nrany o_t the chores of flight operations management and control. Computer-generated
flight plans are now devise_ on the basis of cost c';ntrol, a critical factor eapecialty when fuel costs
are high; diversion patterns axe su,,;gested by cc, n,_._.:te_ when weather closes or delays operations
at air can.tier stations. The algoritt'ms that d.five _esc a tivities are extremely sophisticated; they
take into account such variables a:' maintena_qce _tatus of airplanes, p_iot flight-hour limitations,
availability of coruaecrions for pa'_sengers, and a mu|titu_e of other reh;vant variables. Research is
now underway to enable some of taese functions in the cockpit. W_at effects will this ha_,e on
flight management? Do they belong in the cockpit, or should they remain on the ground?
",_p to this time, _e pilot in cormnand of an aircraft has been the sole arbiter of its fate once it
depar:s. I'be airline can communicate its strategy and its desires to the pilot, but the Cap,.z.in alone
decides what is best for his or her fligkt. Digital communications via the ARINC Communications
and Address Reporting Syste,-n (ACARS) have replaced much of the routine message traffic
between piIots and company i_qsome czmers, but these units until recently have sensed only a few
airplane parameters used to determine .rod transmit times of gate departure, takeoff, landing aqd
gate arrival (though even this lL,-r.ited capability brought at least one flight crew to g4"ief when, after
landing at and immediately (and illegally) taking off from the wrong airport at th,- destination city,
ACARS automatically wansrrtitted an extra set of "out-off-on-in" data to flight opera_ons ).
Air traffic control communication ,,'ith aircraf, has until now been entirely by voice. The
introduction of mode S transponders (required by TCAS) with the capabilir:,," to transmit and
receive digital data will al'_;o introduce two.way digital data link between ATC a::d aircraft. Th.us,
digital data will be used to transmit clearar_zes as well as company messages to a.k,'planes in flight.
(Air Canada already transmits oceanic clearances via ACARS.) Data l'nks to flight and
ma_.ntenance management systems "already exlst; maintenance information ea_, be down-linked to
companies. Everyone i,wolved in the dev_iopmer_t of ATC data links to aircraft envisions the
direct interaction of ATC cemputers and aircraft flight manageme.,-3.t compute_. This introduces the
potential for radical changes in the tactical cor.u'ol of aircraft in flight.
Although flight management automation technology itself has been brough! to a high state of
development, it is vital _at it now be considered in the larger comext of aviation system
operations, for it is by no means certain what _aese new communications capabilities will portend
for the basic allocation of roles, and functions _hat has characterized past air transport operations.
The implications for the hurnan_; who operate in the system are enorm,_us.
FIilzht management system functions.. Contemporary flight management systems are
complex computational devices linked to and :e,'rununicating with a great many other aircraft
systems as well as with the pilot:_. Figure 33 s:_ows this diagrammaucally for the MD-! t FMS
(ref. 75). FMS software, resident i_a a fligi't management computer (FMC), includes an
operational program (containing. in _is case, ¢ver 1400 softw_,-e modul=_s), a navigation .data
b_e, and a performa.qce data base for the aircraft n which it is installed.
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wF_guae 33: Interaction o1 9.Jght management computer with o_er atrcr-,ff_ avionicg (Hone.yv,e!l [.'MS [or/rID-11).
The FMS ;oftwa.re executes these funcuons:
N_ vigatior_
Performance
Guidance
Electronic instrument system
Control-display unit
Iapt:t/_utput
Built-in test
Operating system
Automatic radio tuning, deIermination of position.
velociiy a::d wind.
T_jector,., detenaination, definition of guidance and
control targets, flight p.'.zh predictions.
Erro_ determination lateral steering and. control
commar, d generation.
Computztio_. of map and situation dam for disple.y.
Processing of keys_--okes and fl_ght plan consa-uction,
_ing of _r,'_c.eived a_)d transmitted data.
Sys _tzm monitoring, self testing and record keeping.
Executive control of the operational program,
memory mm_agement, and s_red routines.
The FMC navigation data base includes much of the infer'marion the pilot would norrv.all,_
determ.ine by referring to navigation charts. This information can be dispiayed on the C'DU or
CRT map. The geographic area covered includes a]l areas where me airplane is norm_ly flown.
The data base, tailored to specific airtL-_e customers, presently contains 32,500 na,,-ig._don poi:ats
and airway route, structure data. The sto_ed data inckades the lecadon of VI-.1F navi_.ation aids,
airports, runways, geographical reference, points, and other airF, ne-selected information such as
st_dard instrument depm'tures, standar,5 arriv_ routes, approaches and cornpany routes. Up to 40
additional way,points can be entered into the dam base by the pilots.
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The FMC performance data base reduces fl-g need for hhe pilot to refer to perftmmance manuals
durhng flight; it provides speed targets and altitude g,fidance with whicL the flight control computer
develops pitch and _,-'ust commands, The perro,'ma_nce data base is also used by the FMC to
provide detailed predictions aiong the entire aircraft trajectory. The data stored ha the data base
includes acc'arate airplane -drag a_n.d engine model data, ma_imum altitudes, and max-m_:m and
minimt_n steeds,
Functions pertbrmed by ',he FMS include navigation using memai data from inertial reference
units abom ,_ the airplane and a combination of radio aids where available. It provides lateral
guidance based on a stored or manually entered flight plan, and verticN guidance arid navigation
during cbmb and descent based, on gross weight, co_t index, predicted winds at cruise aiu_-ades,
and spedfic ATC con_naints.
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Figure 34: Honeywell FMS control and dtisp_y trek, MD11.
Flight management system
controls: Interaction with all flight
management systems is through a
control and display unit (CDU) which
combines a monocluomatic or color
CRT or LCD screen with a keyboard,
An example of a CDU is shown in
figure 34.
The unit contains a CRT display
scr_n, six line select keys on each
si,_ of the CRT, a brightness adjust
knob, 15 mode select keys° two
annunciators on each side of the
keyboards, an alphabetic keyboard,
and a numeric keyboard. The mode
select keys provide quick access to
FMS function pages and data; the
alphanumeric keypads permit entry of
data into the computer.
The newest FMSs provide a
number of routines to rnivS, rr.ize pilot
workload. Among them are the
"ENG OUT" function, which pro-
vides automatic or manual access to
the flight plan (F-PLN) or
performance (PERF) pages to assist
in evalu,_ting and handlir, g an engine
failure condition. The function
enables FMS engine-out operation
modes.
Entry of data is accomplished bv
using the keypads. The entered data
are shown on a scratchpad line (see
below); whe, a line select key is
pushed, the data are transferred to the
indicated line _ they are Ln a format
acceptable to the computer.
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Flight management system displays: The CDU display consis:s of a large number of
'"a-e_ "each containing up to 14 iines of alphanumeric iv£o,'mation as shown in figure 35.
Figure 35: Congol and dLvp!ayunit scregn, MD-1 i.
The CDU screen shown here is
the one that would aope._ when the
"INIT" mc_:le select l_ey is actuated.
The title line, at top, shows t_hat this is
the firs*, of tkree flight plan screens;
the others may be accesse6 with the
PAGE key. The scratch pad line is at
the bottom of the display. Vertical
arrows indicate that the arrow keys
may be used to increment values.
The small font di.vplays are predicted,
default or FMC-catcula',.ed values, and
labets.
The 50 CDU pages are arranged
in a "tree" architecture. Portions of
the architecture are accessed by ] 2 of
the mode select keys. A ,9ortion of
.this logical, but complex, a._cbitecture
is shown below in figure 36.
_ESELECT
CRUISE
Figure 36: FMS mode screens, MD..11.
These diagrams show the tree
structure for two modes of this FMS.
There are,. 12 such structures. While
each is logical within itself, studies
have shown that the actual number of
necessa._ paging sequeaces is much
larger. In a stady of another FMS of
the same generation, it was fbund that
the number of _equences was several
times the number planned for by the
manufacturer (ref. 76) These
struc_res, as well as the displays,
vary greatly among aircraft type, s and
avionics mm-mfacturers.
This large number of potential
trees involves a considerable atten-
aonaI demand upon the pilot, even if
he or she is fully proficient in the use
of the FMS. Since flight plan
changes are most commonly required
during departure and arrival, re-
programming the FMS can divert a
significant amount of attention that
may be needed for outside ;can and
for cross-cockpit monitoring.
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Discussion of Managerr_nt Automation
Flight management system operation: Both piJots may interact with the MD-11 FMS
sima_taneousJy.; however, the system will accept flight plan modificar.ion_ only one at a zime.
The_ a.,e two FMCs, each of which mav accept data from tither CDU; one FMC _s aesignated as
master, aud both must conf'Lrm data ontO3, before new data will be accepted. The two cornputers
communicate with each other through a private data bus.
in at/FMSs, the complexity of the mo:lc and display architecture, poses substar, fia! operational
!sstaes. Much has been done to simplify routine ctata er,.tr3,', b_Jt recovery from errors in
programming can be difficult. Entry of certain :ypes of data r _.ins cumbersome and time-
consuming and diverts attenuon from other flying tasks, as dtscus_.--1 _ ",low. If an incorrect entry.
_s attempted, it is rejected, but without explanation of the error tha: ,:d to the rejection, as oneinstance.
All interaction with the FMS is throt_gh one of two or three identical CDUs mounted on the
center console. Even '_ith color to assist, operation of the FMS requires close visual attention to
the screen, and precision in entering data on the keypads. Alphanumeric data entry is know_ to be
subject to human errors: numbers may be recalled incorrectly from short-term memory
(transposition _s most common), they ma3_ be input incorrectly, or they may be misread when the
enmes are verified in the scratchpad before entry into the computer. Some data must be enmred ha
a specific sequence which imposes additi_nai memory load on the operator, screen prompts are not
always clear, when they are available.
Avionics and aircraft manufacturem have made many effort:_ to make interaction with the FMS
more error-resis '_tant. Standard or frequently-used mutes are stored in the navigation data base and
may be recalled by number. SIDs and STARs are also in the data base; if a change is required by
ATC, only the name of the procedure ne, ed be entered. Char_ging the arrival runway automatically
changes the route of flight. Appropriate navigauon radio frequencies m-e auto-tuned as required.
Perhaps most important, newer FMSs interact directly wit_ navigation displays: pilot_ are shown
the effect of a change of flight plan L,agraphic form. The), can thus verify that an almrv, afive fligh_
plan is reasonable (though not necessarily what was requested by ATc_ beforv putting it intoeffect. " "
In some new aircraft, entry of tacticaa flight p!an modifications (speext, altitude, _eading,
vertical _eecl) can be done through the mode control panel rather than the CDU. These, enm_s
may either supersede FMS data temporarily, or may be entered into the FMS directly from the
panel. Experience with these improvements has been limited; it _s thought that they may resolve
some problems with tactical data entry, though pilots must keep track of more potential modei_teractions.
Vel'ticai navigation profiles generated by the FMS take account of standard ATC altitude
constraint_ as vcell as aLrp',ane perforn_qce constraints, though the air traffic control system is not,
at this time, able to take fuli advantage of the capabilities of management automation which
calculates profiles based on actual rather than best average aircraft weight. Optimal descent profiles
will therefore differ enc_ugl:., to catise sequencing problems for ATC.
In newer aircraft, manual tuning of navigation radios is poss;_b!e only by interacting with the
CDU Mar_,y pilots have complained _at alphanumeric entry of frequency data is more time-
consuming and ,-'_iu:hres more prolonged attention inside the cockpit that) setting the rotary selectorknobs h_ ol,_r aircraft.
Though flight management systems a'uly ._rmit pilots to manage, rather than control, their
aircraft, the dynamic nature and inc.'easing congestion of today's operational environment has
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strained the capabilities of the human-machine interface (see below). Despite this, ",he systems are
extremely effective and have enabled many improvements m operational efficiency md economy.
Flight management system displays: The greatest improvement in FMS display
capabi!i b" has been its integration witl._ "aircraft navigation displays, freeing the sys,ems from some
of the constraints imposed by small aiphanumeric CRTs. The addition of color to the CDU display
(early displays were. invariably monochromatic) may help, though the resolution of the color
cLisolays is le_s and _e usefulness of color in this application has not received much systematic
study. The design of pages, however, still represents a compromise between the amount of
Nphanumeric data per page and the number of pages necessary to enable a particular function.
As shown above, the displays are complex and the number of pages is large. The attention
required for re-programming has led to undesirable ad hoc procedures in the cockp,t; an
appreciable number of pilots prefer not to interact with the systems below 10,000 feet daring
descent, in order not to compromise air,aft management and scan for other traffic (ref. 19,77).
This approach permits human resources to be devoted to more importar.t tasks, but at the cos_ of
losing some of the benefits of the FMS during flight in the tenmnal area (such as its knowledge of
altitude restrictions). This is clearly a problem of human-system interface design, rather than a
problem in the design of the systems themselves. A number of research and development efforts
are underway to improve these interfaces and specifically to make them less totally dependent on
cumbersome alphanumeric data entry, but considerable attention to the CDU displays is also
warranted. There remain important questions about the inte_-ation of these systems into the overall
cockpit and automation design, and it is these in:egration issues that most need to be resolved.
The Future of Management Automation
E
i.
|
Flight management systems have been brought to a highly-advanced technolog_,cal state in a
very short period of time. New systems _vill be able to take advantage of new navigation aids, in
l:)anicular satellite navigation, without appreciable further development. Future systems may
provide further assistance to pilots by providing autotuning of communications, as well as
navigation, radios when new communications frequencies are trplinked to aircraft by data link: this
means of communication wall also become the channel through which clearmaces and subsequent
amendments are transmitted to aircraft, and .,my become the primm-y means by which pilots assent
to or request modification of such clearances.
It is this technology and the uses that will be made of it that raises the most serious questions
concerning the future of management automation. Data linked clearances will require only consent
from pilots to be entered automatically into the FMC, and acted upon thereafter. Will pi!ots fully
consider the potential impact of a clearance change before accepting it? Will they be as aware of its
impact given the ease with which new clearances can be transt'erred to the FMS? Will situation
awareness be mmntained? When the airplane is being manually controlled, will the flying pilo:,
whose visual attention is largely centered on the flying task, be fully aware of the changes when
they are presented visually, rather than by voice as is the case today?
Pilot refusal to accept a new or amended clearance, on the other hand, will require negotiation
between the pilot and con:roller. How will such negotiations be conducted? Will thev be between
aircraft and ATC computers, or will voice communications be used in such cases. 4 If between
computers, how will the pilots (and controllers) remain direcdy mvo!ved? How will intent be
cornrnunicated between the pilots and controllers? If the negotiation process is slow or onerous.
some pilots will be tempted to simply accept a clearance rather than argue about it, especially when
their worldoad is high. Ways mast be found to avoid such problems.
Will the correct receotion of uplinked data be verified with the ATC computer before the data
are acted upon by the FMc? How will errors in automatic clearances be detected? This is a
difficult problem under high workload conditions today; errors in clearance readbacks are. not
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infrequentlymissedbycontrollersif indeedthereis urnebetweentransmissionsto readuhemback
(ref. 78). Will thearchitectureof the new communications systems be designed to improve c;,ul
resistance?
Error resistance could be materially Lmproved by comparison of pilot-entered FMS data wfith
21eza-ance amendments, and by comparison of c_tical data in the FMC with ATC computer dam to
verify that an ah-plane is indeed proceeding in accordance with ATC's intentions for it. This could
drastical!y aecrease Lhe _,arge number of altitude excursions that occur _ the present system (ref.
79). and most important, could paevent many such excursions before they occur rather than
detecting them only after they occur. Advanced ATC automation wil2 look much tarter into the
fu:ure to detect potential conflicts and resolve tkem prospectively (ref. 80); if the FMC is to
communicate w!th ATC computers, new methods of detecting and zspecially of avoiding potentiai
future errors also become possible and should be considered.
h is clear that die integration of the air and ground elements of the avi.afion system will proceed
at a_J accelerating rate. At this point in time, when the arclfitecture of the more m:egrated system is
being developed, all system participants shog_d be. considering how to improve system safety by
increasing error resistance and error tolerance, both. by more effective digital communication and
by including data that can be used for error detection and mitigation. If this is not done prior to
ATC data iink system design, it will be much more difficult later.
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Figure 37: Present and future options for mamgemem of air traffic.
Questions regarding fature management automation do not relate to flight management as it is
now accomplished, but rather to the zcqaecdvc roles of the humans and computers (figure 37). At
this time, the pilot closes the flight control and management loops. The coming availability of data
link between aircraft and air traffic computers creams the potential for other management options
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thatremovethepilot andcontrollerfromtheloop,however.Will ',herebepressureto utilize those
options? It is accepted that humans will retain full responsibility for system safety. Will they,
however, remain in full command of the mere automated system?
For that matter, will command of that futtue system even remain within their capabili:ies? A
recent MITRE study of AERA 2 (Automated En Route Air Traffic Control) (ref, 80') outlines h,,gh -
ievel operating guidelines for _ traffic controllers when AERA 2 becomes operational in 1999. Itstates that,
"Responsibility for safe o_,"ation of aircraft re.mains wa_ the piJot in command*+
esponslbmty for separation between controJ!ed aircraft remains with thecontro!ler.
"Since detecting conflicts for aircraft on random routes is more difficult than. if file
traffic were structured on airways, the controller will b.ave to rely on the
(automated) system to detect problems and to provide resolutions that solve theproblem.
"Alerts may be given in situations where later information reveals that separation
standards would not be violated+.."I'his is due to uncertainty in trajectory
estimation...Therefore, alerts must be given when there is the possibility that
separataon may be violated, and the controller must consider all alerts as valid."
In its Executive Summary., the report states,
"Machine-generated resolutions offered to a controller that are free of automation-
identLfied objections are assumed feasible and hnplementable as presented.
"The controller will use automation to the maximum extent possible."
It is far from clear that air traffic controJlers in the AERA system will be+able to exercise more than
limited authority, but it is quite clear that they will continue to be fully responsible for the safeb, of
air traffic. Will advances in air-ground automation place the pilot in a similar position? More
appropriately, Nven the concept of hurnan-centered automation set forth at the beginning of this
document, how can we design and operate human-centered automation so that this does nothappen?
il,
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HI: THE ENVIRONMENT OF AIRCRAFT AUTOMATION
Introduction
It is not sufficient to consider airca'aft automation independent of the environment in which it
exists and is used. All tools are products of the societies and technologies and indivldua.ls which
developed them; am:raft automation likewise is ._ 9roduct of the environmeni and context within
which it was developeci, and it is a tool for the people w_o operate and manage the aviation
system. Avianon is somewhat diffe_nt from manufactm'ing, however, in that the pr.,xluction units
may be bofln operated or controlled, and managed, b7 the same persons. "Io that extent., both
manual and contrive ski!is are required to be. resident in the same operator, and the sharp division
between "doing" and "thinking" ,'_hatcharacterizes Taylor's scientific management notions (ref. 81_
is not present.
The European ESPRIT program emphasizes the "human-centered work-place", and much
research that preceded it or has been done under its auspices has been n'lotivated by sociological
_d cultural concerns (ref. _2). This is relevant in this context, because in aviation more than in
most endeavors, the concept of social "'class" is blurred. The workers, to a considerable extent,
axe a o the managers in flight operations and in air traffic control as well, and failure to recognize
this d.ality has brought more than a few operations m grief. Despite the best efforts of those who
seek _ clear demarcation between labor and management, pilots and controllers alike persist in
acting in both capacities and do not, on the whole, behave consistently as one or the other.
In this section, we consider the context of aircraft automation: the vehicles, the physical
environment and the operariotml environment in which they fly, and the people who operate them.
All have changed considerably in recent years and vAll change further in the near future. To remain
an effective resource, aircraft automation, now an essential tool for aviation svstern safety and
productivity, must take account of these changes.
O
Figure 38: Aircraft in the future system.
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The Aircraft
Throughout this section, it must be remembered Hat the advanceA aixcmft designed and buht
d,±-1ng the last ten years wil! be in service for _e next twenty or mo_ years. To a considerable
extent, the shape of the future can be _,. ;,- _--: ....... . " _ ",
_.-,. _v,;.. __S_ _ ,,, _ - .... o..... , taza_, operaucn at a_qv ot our l_ae aingorts {fi__qzr_."_R_
-_-,- --_ _ca_on lr Ior no oh'let, it is _ouRh rnn_r chzn_ ;- ._,._ ._..L,_, .... ._, _ -- , ; " " "'"_"
revolutionary, d_ring the nex: }C_i5 yea]_ -t ........ _"..... --. ,_mcJcs wm oc evoiutJona_;, not
An important exception may be a ne_,, supersonic _ans,,'mrt which coul_ vastly improve
se_'ice aiong the Pacifi:- ,-'fro, transpo_ng econorr_ca/iy large passenger !cads in less than h'alf ,..he
time preseraly required. Having said this: however, _t is necessary :o recali that the AerosDatiaie
Concorde has been ia daily service be.rwecn the United Sm'es tuna Europe for over twenty'year_,
and that without a fatal accident. Concorde does not carry economacafiy viable numbers of
passengers, but it was the first fly-by-wire civil aircraft; it inco_orated the fo_runners of some of
today's advaac _d autor.=tion, a_d it too will rer,._edn in service for a considerable time to come.
The changes in cockpit and automation technology dunng the past decade have been as
revolutionary as r2'aechanges in aircraft technology during the 1950s, when jet transports were
introduced into air transport. At the beginning of the 1980s, transport cockpits contained
electromechanical instruments, competent autopfiots and autothrust systems, and radio and inertial
• , • , , . . .
navagauon systems of lirmtext capabihty. Commumcauons were almost entirely by mea:ns of voice.
Pilots could ma_age _heir akrcraft by delegation of duties to the autoflight systems and, 1.r_equipped
aL.raft, they could insert flight plans into ',he inertial navigation systems. Vertical navigation was
still accomplished mav.ually.
Ten years later, pilots are still responsible for manual guidance of their aircraft---but ov.ly from
the gate to the runway, and from the runway tba-eshold through the takeoff. If t_hey elect to do so,
they can resume manu_ contro! onlv after the aircraft is again on the runway at its desunation.
They must still instruct the automation how to conduct the flight, though even these inst=,'uction_
will be able to be communicated directly to ,,.he FMS in the near future. Initial testing of data link
communications through satellites over'the Pacific beg ,.n at the beginning of 199i. Tes's of ATC
pre-flight clear-ance defive_, via data link were a!read3, ,,, v, ,,_ ,-,--, a: that _ne.
Aircraft were once. used almost exclusively lor one type of mission, either short-haul or long-
haul transportation. More flexible management styles, enabled largely by airline automation, have
blurred this distinction. An airplane designed for very long routes mav well conduct _ghts of very
short duration at either end of its longer fl-ights; these short flights" may be one hour or less it,
length. "Short-haul" aircraft may now conduct trans-continental operations of five or more hours
when loads are light. Cockpit ex]uipment and procedures, once ve different in the types of
aircraft, differ m,-,ch less in present-day air.aft and wi]_ differ still _e_s in future twoderiva_ ve and new
designs_ High levels of automation, formerly ins,'_e_ only in long-hau! machines, _ now found
to an. almost equal degree in short-haul zockt_its.
.4drcraft fly much more these days. In a regulated air trm_spon environment, aircraft flew, on
average, perhaps 6-8 hours out of each 24. Some afi-1;.nes have now doubled these figures by
optimization of scheduling. This has meant profound changes in maintenance scheduling and in
aircraft equipment; the economic penalty of keeping an airplane on the ground awaiting
maintenance is simply too great to pe.,xnit grounding the machine for any but serious ma!Ym_cfions.
Redundancy of systems has increa_d greatly and dispatch of aircraft with inoperative components
awaiting repair has also increased greatly. This has been a som'ce of contention between pilots and
airlines, but like so many other changes which have occurred in tim wake of deregulation, it is a
fact of life. It does require pilots to be prepared to undertake flights without some of the equipment
which they have become used to having, however, and to that extent they may be required to adapt
to a variety of" operating and management styles even within a single fliglat sequer:ce.
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Indeed, the proliferation of aircraft models w_thin a single type 2_d caarving a single type.
certificate has also posed potential problepis. During a flight sequence pilots ;.n some carriers may
fly both early (197C vintage) and just-delivered modern variants of the same aircraft, e_.r-Lving
vastly different amounts of automation, instrumentation and other cc,ckpit aids. The enormously
successful Boeing 737 series_ of which more than 2000 have been delivered between 196"7' aria the
present, spans the entire development of advanced automation. The gLD-90 ca, Ties the same type
,_,,..-9-10. tin'st delivered in 1963, and pilots in some a-h'lines w,a',' flycertificate as_ the original r,-',
sever_ of its seven models. Pilots are given differences wairung to acqumnt them with the features
of the various models, but cockpit operations may _Liffer substantially across models, some of
which may contain modern f!ight management systems while ethers have Gnly a simple autopitot
and f_ily manual subsystems.
The Physical Environment
Though a.tr_aft have changed dramatically, they are still operated by "Mark I" humans in a
"Mark ]" physical environmeat. What has changed is the amount of pressure on airlines to
maintain schedule regularity in ",he face of uncontrollable variations in weather (figure 39). The
increase in aircrati flying hours on fighter schedules and the growing use of the "hub-and-spoke"
concept of airline operations have imposed increasingly severe penalties for delays and diversions.
A single non-amval at a hub early in the morning can affect as many as ten departures later in the
day. A,_rlme gates are in short supply, particularly at hubs; this again increases penalties for a late
(er even an early) arrival.
!
!
Figure 39: The physical hazards: thunderstorms, high terrain, snow.
Though pilots still remain the sole arbiters of their operations when safety is threatened by
weather or anfavorable runway conditions, the tighter economic climate, reinforced by _e demise
of many inefficient carriers, has affected everyone in the air carrier industry. Airlines and pilots
alike find themselves forced to operate profitably in a real world whose physica! constraints have
not changed. They have done so in part by gathering and disseminating mo_e and better
information about the state of the physical environment, in part by the use of automated scheduling
and plznning aids, and in part by utilizing the flexibility of the human operator, who remains the
primary defense against operations beyond safe limits the, t mav be difficult to discern at the time.
This defense has not _ways been effective, as was shown in a Delta Airlines L1011 accident
following a microburst encounter at Dallas-Fort Worth (ref. 83). That they have usually been able
to do so in the face of unrelenting pressure says a great dea! abou,, the effectiveness of airline
training and supervision; it also says a great deal about the effectiveness of regulatory and
certification aathorities in setting reasonable but safe minimum standards for air tra._sport.
The Operational Environment
Under this heading, we include both _he air ta'affic management, system and the flight
operations systems of the varioas ah-carriers; each impose rules and limits within which pil'._ts
must operate. The air traffic management system mar, ages and con::rols all movements of aiJ:
carrier air.aft. AL- car_er flight ot_e,--ation s systems, operating wi_in cons_-amts imposed bv air
u'affic m_lagement, provide a conunuit, g feed of aircraft to uhe air traf/2c system (figure 40). "
t
Figure 40: Management of air traffic is stuared among Flow Co_,a-ul, ATC, Airline Scheduling and Disomch.
Though tactical air traffic control is still largely a manual system (this will change to a
profound degree during the coming decade), strategic air traffic management has been automated to
a considerable degree. Flow management, designed to insure that the ATC system does not
become seriously overloaded, now determines capacity at heavily-used airports and redirects the
flow of air traffic during contingency operations forced by weather, runway closings, or
emergencies in progress. It provides '.he constraints under which the entire system must operate.
The original i,L_petus for "flow control" was the fuel crisis brought about by the Arab oil
embargo in 1974. i ne costs of holding in flight (essentially circling at a waypoint while awaiting a
landing slot at a congested airport) became unbearable and efforts were made to hold aircraft on the
ground at their points of departure. The near-collapse of the ATC system during ",he controllers'
s_.ke in 1981 forced the Federal Aviation Administration to impose draconian limits on the
capacity of the national airspace system; flow control was the primary means through which the
system was able to operate within the capabilities of the severely depleted ATC facilities. The
steady increases in air carrier traffic during the 1980s, coupled with the painful recover), from the
se-ike, again strained the capabilities of the airspace system; flow control, considerablv improved
and increasingly automated, provided the strate_c airspace management capability'which has
enabled the system to absorb continuing increases in traffic, albeit with increasing numbers ofdelays at airline hubs.
The work of flow control _s largely transparent to individual pilots, though those v, ho are
delayed in departure due to mechanical or other problerns may perceive its operations as delays
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obtaining a takeoff slot. Not so the ATC system, which controls literally every movement of even
_r carrier airplane ,_:)m gate to gate, Air _affic cow,rollers and pilots together are the operators of
me system; they sh,-ve responsibility for safe mission completion.
Air vaf]ic conu'ollers operate a largely manual au- traffic control system under an extremely
comprehensive set of n2ies and procedures designed to cover vh'mally every eventuality that may
arise m 0ae conduct of flight operations. Though controilcrs have been freed, to some extent from
pta'e!.y procedural control, of air u-affic by the advent of radar _nd altimde--encc_zt_mg transponders
which provide them wifll :hree-dimensional indications of aircrv_¢t !ocaaons, constraints imposed
by the in.easing volume of air traffic still force them to work largely by inflexible rules, a _'ource
of contiv, umg ar.noyas_ce both to them and to pilots who are unable, by virtue of those rules, to
operate as efficiently as they would fike to and as _eir air.me automation would permit them to.
The discrepancy between atrbome equipment capabilities and the ability of ATC to permit the use
of those capat_ilities has increased and become more obvious since the introduction of h_ghly-
a,:_tomated aircratk _t.h vertical na,Agation options.
Figure 41: The. mr "aaIfic contrcl system.
The inherently mart, ual nature of air traffic control forces it to operate in a highly orderly
manner (figure 41). The present system is highly intolerant either of disorder or of human error,
as was tragically demonstrated in two recent collisions be_een two aircraft on ranways at Los
Angeles and Detroit 0_f- 8_). Incident reports demonstrate rJ_at in-flight emergencies also, _hile
generally well-handled, may in .rum precipitate other problems involving other aircra_t (ref. 85).
Indeed, the ability of the system to handle anomalies is largely due to the fle.xibility of its human
controilers, who demonstrate great professionalism and ski)l in thei: conduct under difficult
circumstances.
The FAA has embarkexi on a m_or re-equipment program to provide ATC with better tools
with which to, conduct _ts operations. Massive automation of the ATC system during the next two
decades will permit the limited capacity of U.S. airspace, and particularly its heavily-congested
terminal areas, to be utilized to the fullest extent possible., though without new runway capacity the
an'space system will continue to _ t, nder severe strain into the foreseeable future. As indicated in
the previous section, ATC automation will force ckastic changes in the role of the air traffic
controller, it may also cause major cimngea in the processes by which air traffic controllers a.nd
pilots have worked together to accomplish the mission.
Not all of these changes w?A be bad, by any means; the automated en rotate system should be
able to accommodate pilot and company route preferences much more often than is now the case.
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AE1L_ by itself will nots howeve,, be able to improve temfinal area operations appreciably, and
research ._snow underway both within FAA and NASA to assist terminai area waffic reanagernent
by providing controllers with automated decision aids to improve arrival waffle flows _ref 64,86).
If, however, an automated ATC sys:em inhibits the ability of co._:rollers and pilots to work
coopemtive.Jy to resolve problems, it will severely limit the flexibility of the system, and the loss of
that flexibility could undo much ot the benefit expected fi'om a more automated systet,L
Unfortt2nately, the gains in capacity from improved airspace usage will be limited at best
x,lthout new .runways or cadical differences in operating methods. The social and political
p: _blems posed by new aizpon construction have thus far seemed insurmountable, despite the
g _wing dependence of the pub!ic on air transport for both the cenduct of its business avd its
le _;ure fief. !7). This problem is beyond the scope of this document, but the fact that it has thus
)at been insoluble is forcing aircraft to operate to tighter and tighter tolerances. Separation
standards l_ng considered in_dolate have been relaxed in the Los Angeles &,ad six other ternfinal
areas; FAA and NASA will shortly begin to examine ways of perrmtting aircraft to conduct much
more closely-spaced parallel or converging approaches to landing under instr'arnent _meteorological
conditions (ref. 87). The latter change may be enabled, in part, by new collision avoidance
displays_ along with beuer ground radar, but it may also require more automated operations under
these conditions, and both changes will cer,ainly require higher levels of vigilance and will
probably place highea" cogrtitive demands on pilots and controllers alike.
It should be noted that the rules and regulauons governing air transport, have not been
conclusively proven to be. "safe enough" to produce _m ex_"emely safe system, though most of the
accidents that occur are doe to contravention of those rules and regulations or to errors in carrying
them out. But we do not know how much of a margin of safe_ is embodied m those rules, for air
carriers and ATC have usually operated to a standard somewhat higher than the rules require. We
are now being forced by increasing traffic congestion to operate to the limits of the rules for air
traffic management, and in some carefully-considered cases to relax them. This is an exercise
fraught with peril and it mast be approached with the greatest care, tempere.:_ by common sense and
careful research and operational testing. Improvements in automation technology can help humans
to accomplish new and more difficult ,,asks, but automation should not be used tc increase system
• rougnput beyond the limits of human capabilit3, to operate manually in the event of automation
failures if humans are to remain fully responsible for system safety. There is increasm_ evidence
that this could be allowed to happen d:tring the coming decade, at least in air traffic centa'o_
The Human Operators
In considering the context of aircraft automation, the most important facet is the human being
who operates, controls or manages that automation in the pursuit of human and social objectives.
"lT,ough in a prew.'ous section we made reference to improved aircraft still operated by the "Mark F'
human, this is true only in a general sense. Individual human capabilities have not changed very
much in the short history of aviation, but human operators, considered co!le, ctively, have changed a
.great deal, in the course of learning to design and unde_tanding how to operate the advanced
technology ',.hat cha..,'acterizes aviation.
An unprecedented expansion of air carrier flight operations during the 1980s, coupled with a
decline in ".he number of available military pilots and changes in Federal regulations concerning
hiring, has precluded the carriers from continuing to rely almost totally on fully-trained military.
pilots for their new entrants. Person_ without military experience, often'with more limited aviation
oackgrotmck% have beer, Jhired ,.n large numbers i_ recent yem-s. A large proportion has come from
the rmflis of cowanmer airlines, some of which have regularly experience.d turnover of well ove_
50% per year because of :his. More women, minorities, and older persons have been permitted to
enter the '.dr c,a'rier work force. The overall comoiex_on of the air ca"ner pP, ot population is
changing more rapidly man at any p_vious t_me m k_s_o,'-/.
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tThough this has had many effects, _ood and bad, it has meant that airlines can no longer
assume a common pool of shared experiepce in their new pilots. 2_ey mast therefore develop a
shared adherence to their desired standards through new-hixe training, initial operating experience,
and continued traimng in line operations. Airlines have a_wavs re!'.ed upon thou" captains to
conduct much of their training, and the gystem has worked wet], but amine expansion has a_e
meant that pilots progress much more rapid/3, to captain stares; for this reason, captaius atsc may
have less experience than their counterparts of a decade ago. These factors, rapid prot,_-Tessior,
through different seats and different mr-olanes, and other rv!ated factors pose another threat ef a
different s_rt to operational safety. The N'TSB has commented unfaverabI_, or_ the pah-ing ef _w
members, both, w_th very. titrmed experience in the aircraft beir_g flown, in several ace-dents,
no,,a_.y a Continental Airlines DC-9 _akeoff accidem at Denver (ref. 88) and the US An" 13-737
t_eoff accident at LaGuardia Airpo,,_ in, ]qew York (ref 89).
Experts solve problems quite differently from novices (ref. 90). As we train a more
heterogeneous population of air carrier pilots, we must also tr_n problem-solving skills, a topic we
have tended to take for granted m the past. ha particalar, it will be necessary to trair_ at least some
of the new entrants in problem-soiving under time pressvwe, a task for which cockpit procedures
trainers and more capable simulators are well-suited.
Each of these factors makes rule-based operations a vLrtua_ necessity; _he im_,sition of
standard rules and standard operating practices can de mr, ch to mmntain uniform operating
standards in a diverse group of people. Beniger points out, however, that while "programs control
bydetermining decisions", Godel's incompleteness theorem says :hat in any formal system there
exists an undecidable formula, and _at the consistenc) _of such a system is also undecidable (ref.
9i ). Cooley also discusses ',he "de-skilling" effect of automatizing behavior and derides the
"American fallacy" of"the one best way" (ref. 92).
Humans are not automata, and it was noted above that pflous, in om'ticular, persist in behaving
both like operators and managers. Too much reiiance on rules produces both a decrease in
incentive and over-reLiance or, set behavioral formulas in an e_vironment in which the unexpected
can be confidently predicted to occur. The point of this ie that while standard operating procedures
are necessary and desirable, the,,, cannot ir_ all circumstances _ considered a substitute for what
our Bntish colleagues call "airm_mship": the ability to act wisely in tJ_e conduct of flight epemtiov.__
under difficult circumstances.
ii: ili [TRAINiN .....
Figure 42: Training is essential for mfifm'mly effective performance.
Trami.ng is expensive and time-consuming. Trainees must be pa;d while in waining, time
spen, in trmnmg is iost from producuo_, and a n'aining staff must be r..iaintained_ Air carriers have
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taken many innovauve steps to reduce training time while unproving the quality of ",.heir training
programs; the FAA has r_centlv issue_ a major revision of its policies r_garaing training (inf. 93).
Nonetheless, a less experier, ced, more d2verse p_ot _'x_pulation is now the oNect of airline training;
aE students must be brought to airlir,e standards (f_gure 42). The in_'t-_duction of advanced
automate:, does _wz reauce training requmtrnents; on the con_a.rs,, pilots mast now learn to operate
very complex atl_o:nafion as well as the o_her _'pl_ne Systems. "Training managers as well as line
pilots have _xpressed concern about whether training time _brrr:erly devoted to impreving
airm.anship is now diverted to t-r_J_:ir?.gt.9 oFerate autorr_:ed syst_ ms and about the possible effects
ef this change in emphasis (refs 77 and 94).
It is tempting :o suggest _at advanced automation rna_, be able to permit the selection as air
carrier pilots of less aualified persons thaJi have been required heretofore Indeed. in other
industries e.mploying adyanced auton_tion (no ta21y the e_uclear power industry", operators without
advanced eaucauon and experience have been ,be ru]* In aviatio,, however, t.here has been no
tendency thus far to take this appro0ch, and the. need for pilots and au- tr',fffic con_'ollers to bnng
intetlectuN as well as manu_ skills to their jobs has not lessened. Experimental studies have
indicated t,ha: the most successful pilots in taxing n_ssions bring to theh- tasks a high degree both
of expressivit), (.socia; skills) and instrumentality, or task orientation (ref 95). One threat posed by
advanced automation is that it may make things too simple and may remove from flying the
challerges __ha,.are ",he source of much of u_e ego-grafificatior: and job satisfaction that the
profession now offers to pilots, mos_ of whom would still ra_er be flying fo_,"a living than doing
anything else.
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IV: ATTRIBUTES OF HUMAN-CENTERED AIRCRAF'T AUTOMATION
t
Introduction
In a landmark pa_r _" 1980, Wiener and Can2,' discus:cA "Flight-Deck Automation: Pmrmses
a_d _olSems" (ref. 35). They pointed out that even at that time, the question was "not whether a
func:ion can be automated, but whether it should be, due to ff,e various human/'actor questions that
are r;ised." They questioned the assumpUon that automanon cm eliminate human error. They
._:fintc_ out failures m the interaction of humans w_ at'.tor,_tion and in automation itseif.
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Figure 43: Momt_ing and comrol functions
(w_Amwnfrt_ Wiener and Curry', 1980).
"lqaey discussed control and mon-
itoring automation and emphasized
the independence of these two forms
of automation (figure 43); "it is
possible to have various ieveis of
automation in one dimension inde-
pendent of the other."
The authors then discussed
system goals anc _si_mn philosophies
for control ana _onitonng auto-
mation. They _aggested some
generafizafions abot_ advantages and
disadvantages of automating human-
machine systems, and went on to
propose some automation guidelines
for the design a.- a use of automated
systems in aw.'r-,t.
it i., worth recalling Wiener and Curry's guideli_. _, because they foresaw many of the
advantages and _sadv_,.ntages of automation as it is used to_ y. "Ihe following -are abstracted from
•,heir guideline stammen,,s.
Control ta_k_
i System operation should be easily interpretable by the operator to facilitate the
_'.etection of improper operation and to facilitate the diagnosis of malfunctions.
. Design the automatic system to perform the task the way the user wants it done...this
may require user control of certain parameters, such as system gains (see guideline
-r). Many users of automa:ed systems find that the systems do not perform the
function in ff_e manner desired by the operator. For example, autopiiots, especially
olde: designs,have too much "wing waggle" for passenger comfo_ when u'acking
ground-based navigation stations...Thu_, many airline pilots do not use this feature...
. Design the automation to prevent peak levels of task demand from becoming
excessive...keeping task demand at reasonable levels will insure avai!able time for
:nonitoring.
4 .... q',e operator must be. tr'-ained and monvated ,'o use automation as an additional
r-.._ ,urce (i.e., as a helper).
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5. Operator'_shouldbetrained,monvatedandevaluatedto monitoreffectively.
6. If automationreducestaskdemandsto low levels, providemeaningfulduttes to
maintain operator involvemem and resistance to ddstraction...it is extremely important
that aiay additionM el, tries be meaningful _not "make-work"3...
-7 Allow for different operator _'t .s (choice of automation) when feasible.
8. Insure that overall systerr_ performance wi!! be insen:dLive to dafferen_ options, or
styles of operation...
Provide a means for checking the setup and reformation input to automa_c systems.
Ma_y automatic system failures have be,en and wi/i continu, to be due to mtup error,
ra.rher rt_.n hardware failures. The automatic system itself can check some of the
setup, but independcr.) error-checking equipment" and orocedures should be provided
when appropriate.
10.
Extens._ve training is required for operators working with auton_ted equipment, not
only to insure proper operation and setup, but to impart a knowledge of correct
operation (for anorr.m.ly detectaon) and malfunction procedures (for diagnosis andtreatrr_nt).
 onit 
l 1. Keep false alarm rates within acceptable limits (recognize the behavioral effect of
excessive false alarms).
12.
Alarms with more than one mode, or more than one condition that can trigger the
alarm for a m,'xle, must clearly incticate which condition is responsible for the alarmdisplay.
_.3. When response ti.Tae i_ not critical, most operators will anemt_t to check ",he validity of
•,he alarm Provide information in the proper fo_t so that {his validity check car.
made quickly and acc:,rately._.Also, provide the operator with information and
controls to "diagnose the ,utomafic system and warning system operation.
14. The format of the alarm should indicate the degree of emergency. Multiple levels of
urgency of the same condition may be beneficial.
15. Devise training techniques and possibly _aining hardware..._o insure that flightcrews
are exposed to all forrt,_ of alerts and to many of the possible combinatioas of alerts,
and that they understand how to deal with "&era.
The authors concluded that "the rapid pace of automation is outstripping one's ability to
comprehend all the implications for crew performance° It is unrealistic to call for a halt to cockpit
automation until the manifestations are completely understood. We do, however, call for ",.hose
designing, anaiyzing, and installing automatic systems in the cockpit to do so carefully; to
recognize the behavioral effects _fautornation.. to avail themselves of present and futtrre guidelines,
and to be watchful for symptoms that might appear in training and operational settings" (emphasis
supplied). Their statement is true today and their call is as app_nate as when it was written. The
remainder of this document is devoted to expanding on their guidelines with the benefit of a_r_
additional decade of experience and hindsight.
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OSystem Goals
Beforx, considen,ag guidelines for aircraft automation, it is wise to remind ottrselves of what
the. aviafiov system is a_,Jabout, to consider now and why automation is necessary, and beneficial,
and t3 rew;ew -h:,_ aspect.,, of aut:,r_ation that may nee_ Lmprovement.
Wiener and Curr¢ (rcf. 35) out, ned several system go_ds from the vie_,point of the u,_r_
1, To p."ovide a flight (f,'om pusl_back io docking) with irifinitesimal acciden,
prc.,babfiity.
To provide pas_ngers with the smoothest possible flight (by weather avoidance,
selection of ff:e least turbulent altitudes, g.f',___u',dturns and pitch changes, and gradual
altitude ,_hang_;s).
To _ondtact the flight as economically as possible, rmnimizing flight time, ground
delays, fuel consumption, and wear on the equipment.
To minimize the effect of any flight on the ability of other aircraft to achieve the san_
goals (e.g., by cooperation with ATC in rapidly departing altitudes when cleared,
freeing fi'aem up for other aircv, fft).
5. To provide a pleasant, safe and healthful working environment for the crew.
We suggest a very. similar hst as the minimum which must be attained; we feel also that the list
must _ sufficient from uhe viewpoints of all involved: the manufacturer, the airline, the pilots, the
aLr _affic management system, and _e passenger. Not all (nor indeed any) of these participants
will be satisfied with every flight, but all must agree in general with the goals of the system. We
_lieve them are the goals of the air transT,ormtion system:
I. Safety: To conduct all flights, from pushback to docking, _vithout harm to persons
or pro_rb'.
2. Reliability: To provide reliable transportation without interference from weather or
other variables.
3. Economy: To conduct all flights as econornicaiiy as possible.
4. Comfort: To conduct all flights in a manner that maximizes passenger and crew
health and comfort.
These goals may obviously conflict; tradeoffs among them in operations as well as in design are
often required.
Safe_ has always been proclaimed by the aviation industry as its primary objective, even at
the expense of the other goals. The Federal Aviation Act of 1958 (reL 96) required the FAA to
control air carrier operations to maintain "the highest level of public safety," but even this term is
elusive. Taken lkerally, it can be read to require that any step that ,-'nay improve safety, no matter
how expensive or burdensome, must be implemented. Taking a slightly less extreme approach,
the piu+ase could be interpreted to mean that any step that can be proven to increase safe,_- "_dll be
taken. This is fairly ctcse to the approach that has guided the indusLr-y in the past, despite
occasional unfbrtunate exceptions. Reliabili_,, economy and comfort have been secondary goals,
though they are critical to _e survival of this critical element of _e national economy.
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Has aircraft automation contributed to the fulfflln_nt of these system goals? An examination
of air carrier accidents by Lautmann and colleagues (ref. 97) suggests that more highly automated
aircraft have had substantiaLly less accidents than earlier air_raft. Ten years after their introduction,
me Boeing 757/767 types have been revolved in only one fatal mishap (Thailand. 1991, under
investigation), a truly remarkable record m view of the pro_nsi_y of new types to accumulate most
of their accident experience during their earliest years of operation. There have been fat,ql acciden_
(though a very small number) iw,'olving odaer currant-generation _d."cmfc but T.
•.autmarm s finding
_s probabiy co_zect, and it may auger well for the furore, when newer airc-mft _5il have replaceA the
older fleet.
Nonetheless, the same study showed tha_ some air carriers, nations and regions of the world
operate considerably mol-e safely than do others. As these other carriers, na,'ion_ and regions
become more prosperous mad acquire more ad_'anced-technology aircraft, will their sMetv records
likewise improve dramancallv? The inlrastructure of aviation in many areas of the world is still
sorely lacking, and it takes more than excellent aircraft to mzke a_nexcellent safety r_,.cord. Will
advanced technology be able to compensate for deficient navigation aids and airports? Can
automation itself make the system more error-resistant?
Inertial reference systems and map displays certainly triake an aircraft less dependent on
properly functioning navigation aids and improve position awareness, the lack of which is still
associated with an appreciable number of :xir carrier accidents. Wili such improvements, together
with satel!ite navigation systems, compemate for the greater complexity of advanced automation?
Reliability has been improved; autoland-capable automation has increased the number of
flights able to land at destinations obscured by very low ",risibility, and wi.rldshegt_7 detection devices
will provide warning of serious hazards that may not be apparent to pilots. Collision-avoidance
systems wiil likewise provi,ae additional protection against an i_creasingly frequent hazard. Will
Improvements in aircraft automation be able to counteract, to some extent, the delays forced by
increasing congestion in the airspace system? Time-based ( our-dimensional, or 4-D)
navigation, a probable featu, e of the next generation of flight management systems, will at least
permit us 'o make most effective use of the fixed volume of airspace.
Economy has been improved by flight management systems that can take costs into account
m constructing flight plans, though the benefits oossibie from such computations have been diluted
by the inability of the ATC system to permit _ to operate on most cost-efficient profiles. This
shouid be improved by ATC amomarion during the coming decade, as well as by time-based
navigation software m new flight management systems.
Comfort has been improved by gust alleviation algorithms in some of the newest aircraft, as
well as by the ability of newer aircz, aft to fly at higher altitudes; comfcrt in the cock'pi_, has also been
imwoved by be.tter ergonotrfic design. Greater flexibility enabled by ATC automation will permit
pilots to utilize a wider range of options to achieve more conffortable flight pa_s.
In what respects are we still deficient with respect to Lhese system goals? It is not the purpose
of this document to laud what has already be, n accomplished, but to examine what can be done to
affect further _mprovement, and in file introduction we suggested that further improvement is
clearly possible. Most of our accidents can be traced to the human operators of the system, and
some can be traced to the interactions of humans with automate, d systems. We believe that mo_
can be done to wake aircraft automation more hun,an-centered, but perhaps even mote important,
we believe that "advanced automation can be designed and used to make the system as a whole more
resistant to and tolerant of human errors m the design, the impiementafior[ arid the operation of
these systems. Our guidelines accordingly emphasize this aspect of automation, one that we L_,iak
has received less attention in the past than it deserves.
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Attributes of Aircraft Automation
We will discuss here several a_wibutes that human-centered aircraft automation should
possess. Our discussion of these attrlbutes may seem an_rooocentric, but humans are used to
_i__ing in these terms, if automation is to be a_,=effective dnd valued member of the cock-pit
management team, it, like me other members of the team, should possess these characteristics.
Each a:wibute is named, defined, described and discussed briefly. Our first guide!ine might .be
simply "&at humm'!-centered aircraft automaaon should possess the_ atwibutes Lr:proper measure.
The reader of this section nlus! keep in mind that these requu'ements are not mutually
exclusive An automation suite that possesses some, or even rnany_ of these atwibutes may still be
a failure if the)' are considered in isolation da,'-mg design, for several are interrelated. As in any
engmeenng enterprise, it is necessar/',.hat the right compromise among them be sought. The only
.way to be s ttre that an effective compromise has been reached _,s ,,he evaluation of the total system
_r) actuM or simulated operation by a variety of pilots of differing degrees of skill. Such tes_.g is
expensive and time-consuming; it must often be conducted late in development, under extreme
pressure to certificate and deliver a new aircraft on time° Nevertheless, it is the o_y way to prove
the safety and effectiveness of an automation concept.
We are indebted to Fadden (ref. 98), who has pointed out that many of these attributes are to
some extent bipolar, though not truly opposites. That is, increasing the attention to certain
attributes may require 71e-emphasizing others. We will discuss these am"ibutes, shown here in the
manner suggested by Fadden. Human-centered automation must be:
Accountable < .... > Subordinate
P red_zab le < > Adaptable
Comprehensible <. -> Flexible
Dependable <. -> Informa_ve
Error-resistant <. > Error-tolerant
Accountable means "subject to givingo..a justif_ng analysis or explanation." in older
ai_raft, automation executed actions only at the spec_c and immediate instruction of a human
crew member. Advancexi automation, however, is capable of more independent action (modifying
a clirnt) or des_cent based on pre-tictermined strategic objectives such as fuel conservation, entering
or leaving a holding pattern, resolvang a conflict, etc.). Automated decision-aiding or decision-
making systems, already in development for transport aircraft, will suggest or carry out courses of
action whose rationale may not M obvious to .flight crews.
' Automation must Ue acx_ountable.1
....+x._:
_
1ancl be aide to explainthem on request.
Figure 44: AccountaNlity of automation.
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IThe human in command must be able to request and receive a justification for such decisions
(figure 44). This is a particular problem in aviation; there may not be time for the human operator
to evaluate such decimons (terrain avoidance, collision avoidance or windshear compensation
maneuvers). Where possible, automation mus_ anticipate the pilot's request and provide, advaace
information (as TCAS does by providing traffic advisories Prior to requmng action to avoid an
immanem hazard) or its rules of ooeration in a particular, annunciated c_cumstance must be sotb.
.orougnly understood by pilots that i_s ac_o_s in that case are already unde_tood and accepted, i_
is pamcalarty irr:portant _a_ explanations provided by automaton be'cast in terms that make sense
to the pilot: the level of abstraction of such explanation:, must be appropriate to the pilot's need for
the explanation,
The MDI i aircraft svstems controhers take action autonomously when certain failures occur.
In these cases, pilots ca_ access inf.grmation regarding the faults by examining the system
synoptics if time permits. They could reverse _e actions taken, if necessary, by reverting to
manual operation of the re,configured subsystem, though such action is not encouraged As more
autonomous systems are introduced, however, it may be increasingly difficult for pilots to keep
track of what the airplane (or its automation) is doing, and increasingly difficult for them to
maintain oversight of all aspects of their operation even if they are infon'r_ed of each action. The
bipolar attribute of accountability is subordination, to be discussed below; great care must be taken
to insure that this cannot ever become insubordination The 2001 "Hal"
• scenario is almost within
our grasp technically, but it is not acceptable philosophically as long as human operators remain
responsible for the outcome.
Subordinate mear_s "placed in or occup_4,ng a lower class, rank or position." Our definition
of human-centered automation requires that the automation, while an important uxH, remain
subordinate to the hu_a,'l pilot or air traffic controller, who must remain in command (figure 45).
i
Exoep_ in pre-defined srtu_tJons, it should nm_r assume commend.
In _ situabc_ns, i_ must be able to be _ _!y.
Figure 45: Subordination of automation.
There are situations in which it is
accepted that automation should
perform tasks autonomously, as
indicated above. More such sit-
uations will be proposed for imple-
mentataor_ in the furore; in particular,
it is expected that ground proximity,
traffic avoidance and windshear
advisory systems will be provided
with the means to act independently.
Oth.er similar situations are likely to
be proposed in future, involving the
interaction of aircraft and ATC.
Should these be permitted?
We have seen cases in which automation acted in ways not expected nor desired by pilots. In
one case, aircraft occasionally turned toward the outbound rather than ,,.he inbound track of an ILS
l_calizer. In another, a particular automation mode permitted descent at idle thrust without regard
to safe minimum operating altitudes. As automation becomes mote self-sufficient, capable and
complex, it will be increasingly dif,q ah for pilots to remain aware of all actions being taken
autonomously and thus increasingly difficult for them to be aware of exactly what tke automation is
doing and why. Such a situation will tend to compromise the command authority and
resrz)nsibility of the human operators, but more important, it may lead them to a positlon of
extreme distrust of their- automation, which could compro.rr'j_ the integrity of the entire human-
machine system. Wiener has reported that pilots of highly automated aircraft frequently ask,
"'What's it dGing now? Why is it doing that?" (ref. 99). These questions should not be necessary.
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Predictable is defined as "able to be foretold on the basis of observation or experience." It
is an important characteristic; recent occurrences in which automation did not appear to behave
predictably, i.e., as expected by pilots, have led to major repercussions due in large part to
aviators' inherent distrust of things over which they ao not have control. Some. of these
occarre_nces are cited above. Hem again, the level of abstraction at which automation is explmned,
or at which it provides explanations, is critical to the establishment and maintenaace of trust in it.
The tki.rd question too. often asked by pilots of autore_ated oh-craft is "What's it going to de next?"
i Automated systems must be predictable. !
l I
! [ s]
i j
Figure 46: Predictability of automation.
As automation becomes more
adaptive and intelligem, it will acquire
a wider repertoire of behaviors under
a wider variety of circumstances.
This wil] make its behavior more
difficult for pilots to understand and
predict, even td_ough it may be
operating in accordance with its
design specifications. It will also
more difficult for pilots to detect
when it ':s not operating properly.
If such a system is not
predictable, or if it does not provide
pilots with sufficient indication; of its
retentions, its apparently capricious
behavior will rapidly erode the trust
that the human wishes to place in it.
Some automated devices in aircraft
have simply gone unused because of
this mistrust. Altitude capture
modules in some higb-perfon'nance
aircraft have appeared unpredictable
because their t _gh rate of approach to
a selected altitude has not provided
the pilots sufficient confidence that
they would stop the airplane's climb
at the selected point, even though riley
were functioning properly--until
disabled by the pilots in attempts to
slow the rate of climb, which negated
the capture function (refs. 62, 1CO).
Advanced automation must be designed both to be, and to appear to be, predictable to its
human operators (and these are not always the same thing, which is why explanations may be
necessary.) (figure 46). As noted earlier, when digital computers fail, they may do so in quite
unpredictable ways; the difference between these failures and their normal behavior must be
immediately apparent to the pilot.
Adaptabilit3, (discussed below) and prexlictability are, in, a sense, opposites, in that highly
adaptive behavior is liable to be difficult to predact. The behavior of the human organism, which is
characterized by a very high degree of adaptability may be difficult to predict (ref. 70), a fact that
we constantly try to overcome by training, standard operating procedures, line and proficiency
checks and a variety of other safeguards. This suggests the necessity for constraints on the
adaptabilJ b' of automation in a context in which the human muse be able to monitor the automation
and detect either shortcomings or failures m order to compensate for its inadequate behavior.
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Adaptable, as used here, means "capable of being modified according to changing circum-
stances." This characteristic is a,-eady incorporated in air.Taft automation: control laws may differ
in different speed regimes; certaxn alerts and warnings are inhibited durh_g takeoff, descent or
approach; some displays are reconfigured or de-cluttered in specific ch'cur_stances; some
informa_on my be unavailable either in flight or on the grotmd.
O
8t_aota_e. j
t_able wrthin a wide ,_
range of pilotprefe_er,ces and needs
Figure 47: Adaptability of automation.
Pilots need, and are provided with, a range of options for con_'o! and management of their
aircraft (figure 47). This range of options is necessary to enable priors to manage their workload,
take account of diffenng levels of proficiency, and compensate for fatigue, distractions or other
necessary cockpit activities. In this regard, automation truly acts as an additional member of the
control and management team, assisting with or taking over entirely certain functions wheninsmacted to do so.
Adaptabi_ty is not an unmixed blessing (nor is any of the other attributes). An incident report
received by ASRS in 1976 (let'. 101) described a wide-body aircraft which was turned onto final
approach inside the final approach fix with autopilot in conla'ol wheel steering mode and
autothrotfles engaged. During the flare, at 10-20 feet altitude, the airplane seemed to "hang in the
air." The pitch angle was very high (14 degrees nose-up) and on touchdown the tail cone and aft
fuselage contacted the runway. The autopilot had not been disengaged prior to touchdown, and
none of the crew members had noticed that the airplane was still being guided by manual inputs,
but in a rate command mode rather than a direct column-to-controls mode. Some air carriers ,have
disabled the autopilot control wkeel steering mode, in newly-delivered aircraft to lessen the range of
options available to flight _ews.
How much of a range of 9ptions is enough? At this point in time, control automation in some
aircraft requires only mana'-,ealent by exception. In an earlier section, we have asked whether it
would be wiser, in order it.' maintain pilot involvement at a high level, to require management by
consent u,ith respect to control tasks. We have also asked whether the capability for unassisted
manual control should be a required option (and have pointed out that this option is foreclosed in
some flight phases by at least one flight control system).
Adaptability. increases apparent complexity and is shown above contrasted with predictability,
to emphasize that extremely adaptable automation may be relatively unpredictable in certain
circumstances. One of our first principles of human-centered automation states that automation
must be. predictable, ff the human is to remain in command.
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°Comprehensible is "intelligible." Many critical automation functions are now extremely
ccmpicx, with several layers of r_xlundancy to insure that they are fault-tolerant, is it really
necess_,a'y that the human operator understand how _esc functions arc accomplished, or will
simpler models suffice to perrrut humans to remain in command of the functions (figure 48)?
Automation must be comprehensible. ]
Automated system
Pilot's internal
model of system
Figure 48: Coml_,.Im_b_ty of auu)n_tion
It has been noted that training for advanced automated aircraft is time-consuming and
expensive, and that much of the extra training time is spent learning about the automation. If
simpler models that still permit reversion in the ease ot failures could be devised, they maght result
in training benefits. It should be remarked., however, that while automation can be used to make
complex funcuons appear simpler to the pilot, the consequences of failure modes can appear highly
unpredictable to that pilot unless the modes are very thoroughly considered in the design p,hase
Simplicity has not been named as a necessary attribute for human-centered automation, but
it could well have been. It is vital that systems either be simple enough to be unde_tood by t_uman
operators, or that a simplified consmact be. available m and usable by :hem. If a system is simple
enough, it may not need to be automated. If it cannot be made to appear reasonably simple, the
likelihood increases that it will be misunderstood and+opemt.:xl incorrectly.
Technological progress is often equated with increased complexity. A careful examination of
any reasonably capable video-casette recorder will support this assertion and indicate how far we
have yet to go to make high technology intuitive and simple to operate. It is worth noting that new
technolog_ has had to be developed to simplify the operation of VCRs and that many computer
manufacmre.rs have provided several "help" levels a: which their machines can be operated. We
have not provided this range of options in aflrcrdt agorot'nation; perhaps we shotdd consider doing
so, at least in training.
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Flexible s '°wactable; characteriz_l by a ready abili_, to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirc, ments." The term is used here to cha:tacterize automation thal is able _o be adapted to a
variety of env_,.ronmental, opemfiona! and human variables (figure 49).
_!_On snouicl De flexible ]
should be a_ailaubte.
Figure 49: Fiexibility of automauon.
It was suggested immediately
above ti,at computer and software
manufacturers have gone to
considerable efforts to make :heir
products simple to operate by people
of widely diffe--mg skill levels. Tl':e
term uzed by the trade is "'user-
friendly." Though overworked, this
term denotes a device or application
that a wide variety of users can
operate comfortably and effectively
with comparatively little instruction Or
practice, surely a worthy aim for an.y
human-machine system but one to
which, thus far, too little attention has
been paid by avionics designers. It
would be desirable to allow pilo.zs to
tailor the degree of assistance they
wish under given circumstances.
Advanced aviomcs systems now receive much of their knowledge base from periodic updates
by means of disks or cassettes. We believe they could as eas.ily receive intbrrnation regar&ng the
pilots for a given flight by the same means, and that this information could assist m tailoring the
systems and displays both to the preferences 9f specific pilots and to any limitations under which
the pilots are operating at the time (in_-Teased minimums, etc.). The cassettes could be updated
automatically after each fright to provide a running flight log, types of approaches conducted, etc.
If improved monitoring of pilot performance becomes a part of ai_r-dt automation, a subset of
monitored data stored on the cassettes after flight .might als_ be of use. to flight training departments
in tailoring periodic training to individual pilot needs.
This sort of flexibility might be of real assistance both to individual pilots and to companies,
by easing the pilot's cockpit setup tasks and also by improving safety thrc,gh more eflective
training. It has been observed in miiitarv studies that pilots of advanced strike mrcraft rarely make
use of more than a subset of the avaihbie attack: modes; by limiting the options that they use, pilots
become extremely proficient in their use. A_r transport pilots may not need to be proficient in the
use of ',.he full range of automation options, as long as they are able to get the job done effcctfively
under both normal and anomalous circumstances. The major reason for having a wide range of
automation options is to provide flexib_ty f_r a wide range of pilots with experience that varies
from very little to a great deal and cognitive styles that vary as widely.
Flexibility was shown above as bipolar with comprehensibilitF. Give:, me tendency to an
inverse relationship between these variables, comprehensibility must not be sacrificeci for
flexibility, because the ability of pilots to understand their automation is cenn'al to their ability m
maintain command. But they can be given more help in understmadir.g it and in manipulating it by
the means used in other fields. Providing that help in recognition of differing needs and styles
among pilots can help to improve the e_or resistanc.e 6f the total system b) permitting inctividt_al
pilots, within the constraints imposed by flight operations, to conduct their tasks in ways that are
most comlbnable for them.
Dependable, as used here, means "'capable of being...rel_ed upon or trusted" (figure 50) In
a cooperanve human-machine system, the issue of trust _comes paramount. Pilots will not use,
or wii! regard ,,_ith continual suspicion, any a:rcraf,, device or function O,_at does not bchave
reliably, or that appears to behave capr, ciously. This distrust car,, become so ingrained as to nt_llify
the intended ptaq-_ose of the designer, i: may be wiser to omi: a function entirely, even a gtlongly-
desLred function: rather than to provide er enable it _fore it c_ be certified _.s reliable. This issue
came up dunng initia! implementation of GPWS. It has recently su,qaced agNn as a rezu!t of a
sm',di number o! apparently paradoxicld resolution advisories provided by TCAS-II, teadi_g some
members of the comm_anity to suggest that the resolution advisory mode of the system be disabled
until its algo:-iti-auxs are. made fully dependable u_cter all curcumstan_s.
Automation must be O_oen(Jab_e.]
i:)ii_i:iii_'_::.-.:_......,. --.
'-'i;%.....
It shoulodo, depor_a_y, what it i._orderedto do.
It sinou_ neverdo wha£it is orderednot to do.
ff mustnever n",_e the s_tuationworse.
Figure .5"0:Dependability of automation.
Another example of undependable automation was cited above, that of the localizcr capv:se
mechanism which occasionMly :dh'ected the aircraft to turf*_away from, rather than toward, the
landing runway daring the capnne process. From the pflofs vie_,oint, it makes little difference
whether such behavior is caused by the hardware, a software error, or an improperly-defined
function; the net effect is a deterioration of trust.
Dependability is of particular importance with respect to alerting and warning systems. We
have observed before the problem of"false alarms" wifl_ early ground proximity warning systems
and the tragic results due to mistrust of legitimate warnings by those systems. Unfortunately, any
increase in the sensitivity of such a wa_.'-ning system v,ill be accompanied by an increase in false
warnings; a decrease in sensitivi_ will be accompanied by an increase in failures to warn when a
warning is needed. Increasing the complexity of the algorithms to mirfimize false warnings while
increasing sensitivity is accompatfied by a decrease in reliability or dependability of the system.
This dilermna exists today with regard to TCAS algorithms, already very complex, in the face of
large numbers of "nuisance" alerts in certah_ congested terminal areas.
Dependability is shown as bipolar wi:h ir.formativeness, discussed immediately below. If a
system were perfectly dependable ir ope.rau_n, there nfight be no need to inform, the pilot of its
operation. Perfection is impossible to achier:, however. _d th_ informaticn provided must be as
nearly foolproof a_ possib!e, bearing in rrin.i that each i_cmase in information quantity maxes it
more li.kely that the infonuation may be rrxssed, or even inconect. Simplicity of systems bre ,t:ds
dependability; when faced with a dilemn a such as this. any system simplification that can be
achieved wi!l probably pay dividends.
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Inf_rm_zti_'eness is simply file condition of "imparting knowledge." Our fii_t p_nciples of
hurr_;-centered automation state that the pilot mast a2ways have basic inf0r,rtadon (figure 51 ).
, lAutomation .,,ust keep the piiot informed. ]
1 ' "-, F- II I !-, i., |
I I i",1,_i_ |I.---Ell ! / "/ -'_
I ' iliii_ii+i71!i::_ii:;: ;!i:__i?:!_i_!_:_:_::!ii?i!?::' : _ ' I
,..... ,,F,
-" What iS lh? autornat,on doing9 '\ / Where do i go nextg--
Have i any problems?--.--_' _ _ When do ! do it')
_.J
Figure 51: Inlorrnativeness of at_omation.
As was noted earlier, the flexibility of automation and display technolr_&-2,.. have perrrAtted the
designer wide latitude in providing new graphac information in the cockpit. It was also noted [,hat
new displays have proliferated, and that this is not a_l unmixed blessing. The pilots of the A320
aircraft which contacted &e _ound at Bangalore (rot. 13) failed to notice, among other things,
serous decay i_ airspeed durirg '.he apprcach..'_.e pilots of ',.he 737 that crashed on takeoff at
t_aGuardia did not detect that the r_dder _m was in an ext,-c:-,_e position [ref. 89). Of course,
pi_ots of older atrcraft have also fa21ed to detect incorrect cenfigtu'ado_s whose presence was
clearly visible in me cockpit, and the flight crew of the China Akr 747 over the Pacific failed to
detect'several in_?arions, all clearly visab!e, t_ha: their autopflot was working at its limits fo]1owin_
an engine failure (ref. 14t.
How much information is enough'? How much infomxatior, is too much? Pilots want -,ill the,,,
can get, but they cannot assimilar., too much, and xv:_at they will leave out is unpredictable. In a_
effort to make available as much info,'-raa_on as is desired, we may have provided too muci_
infor:a_ation -- or we mav simply not ha,_e done it _eii eraough. This is our reason for suggest_g
(pp. 43-47) the desirabilJt'y of de-clutter, simplified d_splays and format changes: m short,, of active
as opposed :o passive inforraadon management, to assist the piiot in prioriuzing information
transfer to insure that the most important. :hings are attended to first. Once again, problems may
arise becau_ of auton-,ation itself, or simply because the interfaces between the automanon and _e
l;uman are not o,_dmal. Inforrzaation is critical both for involvement in t_he task and for maintaining
comrrarad over it. The form of _at inforrnation will often detemtine whedaer i_ can be attended to
or not. Some Jevel of active info."mation t,_nagement is practiced now (non--essenaaZ ir£oma._tion
supp_,ession during cr.ticad flight phases); a srr_ amount more rrught conve_, addiuona] benefits.
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Error resistance: Ideally, aircraft automation should prevent the occtt,wence of all errors, its
own and those of the humazl operators. This is urtrealistac, but it is possible to design systems to
oe as error-resistant as possible, 0o*d-_with respect to their own errors m_d those of the operator.
Resista.nce :s "an opposing or retarding force," a ck:finition that recognizes the relative natm-e of the
Fher.,omenon. Resistance to error in automation itself involves inte_-n',d te._ting to determine thai the
svs.'.em is operating withi_-_ its design and software guide!ines. Res,stance ',o human error is more.
subtle, i t may im, otve comparison of human actions with a _emp!ate of permitted actions, a
software proscmp_on against certain forbidden actions under speci"_ed cond.i_ons, or sirnpl) clear.
uncorn.p[icated displays and simple, intuitive procedures to minimize th_ likeliho,_ of errors.
[[ Automation retest be error-resis nt. ]
Figur,z52: Erro_ resistance of automaton.
Automation of unavoidably complex procedures (such as fuel .sequencing and transfer among
a large number of widely-separated tanks to maintain an optimal center of gravity.) is necessary and
entirely appropfLate provided the human is "kept in the loop" so he or she understands what is
going on. The system must be able to be operated by the human h" the automation fails, and it must
provide unambiguous indlcadon that it is functioning properly. Guidance in perforrrang corr.plex
tasks (and fuel balanci:_g may be such a task) is helpful, whemer it is m a quick reference
hand!:xmk or in the fom_ of an. electronic checklist. Prompting has not ,been used as effe, cttvely as it
couid .be in aircraft h_;man-system inte_aces.
Questioning of criticai procedures (those thai irrzversibly alter aircraft capabitmes), cr
requiring mat c-.,itical orders be affu'med b7 pilots before they are executed, can be additio.t al
safeguards ag;.inst erroxs. These queries can also be automate.d, either by tbenksel,,es or _,s pa,_ ,-¢'
a procedures monitoring module which compares human actions with a mode; of 15redicted actions
under va_-ious circumstances. Such models have been developed m research ';ettJngs (ref. 102).
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Thehumanoperatoris k,_ownto commitapparentlyrandom,unprecfic:ablerrorswith some
#equency ir'efs, 70 and 103); it is extreme]y un!ik;.Ay th_:t des:_gners will ever be able :o ,_ -_(]_V"I S,.
a_.' ""_rrlaLio_ that 'u
wl_ trap a._ of tb.ena. This being the case, it is e_;semaY, ta provide alternate means
b_ wh,ch pilots can detect the fact that a human, or an au,.omenew, e_or ha_ occ,.,_ed. S_ch
warr_mgs must be provided in enoegh time lo pc_nit piaots to i,,olate : ',e error, and a mea_'_-, n_._sr
be provided by wni(h to ccvrec' the error once it _s found. Where this Js no,' possible, the
consequence._ of a,_ _-cfion must be queried before the action itself is aJlowed to procee_i.
Errorqolerance: SJnce enor-res_stance is rqatave rather that: absom,e, there needs to be a
"layereci de{_nse' against human errors. Besme baiidir_g systems to resist errers as muek as
possible, _t is necessa-v a _,,! highly desirable to make systems _olermt of e_')_. Toiera,nce r_e_ns
"'the act of allowing some :nm_7"= in this case, it covers {he enthe ; an0_lv of mea.,':s that can be used
to insure that when an er or i, co:_un:itted, it is not ailo,,ed to jec _ardize'safeto,,.
["Auiomation must be error-toleran_._
Figure 53: Error tolerance of automation.
Nagel (ref. 42) has pointed out that "it is explicitly accepted that errors wili occur; automation
is rased to monitor the human crow and to detect errors as they are made." The aviation system is
already highly tolerant of errors, largely by virvae of monitoring by other cm.w rnernbers and by air
_affic control. But certain errors possible with automated equipment become obv.;ous cmly long
after they are committed, such as data entry errors during FMS programrr,._ing. New monitoring
software, displays a,'ad devices may be required to trap these more covert err.ors.
As was suggested above, checks of actions against reasonabieness criteria may be appropriate;
for an aircraft in the eastern herrnsDhere, a west longitude waypoint between two east longitude
entries is probably not appropriatel An attempted manu_ depressurization of an aircraft cabin
could be an appropriate maneuver _o rid the cabin of smoke, but it is morn probably an error a.nd
should be conftrmed before execution. Closing fuel valves on both engqnes of a twin.engine
tr, tnsport, an actier, that has occta-Ted at least twice, is aimost certainly an error ff airborne fref. 52).
Given _hat it is impossible either to preven: or to trap all pessible human errors, aircratt
accident and especially incident data can _ extrem:lv useful in tminting ou,'. the kinds of e,.'-rors that
occur with some frequency. $yszern hazard analyses are approiariate ta eluzi6ate the most serious
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possible errors, those that could pose an imminent threat to safety..The latter should be guarded
against regardless of their reported, frequency. (See also Rouse, reterence 20.)
Discussion of Attributes
E,-ror re.si;tance and error _.olerance are not opposites, as mig:t be inferred from the bipolar scale
shown at the beginrmng of th s section; or_ the contrary, they are complementm,3, in every respect.
Born are l-,ighly desirable a'd necessary; man,, aspects of automation today incorporme both.
tho,agh considerable fur_..her m.provement is possible. The other attributes are more nearly bipolar,
and a balance mus_ be struck amt ng them.
l-he mqwit:utes we have suggested are not mutually exclusive; ti_ere is overlap among them. Our
first Drincipl,.'s suggest a rough pfioriuzatioa where compromises are necessary. _"e have stated
that if humar_s are to be in command, they must be informed. Accountabili_, is an important facet
of informAng the humm_ operator, as well as an. important means by which me ope..,'ator can monitor
the function .ng of the automation. Comprehensibility is another critical trait if the human is to
remain iMormed; he or she must be abie to unc,.erstand without ambiguity what the automation is
doing. Each of these traits is an aspect of informativeness.
Informativeness may be interpreted to imply a system that provides information beyond the
minimum necessary to operate or manage the equipme_:t, though we do not intend '.his implication.
Rather, it is necessary that the human operator be informed effectively of at least that minimum of
information at all times, and informed in such a way that there is a very high probability that the
information will be assimilated. In '.hose cases where it may not be entirely clear why a system is in
a particular state, an explanation should be readily available if it is not alread) known or fairlyobvious.
tt can b,: argued that system dependability is degraded by the addition of more information.
Though thi,,, can be countered in part by adding redundancy and error-checking, the predictability
and comprehensibility of the system may be degraded thereby. On the other ".-,mad,we know how to
produce highly fault-tolerant flight con_ol sys_ms; ax_ highly reliabie, fault-tolerant information
systems an V less important? (See also page 95.)
!t may _e considered that adaptability and fle:,:ibility are frills rather man necessities. To argue
this is tv argue that humans can be made to behave uniformly, and to a considerable extent this is
indeed tru,:, as demonstrated by the enormous success of the air transport industry. The costs of
produ_ ing inflexible systems, however, are considerable increases in gaining costs'to pro0u_ that
uniformity in the humans who operate them, and a possible decre.ase in h urr,,an operator ininat-ive, a
risky, ente:prise in an industry that requires a high de_,,_e of human cognitive flexibiliD,.
The qaestion of subordination has not loomed large until very recently and it should not be
contentioas today, given that humans bear the ultimate responsibility for the safety of flight
operations. Despite this assertion, which is agreed to by regulators and the public alike, it is
mought that the degree of independence of automation may be a major battle ground during the
cormng decade, as the ground eiement of the air transportation system is automated. We argue
simply that automation that bypasses the human operators will of necessity diminish their
involvement in and theia ability to command the aviation system, which in turn will _.'r.-:,ish the',r
ability to recover from failures or compensate for inadequacies in ,..._ a,,mmated subsystems. That
such inadequacies will not exist or that sueb faih__,-',-z_,zwill not occ_ must be proven conclusively by
automation designe_ before ihe a-¢,adon community can consider an alternative view.
So a balance must be struck, where compromises are necessary, they must err on the side of
keeping the human operator in the loop so that ne or sV.e will be the_e when neexl_. This will be far
easier if he or she is there all the time.: ff the pilot is helped to ;¢rnain actively involvexi in normal as
well as abnormal operations. Exactly the same statement cap.. be made about the air traffic controller,
of course, arm about the desirability, if not the necessity, of maintaining and using voice channels
of communication between them so that each can remain co,::r,.Lza.nt of the other's intentions.
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V. GUIDELINES FOR HUMAN-Cr_NTERED AIRCRAFT AUTOMATION
Introduction
Having come this fax, are there tim', requirements that can be applied to _!1 human-centered
aircraft " _ firmness must be tempered by theautomanon. We behove there are, though their " '
i.mpeffc_t state of our knowledge of human behavior, by the compi'orr_iscs that a_.'e.._,,,-_ a ,_
........ t bk, in t,he
design prccess, and by the constraints inhe_nt in the aircraft certification process, In this f:nal
section, we will set forth ce.__ain guidelines t_at we believe flow from our rc;ie_ of past and
p_sent automaaon and our best guesses as to _e future of _i_ techno!oTy.
It is necessary to remind the reader again that no attempt has beez_ made to cover the
engineering aspects of huma_ factors in this document. In accordance with the call of the Air
ranspo., Association, we aave attempted to construct a philosophy of human-centered
automation. One definition of philosophy is '%e pursmt of wisdom," and while we may be
p_suing it at some considerable clis:a_,ce, we hope our re:;u!ts wil! further ',he dialogue we have
attemp_d to provoke.
Principles of Human-Centered Automation_General Guidelines
First, however, we still believe that the principles of human-centered automotion set forth
briefly in section I constitute a reasonable foundation upon which to build We therefore repzat
them here as general guideiines, with some further discussion of each of them. (Page numbers in
parentheses refer to d;_,-,_.;,,-o ;- .L:_ _,......... ""- _:_: .... ar:d C',_ ....
...... o*_,Ao AAI alll_ U_UIIIEll[, _L IlIILIlNIb 11_:11_1 _O tlt_, *" ,,, tt_
guidelines on pages 66 and _ )
• The human operator must be in command.
in its discussion of AERA 2, r.i;e automated en route air u-affic conn'ol system of the
future, MITRE Co_oraraon state.d unequivocally that even when the automated system is in
fell operation, " -- ....
- - Resp.,nslmqty for safe operation of an aircraft rerr, mns with tile pilot in
com-_'r.,and, "_and "Responsibility for separation between controlled aircraft remains with the
controller." Command i_ "power to contrei or dominate by position; authority to conxmand."
We believe that if they axe to retain the responsibility for safe operation or sepa.r;_uon of
aircraft, pilots and controllen must re_ _he aumority to conmaand those operations. Further,
there _ ?pears to be no appreciable argument c_ncerning this prom "C,:e issues relate to
wheff _r pilots and controllers will have _e aut,hont_ nec."Tza.-, _o execute the responsibilities.
It is a fundamenra! :c_;_ .Jf our concept of human-centered aw.uma_on that aircraft (and
ATC _,aur-"-__za:ion exists to assist pilots (and controllers) in carrying out their responsibilities as
_mted above. Our reasoning is sxmple. Apart from 2,ae statuto_, responsibility of the human
operators of toe system, automation is not infallible; like any ober machine, it is subject to
faiJ.,,_re. F,a__..h_.r, _igit'_ de,tees fail unpredictably, and produce t:npredictable ma_nifestations
of failures. "Ihe human's responsibilities include detecting such failures, correcting their
manifestations, and continuing the operation safely until the automated systems can resume
their norn'.a.l functions.
Since automation canrot be made faiiure-proof, automation must not be designed in such
a way that it can subvert the exercise of the human: operator's responsibilities, from which it
follows that automation must not be used to corffigure the airplane or load the system beyond
human capacity to co__wol and manage it if the automation fails. For a conga,@ concep{ see
the quotations from the MITRE report on page 57, which present a considerat)iv differe,_t
view of air trMfic control automation. (See pp. 7, 12, 5"7.)
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. 7"0 command effectively, z'he human operator must be involved.
To exercise effective command of a vehicle or operation, the commander must be
invol:ed in the opera0on, lnvoi,:ecl is "to be d"_ ' i,1"; the commander musz h_tve an active
role, whether that role is to control the aircraft (or traffic) _rect_y, or to manage the haman
_d/o; machine resou,'c.es to which control has been delegated. The pi_.ot's iovolvet.,':enz,
however, mus_ be con._istent wath his or her conmaand ."e_pon._ibil_tie_; _e prio_t.ies of the
piloting tasks remaan infJexible, and the pilot cannot be allowed to become pzeocc"pied by a
weiter of detail. Au,_omation ca_n assist by t,z_vidmg a;'propnate infon-v, ation.
Modern aircraft auton_afion is extremely capable; it ha._ made it possible for the aircraf t
co,.,rrrn_"n_er to delegate nearly all tactical control of an o_ration to me machine. We believe
that at least some of the aircraft mishaps cited herein can be traced at least in p_=,'tto the human
operators being too remote from the details of machine o_ration; the China Air 747 mishap
near Sm Francisco is one example. We suggest tha_ huron_n-centered aircraf' automation must
be designed, and operated, in such a way that it does not permit the human operator to become
too remote from operational details, by requiring of that operator meaningful and relevant
t,_ks throughout the conduct of a f'ight. (See pp. 28,30, WC 6.)
To be involved, the human operator must be informed.
Whhout information concerning the conduct of an operation, involvement becomes
unpredictable and decisions, if they are made, approach randomness. We have suggested
what we believe to be the minimum amount of information necessary to apprise the
commander of the progress of a flight operation. The level of detail provided to the p_dc', may
v_'3', but certain mfornaarion elements cannot be absent if the pilot is to _main involved, a.nd
more important, is to remain able to _sume ;direct control of the aircTa.ft an_ operation in the
eve,at of automation fali,m'es.
On the other hand, too much information concemine the conduct of the operation can be
at least as dangerous as teo little. Both the content of the infoF..natic_a made available and the
ways in which it is preser_ted must reinforce the essential priorities of the piloting ",ask; in
particular, situation awareness must be supported and reinforcec! at all times. (See pp. 14, t6,
WC 13.)
In automated aircraft,, one essential information element is _",formation concerning the
a,atomation. Just as the pilot must be alert for performance decrem, ,_ts or incapacity in other
human crew members, he or _he must be alert for such decrements i,; automated systems that
are assisting in the conduct of the operation. This leads to the requi:ement that:
The l,.uman operator must be able to monitor the automated systems.
The es_nce of command of automated systems is the selection and use of appropriate
means to accomplish an objective. The pilot must be able, from infommtion about the
systems, to determine that system performance is, and in all iikelil_ood will continue to be,
appropriate to _e flight situation.
To rnoni:cr, or "keep track of," automated systems, the hurr an must have access to data
concerning the functionality both of the hardware in those systems and of the software that
instructs them. Because of the dxfficulty of verifying software while it is functioning, most
flight-critical automation involves either duplicate (or triplicate), or dissin_ular software
performing the same task in different processors, usually with a comparison module that
indicates any differences in the results of the calculations performed by the ,'wo units. Some
triplex systems conduct continuous "voting" to insure continued tunction; anomalous re.suhs
in one processor lead to its exclusion from the opera_ng system.
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in most aircraft systems to date, the human operator is informed only if there is a
discrepancy between or among the units responsible for a pamcular function, or a failure of
those units sufficient to disrupt or disable th.e _rformance of the funcVon. In those cases, the
operator is usually instructed to take over contrei of that time,on To be able to do so without
delay, it is necessary that the human operator be pro,,ided witl_ information concerning the
operations to date if these are not evident from the behavior of the airplane or system
controlled, k is _us necessary that the pilot be. aw_e both of the function (or dysfunction) of
the automated ,';vstem. and of the results of its laoors, on an ongoing basis, if the pilot _s to
understand whvcompiex automated systems are doing what they are doing. (See. pp. 2_, 24,31, WC l, 5, 9, 10.) " " -
• Automated systems must be predictable_
To know what automation to use (or not to use), the pilot must be able to predict how the
a.trplane will be affected by that automation, not oN2, at the time of selection but throughout the
flight. This task requires tha_, the intent of the automated system be known and ,_hat the sy_otem
be proven by experience to perform in a consistent manner. It is most importmat that not only
the nominal behavior, but also the range of allowable behaviors, be known; al! unpredicted
system behavior must be treated as aberrant behavior.
ff pilots must monitor automation against the likelihood of failures, as we assert they
must, they must be able to recognize such failures, either by means of specific warnings or by
observation of aberrant behavior by the automated sys'ems. Both are probably des_able for
critical systems, to improve detection probabilit,v. To recognize aberrant behavior, the pilot
must know exactly what to expect of the automation when it is performing correctly.
"Ilais requires that the normal behavior of automated syst,_ms be predictable and that the
pilot be able to obse_,e the results of their operation. It also argues strongly for simplicity in
the behavior of such systems, and suggests, as did Wiener and Curry , *.hat automated _ystems
should perform their tasks in the ways that pilots expect them to, in order to make
performance failures more obvious. (See pp. 72-73, 76, WC 2.8, 10.)
• The automated systems must also be able to monitor the #,uman operator.
Because human operators are prone to errors, it is necessary that error detection,
diagnosis and cot'rection be integral parts of the aviation system. Much effort has gone into
making all critical elements of the aviation system redan _dant, though new technology is still
required for certain aspects of this task (independent landing and takeoff monitors are
examples). Pilots monitor air traffic controllers, who in turn monitor pilots, as an importantLastance,
Automated devices perform a variety of monitoring tasks in aircraft, as indicated
throughout ins '
aocument. Incident reports confwm their effectiveness i,_ preventing mishaps.
It is also indisputable, however, ',.'nat failures of such automation have enabled serious mishaps
when the automation did not warn Nat it was disabled and pilots, perhaps made complacent by
its effective functioning over a long period, failed to detect the conditions it was designed to
detect. Designing warning systems to detect failures of warning systems can be an endless
chain, bur it is necessa.2," that we recognize the human tendency to ,"ely upon relJable assistants
and consider how much ad&tional redundancy is required in ess.ential alerting systems.
We also believe that information now resider,t in flight management and other aircraft
computers can be used to mor,.itor pilots morn comprehensively and effectively, if soecific
attention is given to the monitoring function. We have mentioned the substavtial number of
non-obvious navigation data entry errors, some of which have had serious effects long a.ffer
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4they were commkted. This would seem to be a productive a_a for on-or-detection modules,
and there are. se,teral others which are mentioned herein. Research should be, conducted using
accident and incident data to determine other areas ir which errors are_ common or |_ave
pamcutarly hazardous imptica-Lons, and ways should be de_sed to detect such errors and aien
pilots :o their presence.
The most difqcult task, of course, is to monitor pilot cogmtive performance and deci_aon
m, tking. When a pilot consciously decides to do nothing, his decision cannot be differentiated
from a failure to do _omething. Further, advanced automation has made the need for
decisions and acdons infrequent during cruising flight. The advent of extremely long haul
Mr_',; has emphas:.zed the problem of monitoring human ale,'aess and functionaEty. This i_
the motivation ,*or our emphasis on keeping pilots involved in a meaningful way in the
operation.
Thel_e is no way to make the, system totally foolproof, and each additional piece of
hardware or software has a potential decremental effect on system reliability, but as we
pointed out in our discussions of error resistance and error tolerance, a layered defense against
errors is essennal ix"we are to make the system as foolproof as possible (See pp. 32, 78-79,
WC 9.)
Each element of the system must have knowledge of the others' intent.
Cress-monitoring (of machine by human, of human by machine and ultimately of human
by human) can only be effective ff fl_e agent monitoring understands what the monitored agent
is trying to accomplish, and in some cases, why The intentions of both the automated
systems and the human operators must be known and communicated; this applies equally to
the monitoring ot automated systems by pilots, of a,.rcraft by human controllers on the
ground, and of air traffic control by human pilots in flight. Since humans _re so much more
versatile than any machine, ultimate responsibility for monitoring of human behavior rests
upon the other humans Jn the system.
Under normal circumstances, pilots communicate their intent to ATC by filing a flight
plan, and to their FMS by insertSng it into the computer or calling it up from the navigation
data base. ATC, in turn, communicates its intent to the pilots by granting a clearazme to
proceed; data _nk m the near future will make this infom',ation available to the FMS as well.
The MITRE document referred to above mentions spegificaliy that "'Information on aircraft
flight intent can be sent from aircraft to the ATC system so that conflict prediction and
resolution capabilities of AERA use the best data available" (ref. 80). The document, is silent
with respect to communication of intent in the other direction, however, and such
communication must be a two-way channel.
It is when ch-cumstances become abnormal, due either to em,'ironmental problems or to
in-flight emergencies, that communication of intent among the various human and machine
agents becomes less certain. ASRS and other data provide evidence of the frequency with
which the handling of an in-flight emergency may lead to other anomalies in the system, most
commonly involving azrcraft other than those involved ha the emergency. In one study, ",he
hmldling of in-flight emergencies led in approximately oue-third of cases to another problem
(ref. 85).
It cannot be stated with certainty from the ASRS dam that communication of intent would
have averted these secondary problems, but it seems likely that it would have prevented some
of them. Further, the communication of inmnt makes it possible for all involved pa_ties to
work cooperatively to solve the pmblem. Many traffic control problems occur simply because
pilots do not understand what the contloller is trying to accomplish, and the converse is also
true. Findly, automation (or ATC) cmmot monitor pilot performance effectively unless it
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understandsthe pilot's intent,andthis is most importantwhen the operation departs from
normality. (See pp. 28, 55.56, 72, 80.)
To the principles set for +&above, we will add a few other ":uidelines of a general nature whichhave emerged from our review of automation.
Functions should be automated only if there is a good reason for doing so.
To qaote from W:ener arid Curry (ref. 35), "Any task can be a!ltomated The quesgor_ is
wt_,etner it should be..." Would automating a new function improve pilot capabilities or
awareness" Wo-id not doing so improve the pilot's involvement, s_mation awa-eness, or
abi_:y to remain in command7 We believe that both of these questions should be asked prior
to the consideration of any new element of automation m the cockpit. (See pp. 4, 10, 31-32.)
Automation should be designed to be simple to train, to ieern, and to operate.
We believe that aircraft automation to date has not always been designed to be operated
under difficult conditions in an unfavorable environment by tired and distracted pilots of
below-average ability. Yet these are precisely the conditions where its assistance may be most
needed. We urge _at simplicity, clarity and intuitiveness be among the cornerstones of
autom; don design, for they will make it a oetter and more effective tool, Though training,
strictly speaking, is not the province of the designer, _'aining must be considered danng the
design of cockpit systems and should reflect that design in practice. (See pp. 11, 25, 35, 39,60, 63-65, 74, 78-79, WC 5, 10, 15.)
Gutdelines for Human-Centertd Control Automation
Based on our review of aircraft automation, and arawing heavily upon the guidelines set forth
by Wiener and Curry a decade ago, we propose some more specific guidelines for Ir_uman-centered
automation. We first consider control automation.
" Control automation should perJorm tasks in a manner familiar to and used by
pilots; it should never be permitted to fail silently.
Wiener and Curry set forth, the dictum that automation should behave the way pilots do
(WC 2). There are two advantages to this. First, pilots will be more likely to accept and
utilize automation that behaves in a familiar mariner. Second, and perhaps more important,
they will be more likely to 'recognize a departure from such performance if the automation
continues to perform, but in an aberrant manner. Particularly with fault-tolerant control
automation., partial or incipient failures may be very difficult to de,.ecr because system behavior
usually does no_ change. Whether such p_fial failures should be announced in order to keep
the pilot informed also needs to be considered; it may depend on how much functional
redundancy remains in the automated, system.
"Fail-passive" control automation represents a particular potential hazard, in that its
failure may not change aircraft performance at the time if"the airplane is in a stable condition.
Such failures must be announced unambiguously to insure that the pilots intmediately resume
active control of the machine. Automation should never pemlit a situation in which "no one is
in charge"; piiots must alway, aviatey even if they have deiegated control to the aatopilot. It
is for this rt_ason that autot_ilot disconnects are usually announced by both. visual and aural
alerting signals. (See pp. ,_, 19, 24, 71-72, WC I, 2, 8.)
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Control automation should be delimited in its authority. It should not be
permitted to become insubordinate.
Control automation should not be able to endanger an aircraft or to make a difficult
situation worse. It should not be able to cause an overspeed, a stall, or contact with the
ground without explicit instructions from the pilot, and possibly not then. ff h_,e pilot
approaches safe operating iitmts, the automation should warn the pilot, giving him or her 6me
to recognize the problem and take corrective ac_on.
Some cu.-'rent electronic engine controllers withdraw engine power to flight idle
autonomously if an overspeed is detected, without regard to wheLher other engines are
operating. This feature cannot be locked out at presept We would argue that this is
potentially insubordinate automauon.
The pilot should no: _ permitted to select a potentially unsafe automatic operating mode;
automation should either foreclose the use of such modes or should alert the pilot that they
may be hazardous, and why. (See pp. 30, 7i, 80, WC 4.)
Do not foreclose pilot authority to override normal aircraft operating gimits
when required for safe mission completion without truly compelling reasons .for
doing so.
Limitations on pilot authority may leave the pilot unable to fulfil his or her responsibiliry
for safety of flight. A recent ASRS incident report, one of many, underscores the need to
preserve pilot capability to do what is necessaL'y: an abrupt 50" banked mrn was required for
coliisio_ avoidance in _ advanced techPology wide-body airglane _ref. 104). There have
been several cases in which pilots have violated leg_ G lira.its; __nneaHy all of these, the
aJ.rcratt have been recovered, though with damage. "fbese maneuvers would not have been
possible had hard envelope limits been incorporated. We suggest that _e '%oft limits"
approach rep_sents a way m avoid limiting pilot au:hority wbSie enhancing Fright sa.fe_. (See
pp. 21, 29-30° 39-,10, WC 7.)
• Design control automation to be of most help during times of highest workload,
and somewhat less help during times of lowest workload.
Field studies of aircraft automation have suggested that it may appreciably lighten
v, orkdoad at times when it is already low, while imposing addition',d workload during 6rnes
when it is "already high, during climbs and particularly descents. While much of the additional
3uz'den relates to problems in interacting with the flight management system (see below), the
end product of that interachon is the control and guidance of the airplane as it moves toward its
iestination.
Avionics manufacturers have made appreciable strides in easing this workload by
providing lists of arrival and runway options at particular destinations, bu,*.air traffic control at
busy terminals may utilize p:x>cedures that differ from those listed. In particular, "sidestep"
rmneuvers to alternate parallel or converging runways are a problem in this regard, especially
if clearances are altered late in a descent. Easing such problems may require a boner
understanding by A'IC of what _s, and is not, reasonable to ask of a highly automated
airplane. Given the conge:;tion at our busiest terrranais, however, ATC is likely to continue to
seek more, rather than less, flexibilib, and any short-¢erm improvements will have to be in the
cockpit (see also management automation guidelL,_es).
During cruise flight at altitude, the m_ntenance of pilot involvement is _mportant (see
above). Workload may be ve_ low anci should quite possibly be inc_ased during long flight
segments. (See pp. 17, 28, 47, WC 3.6.)
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EKeep the flight crew involved in the operation by requiring of them meaningful
and relevant tasks, regardless of the Zevel of management being utilized bythem.
High levels of strategic management h_ve the potential to de_-a'ease pilot involvement
beyond desirable limits. Control a_:omafion snou!d not permit this degree of detachment, lest
the pilots be unable to reenter the loop in the event ef its failuxe. Keeping pilots revolved may
require less automation rather than more, but involvement is critical to their abRit 3, to remain in
command of an operatic:, r.
Much c,"itica2 flight data is now accessed from lookup tables in an'craft pefforma_.ce data
bases _sident wathin the FMS. (Critical speeds for approach and landing are examples.) If it
is necessary to be more certain that uilots are aware of these data, the designer may wish to
consider requiring that the data be either entered manual!y, or verified by the pilots, before
use. The latter opdon takes less time, but may be less effective.
We have suggested that requiring management by consent rather than management by
exception may be one way :o ma.intain involvement, though it has also been pointed out that
we do not yet know how to keep consent from becoming perfunctory, and this must also be
avoided. One way _o assist may be to give more attention to workload management+ as is
suggested in the prece_ling guideline. (See pp. 28-29, 65, 94, WC 6.)
Control automation should be designed for maximum error resistance and ei'ror
tol ..rance.
Both automated control systems and their associated disolays should be made as e,ror
resistant as is feasible by designing clear, simple display:i and unambiguous responses to
commands. Thereafter, safety hazard analyses should be performed to elucidate remaining
points at which errors can be committed. "I'b.e designs sboula then be modified to incorporate
the highest possib!e degree of error tolerance as weli, by prosca'abing potentially hazardous
instructions or by providing unambiguou:; warning of po,,ential consequences that can. en_ae
from an instruction. Accident and incident data should be reviewed on an ongoing basis to
identify likely human and nmchine deficiencies and these deficiencies should receive special
attention in this process.
Human errors, some enabled by equipment design, bring more air, craft to grief that', any
other factor. Error resistant systems can protec_ against many of these e-"ors, bu', it is
necessary to give pilots authority to act contrary to normal operating practaces when necessary
and this _qui_s that desi_wns also incorporate error tolerance. (See pp. 24, 56, 78-79, WC 1,
9.) •
Control automation should provide the human operator with an appropriate
range of control and management options.
The conmol and managetmnt of an airplane must be safety accomplished by pilots whose
abilities vary. under circumstances that vary, widely. To provide effective assistance to
whomever is flying, under whatever conditions, a de_ee of flexibility is required :,n aircraft
automation. The aircraft control-management continuum has been discussed; problzms at the
ex,'remes of this continuum have been indicated (.high workload at the !ow end of the
spectrum, possible decreased im, olvement at the high end of' the spectrum). The range of
conarol and management options appropriate to a given airplane must be wide enough to
encompass the full range of pilots who may operate it, under the iull range of operating
conditions tbr which it is certificated. (S_ pp. 26-29, 73, WC 7, g.)
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Guidelines for Human-Centered Information Automation
It will have been noted that some of the guidelines above relate to information provided to the
pilots as well as to the control of the aL,plane and its subsystems, it is not always possible to draw
a clear distinction between control and reformation automation, for all automation involves the
requirement to keep pilots informed. The following are suggested Lru_delines specifically forin forrr_ttion automation. "
The primary objective of information automation is to maintain and enhance
situation awareness. All displays should contribute to this objective.
We have indicated (p. 77) what we belie_,e are the rrAnimum elements of information
required by pilots at all times. Many other infomaation elements are also required in some
form, however (p. 16). The question is not whether these are needed, but in what form they
will best reinforce the pilot's awareness of his or her situation and state. The remaining
guidelines in this section address this issue in general terms. (See pp. 23-24, 35, 42, 43, 63.)
Assume that pilots will rely on reliable automation, because they will.
th On_ pilots have flown an auton_te_, airplane long enough to become comfortable with it,
ey will come to know which cc _trol and information elements can be trusted. Thereafter,
most (though not all) pilots will become increasingly reliant upon the continued reliability of
those elements and therefore less liable to be suspicious of them J£ they become unreliable.
For ,..hat mason, the designer must not make flight-critical reformation available unless it is
reliable rand must also provide the pilot with info."mation concerning the >tutus of the
automation as well as of the elemc.-at controlled by that automation).
If information is derived or processed, the designer must insure that the data from which
it is denved is Mso either visible or accessible for verification. If it is not critical information
for a particular flight phase, make it available only on request, but insure that it remains
accessible.
Future automated decision support systems may pose a serious problem in this regard, if
pilots come over time to rely on the quality, of the machine decisions. A poor decision may be
much more difficult to detect than an aberrant subsystem operation. (See pp. 4, 37, 38-39.
48, 76, 95, WC 15.)
Automated systems must be comprehensible to pilots.
As automauon becomes more complex and integrated, with more potential interactions
among modes, pilots must be assisted to understand the implications of those interactions_
especially to interactions which can be potentially h _azardous at a critical po_.nt in flight.
Systems need to be as error resistant as possible in this respect, for the likelihood that pilots
,_411remember all such potential interactions is not high ff they are not encoi2ntered frequently.
The memory burden imposed by complex automation is considerable; infrequently-used
knowledge may not be inunediately available when it is needed. (See pp. 21, 23, 24, _t, _5,
74-75, WC 1, 12, 14, 15.) .......
Alerting and warning systems should be as simple at_ ' .foolproof as possible.
Warning systems for discrete failures do not present a particular problem; whether
recomqguratior_ should be autonomous remains an open question awaiting experience w-,th the
MD- I 1 systems. The problem of quantitative warning system sensitivity and specificity has
been discussed Faise or nuisance warnings must be kep_ to reasonable levels to avoid the
unwanted behavioral effects of exce.;sive alarms.
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At therisk of providingpilotswithmoreinformationthantheyneed to know, we believe
(as did Wier, er and Curry) that it may be appropriate to provide pilots with trend infon'nation
before a parameter reaches a level requiring action, to improve their awareness of a potcntialN
senous suuation. This serves the added purpose of increasing their _Jst of the automate_l
monitoring systems, We have suggested some ways in which trend information might be
provided on simplified system chsplays.
TCAS provides traffic 'ale,s with respect to traffic that may in the near futuae pose an
imminent haroard, which gives pilots time to attempt visual acquisition of the trMfic. An
avoldmnce maneuver is advised if _e traffic thereafter is assessed as a serious ti'L,'eat. 3uch
systems in:.-reas: pilot involvement, but this can pose a problem under conditions of high
workload. It is possible .,'.hat"low" and "high" sensitivities could be used ,during short and
longer fiigb, ts, or that non-critical alerts could be inhibited during flight a_ low 1 " _"_."a tltUu,.,S, as is
already done in newer aircraft.
When warnings are. provided and response time is not critical, many pilots will aaempt to
evaluate the validity of the warning. Means should be provided for them to do so quicldv and
accurately.
Warnings and alerts must be unambiguous. When common signals are used to denote
more than one condition (as are the master caution and master warning signals), there must be
a clear indication of the srecific condition which is responsible for the alert. (See pp. 23, 25,
38-39, 44-45, 48.76, WC !1, 12, 13, 14.)
Less information is generally better than more information, if it is the right
information for a particular circumstance.
The_ is no conflict between our guideline of keeping the pilot informed and the
recognition that too muct_ information may prevent the pilot from assimilating the most
maportant information. It is a matter of understanding what the pilot needs to know at a
particular time o_ in a particular skuation. Cockpit designers have generally done a
con',anendable job of providing the most important information; they have not always done as
weli in keeping that information at the forefront of the pi!ot's aw_eness or in re_'lucing the
amount of non-essential iafformation.
Less information is generally beaer than more information, but only insofar as no critica!
element of situation awareness is'neglected. Selective de-cluttering of prtmaw flight displays,
analogous to what has been done with navigation displays, should be conside;ed; as indacated
in _e text, more in,.egrated PFDs are under study. See also the description of the "dark
cockpit" concept on page 25. (See pp. 10, 17, 26.33, 36-37, 39, 41, 43-44.46, 48, 49, 7"7.
80, 82._
Integration of information does not mean simply adding mare elements loa
single display.
Integration in psychology means "_e organization of various waits into one ha,nnonious
personality." An integra:ea display combines disparate reformation elements into a single
picture that renders unnecessary many cognitive steps the pilo'_ would otherwise have to
perform to obtain a concept. It tlaus relieves the pilot of mental workload. Primary flight
displays are not integrated; rather, they combine information previously shown or, m_rLv
instruments on a single screen The elements, however, are. still discrete and the mental
workload of adducing aircraft s'.ate is stil/reqmred.
Clut',er in disl:iays is urdesirablc for the pilot may fail to nonce the most impox'tam
information or may fee.us on les:_ important data. It is for this mason that we have suggested
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that fairly radical de-cluttering of the PFD would still provide the pilot flying at cluise on
autopiiot with the information required to monitor _he autopilot and return to ,_he control loop
rapidly ff re,quir_
Subsystem displays can also be made more s;mple and intuitive. Again, the controlli,_g
variabie should be what the pilot needs to know ur, der parrbcubr circumstances. As long as all
reformation necessa_, to take over manual control of these systems is available when required,
it is not necessary uhat o_er claw be visible in circumstances whe._, they are not central to the
pilot's tasks, though we believe that power information, perhaps in simplified .fc_rrn, is needed
a_ atl times because it is an element of flight path control. (See FP. 34-35, 37-38, 39, 42, 44.
47, 54-55, 77, WC 1" ;
Automation poses additional monitoring requiretr_ents; insure that pilots are
able to monitor both the status of the automation and the status of the functions
_ontrolled by that automation.
On page 46, it was asked whether displays should show the position of a switch, or the
position of the device controlled by that switch. Should automation status be announced, as
well as the status of the function being controlled? One can argue that it should be, by some
means. ,,_'l'file the "dark cockpit" concept (no annunciatiom as long as everything is normal)
has distinct advantages in preventing information overload, no information can mean either
that everything is normal or that the annunciator has failed. No _mformation is quite different
from negafve information. In the case of subsystems, where nothing happer, s for long
periods of time, pilots need some type of reassurance that the automation is still monitoring the
systems.
Automation can fail covertly as well as ove.-'tly, and m either case, the pilot must become,
or be ready to. become, a controller rather than a manager, To do so, he or she must know by
some means fi_at the automation has failed, and the condition of the controlled elements or
functions. (See pp. 33-34, 40, 48, 82, WC 5, 9, 10.)
• Emphasize infor.,_ation in accordance with its importance.
The most important informatron should be most obvious and most centrally-located.
Information relevant to aircraft control deviations, power loss or impending collisions with
obstacles .,s always more important than information coacerning other facets of the operatit)n
Symbolic information should be redundantly coded (shape, size, color, use of ,._o or more
sensor,.,' modaiities) to insure 5hat it is detected. Aud.tory (_ounds) or tactile information
displays can be used to reinforce, or in some cases to substitute for, visual information; this
can be particularly useful during periods of high visual _ork.load (p. 38).
It should be noted that a strenuous and largely successful attempt has been made to
decrease the large number of discrete auditor3' warnings that were present in older coclq_its.
The use of discrete voice warnings is increasing, nowever: GPWS, TCAS and windshear
alerts all incorporate voice signals, and _ increasing number of aircraft also incorporate
,, syn_etic voice altitude caliouts on final approach. This may be. less of a potenti_ problem as
digital date link replaces some of the voice conu'nunications now required, but there remains
the potential f,_r interference among voice messages, as weil as the potential for overuse of
voice signals leading to diminished atto.ntiveness to voice em:rgency messages.
The question of tactile information transfer has been brought to the fore by the A320control systems (p. 23,24). The t,0_o pilot sidestick controllers are. not interconnected, and
therefore do not provide information concerning c(mtro] inputs from the o_er side of the
I cockpit. Because the airNar, e utili_s a Io_ factor demand contro! law, pilots cannot detect
_ changes in. trim from control colurrm pre._sure:_. Also, the thrust levers do not move when the
IkY
autothrust system changes engine powez. The discussion points out that this may be
appropriate automation and that companies t!ying this airplane do not manifest concern
regarding Lhese features, but it is also ::ecessm_ to recogniz,,, _,hat certain elements of the
feedback previously provided to pilots are not present in this airplane. Continued scrutiny of
A320 operations __sneeded to determine whet_her the absence of this feedback mode has an)
undessab_e consequences, or wheti_er the redund_cv of the Jntbr,aation it provides in other
at_formAtis not m@ 7;ecessar3:. (See pp. 26, 3L 45, 7;',, WC 12.)
Design automation to insure that eritiea', functions are monitored as _ell as
executed.
The safety oenefits of independent monitonr, g arc indisputable. ATC radar perrrits
controllers to monitor flight path control; TCAS per_rfits pilots to monitor controller actions.
"/'here are functions fi_at are not mdependeruly momtored at this time; ah'plane acceleration with
respect to runway remaining during takeoff is one, !LS guidance during insmmaent
approaches is another. A thnd is aircTaft position on the a_f, ort surface, at most facilities.
Monitoring of inpu_ to aircraft systems espe,=i,:_y the FMS, remains a problem 6esp_te the
monitonng capab_ity provided by map dispJays. In the first two cases mentioned, new
technology will be requixed. In the latter case, FMS software could be provided to monitor,
as well as assist m, pilot interactions with the system. Where critical errors could cornpromise
safety, independent monitoring of inputs (perhaps by downlinking of FMS data for
comparison with ATC clem-ance data) shotJld be enabled.
It is not clear at "dais point in time that _&plane-to-ATC digitai data link will be used to
confL"rn that clearance data has been received and entered into the FMC correctly. Such a link
could also be used to conffl'm that manually-entered flight 17 ,: data conforms to ATC
intentions. If such a monitoring link. is not provided fbr, art importan_ element of redandanc_
will have been lost ,See pp. ,¢8, 56, 78, 79, WC 9).
Consider the use _i" electronic checklists to improve error resistance and
_olerance.
Dependir;g on ho_, they a_'e implemented, eiectronic checklists have the potenn_ to
improve en'or resistance, by perIo,"n-Jng checklists on command, and error tolerance, by
rermnding pilots of checkAists that need to be performed mad by providing reminders of items
no, completed. Checkiist usage is known to be somewhat variable (re.f. 74) an_ failures to
l:,e,;ozm checklists have t)een associated wire serious rmshaps (refs. 1.9. i1_. "Sensed"
checklists (those that ve_fv that most or all item_ ha,_e been completed) wilt be more enor
tolerant than those that reiy endre!y on pilot confirmation of actions taken, and this may
suggest a desirable minimum architecture for such modules. On the other hand. data from
recent checklist studies suggests that automated checklists may reduce pilot vigilance for
aircraft system faults (ref. 71). (See pp. 48-49, WC 9.)
Guidelines for Hqman-Centered Management Automation
Management automation has been a remarkably successfal tool in the cockpit; the development
of air traffic autorr_ation will further improve its uti!ity and effectiveness. It has made the aviation
system much more error resistant, though it has also enabled new errors in the cockpit, as does any
r,ew equipment that must be operated by humans. We offer the following gu|delines for future
flight management systems.
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• Management autometion should make airplanes as easy to manage as they are to
fly.
The major problem with flight management systems is that they are often cur._bersome to
operate. Under same circumstances, it is easier to operate without them than to use then-,,,
vdth the pred_cuable result that they are apt to be bypassed under these circumstances. This is
a pity, for the error resistance tha_ they bring to flight path management is also bypassed. One
partia2 so,talon to this problem is to improve the interfaces between system and pilot so that
they can be manipulated more easily
This will not be a trivial task, for it may requL _,, establishing a different level of interface
between the pilot and the system, one vhich involves a high-level interaction rather than L._e
present point-by-point description of desired ends. On the other hand, data link may enable a
higher-level interaction and may ever, require it for effective interaction with ATC, most of
which may be through the FMS.
Within the constraints of present-generation systems, efforts to improve system
operability in high workload segments of flight would be most helpful to pilots, and would
improve system safety. The problem of manually tuning navigation radio aids rapidly has
bee,, mentioned; providing alternate interfaces through which such tasks could be
acc,_mplished more readily is worthy of consideration. (See pp. 27-28, 29, 54, 55.)
Flight management sys,'em interfaces must be as error tohrant as possible.
In view of the known problems in data entry, FMS software should accomplish as much
error trapping as is possible. Some ways of doing this have been suggested above. When
data link is available, the data entry process may be simplified, but that does not necessarily
imply that data entry errors will be elix. _nated. (See pp. 52, 53.)
As noted earlier, CDUs will refuse to accept incorrectly-formatted entries, but they do not
provide feedback as to why an entry was rejected. If the computer knows, why doesn't it te[1
the pilot? Some dam entry errors are obvious, but others may be less obvious and pilots may
be tired or distracted by other problems.
• FuCure flight management system and aviation system automation must insure
that the pilot cannot be removed from the command role.
We have indicated our concern that increasing automation of the ATC system and
increasing integration of the ground and zirborne elements of that system have the potential to
bypass the humans who operate and manage the system. One ,,-ay to guard agains_ this is ,'o
design future flight management systems so that the pilot is shown the consequ -:-ce,_ of any
clearance before accepting it; another is to insure that the pilot must actively consent to any
requested modification of flight plan before it is executed. A third, more difficult way is to
make it possible for pilots to negotiate easily with ATC on specific elements of a clearance,
such as altitude changes, rather than having to accept or reject an er.tire clearan:e or
modification. All three, and possibly other wa _ as well, may be required to keep ,_itots
fu'mly in command of theh operations. (See pp. 53_ 54.)
These steps will requixe more than simply software changes. They will require careful
negotiations between the operating community and air traffic management system designers.
In view of the rapidity with which the enabling technology is being pursued, the long-term
goals and objectives of system designers rind planners need to be known with precision. We
do not believe that they have been so: forte: with sufficient clarity thus far, and we believe also
that the consequences of fundamental changes in the locus of command of the system are so
major as to require consensus before proceeding farther with system design.
I
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lr,_ure thct flight operat, ions remain within the capacitie_ of the human operator.
There are a very few lqight maneuvers that requJ_ such precision tha,, they have been
entrusted on!y to automation. Categor 3, II and II:I ITS approaches (approaches when ceil:ngs
a_,'e less than 200 feet and visibilities are less than 1/2 mile) are an examp'e, h has been
generally accepted that pilot perceptual capabilities may not be sufficieet to permit a sate
kandmg from approaches under these very bad weather condioons. With these exceptions,
ho_ ver, pilots have not been asked to engag- in operations that they cannot completeanaided. - .
"lhe lirrhted capacity of the airspace system has motivated intensive efforts to increase
system throughput by making better use of presentlv-ava.ilable •
As noted earlier, this includes studi r ,._,_oo_ , _ . runways _o terminal atrs ace.
es o ...... _y-spaced parallel approaches, the use of r_ore
complex approach paths, closer spacing in the terminal area, and other strategems. At least
sort of these maneuvers will require extreme precision in flight path control; it is likelv that
automation will be called upon to perform them, and possible that it will be required. "
":his will be a safe stratagem if and. only if pilots are provided with monitoring capabilit3,
sufficient to maintain full situation awareness throughout the Performance of the maneuvers,
and with ways of escaping from the maneuvers safely and expedinously in the event of a
contingency either within the airplane or the system New monitoring automation and
displays may well be necessary if pilots are _o remain in command during such maneuvers.
We must confess our concern about an automated a.T C system which requires that comrollers
assume that the auto,nation has provided a c,mflict-taee flight path for conn'oUed traffic. (Seepp. 56.57, 63, 95.)
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Some Thoughts on Aircraft Automation
What follows is some comments that need to be made but that do not seem to fit elsewhere
this docuraeot. ,'_,ey are not conclusions; ra,..her, they are issues that need to be. conslde,_d by
designers and ope_tors, and perhaps by the human factors research commurfity as well.
The use of artificial intelligence in future automation: We have made reference :n
severai places in this document to the development of decision support or decision making systens
as a future t.hxust in aircraf: automation. Despite the promise of a.rtificia! intelligence (_1)
technology in limited applications to date, AI remains a promise--an exciting one, but one whose
bounds we do not yet understand. It is our belief that truly "smart'" systems will find their way
into the cock-pit only slowly, and that those applications will be accept_ by aircraft manufacturers
only after protracted evaluation in less sffet/-critical environments. This is as it should be; the
paramount interest in safety of all members of the aviation community, requires a considerable
degree of conservatism with respect to new and largely untested technologies.
This, of course, sugges:s that cognitive systems may be a long time coming, and that the
introduction of smart systems should initially be for the control or management of non-critical
functions. AI systems for the management of information in electronic libraries have been
suggested; this might be such an application. It has been implied here that decision making
systems should probably not be adaptable, because that would decrease their predictability and the
human operator needs automated systems *.hat are predictable. Pilot_ admittedly adapt to
inexperienced copilots who learn as they accumulate operating experience, but the pilot in
command is lirely to be less confident of an h--animate system whose inner workings are less clear.
In an effort to take advantage of decision support technology without foreclosing the decision
au_ority of the human operators, researchers have turned to decision-aiding systems that assist
both pilots and air traffic controllers in decision-making (refs. 64, 86. 105). These systems
provide options to the human operator, based on understood rules, but they leave decis_.ons about
the use of those options in the hands of the operator. (See also p. 88.)
The effects of automation on human operators': We have referred to the considerable
and growing literature on human-centered workplaces. Cooley, among others, has discussed the
problem of "deskilling" in highly automated :_. ;" _ ments. Aviation is certainly such an
environment, though it differs in appreciaole r: ,, :, .:, from the usual production environment.
Nonetheless, automation does cause behavioral ant. attitudinal effects over time in those who work
with it. Depending or how ix is built and operated, these effects can range from a sense of
growing mas:ery over another complex machine system across the spectrum to complacency and
boredom in the face of tasks made routine and mechanical.
Sc__entists and physicians in the Soviet Union who have worked extensively with cosmonauts
during long missions report that under the severe confinement and other stresses inherent in such
missions, their charges become increasingly intolerant of boring, repetitive, routine tasks, to the
extent of severely diminished performance (ref. 106). On the other hand, they remain capable of
being stimulated and challenged by novel, intellectually demanding tasks even after many months
of exposure in this most difficult and constrained environmenT_ It is their belief :2,at great care must
be taken to msm_e that tasks remain challenging and sm-nulating.
There is much that is boring and repetitive in the cockpit environment as well, especially in
long haul overwater lying. Few tasks are more soporific than watching a highly automated
vehicle drone on for many hours, directed by three inertial navigation systems all of which a_ee
within a fraction of a "mile. This boredom can be compounded by fatigue dm'ing operations that
often traverse, the hom_ of darkness and normal sleep. Maintaining involvement in such a task, let
alone a sense of challenge and intellectual demand, will be a real challenge to cockpit designers, but
it must be met. Pilots are people who like challenges and have chosen aviation because it is a
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challenging occupation. If we are to keep them from becoming ._neffective, we must design their
tasks in such a way that they can maintain their interest in them, and thus their performance of
them. This, we believe, is the foremost challenge facing those who design and shape the aircraft
automation of the future.
The flight-criticality of aircraft automation: We have suggested in this documer_t that
pilots will come to rely on reliable automation There is much evidence that they do so, though
there have not been, to date, indications that the vatentially deskilling effects of control automatior:
ctinnot be countered by increased emphasis on rn,_nual flying for a short time before reverting to a
!e,.:s automated aircraft type. Will this conrJnu, :_ be the case in the futtue, as more pilots receive
their initial _rline exposure in higl',ly automatea aircraft? As automation becomes increasingly
reliable, will pilots with considerable experience in fully functional automate_J aircraft remair, as
able to manage th,3se aircraft when the automation ls degraded? Finally, will pilots most or all of
whose experience is m aircraft with highly tailored flight control systems be able to convert to oz,_.er
aircraft wtaich do not provide them with the protection such systems afford?
All of these questions, like the previous section, relate to the effects of automation on human
operators. They give rise to another question, perhaps more difficult to answer. In highly
autortmted aircraft, how much automation should be consiflered essential for safe operation under
the wide variety of circumstances that trmv be encountered in line operations? At present,
certif.cation requirements permit dispatch of such aircraft without substantial elements of the
automation normallv provided. We have indicated the reasons for this in several places. We
wonder, however, whether future pilots, brought up with highly automated aircraft, will adapt as
readily and effectively to the demands of a more manual style of operation as have their
predecessors who graduated, to automation after considerable operating experience in largely
manual aircraft.
The demands of the aviation system have motivated much of the automation we now take for
granted, and those demands will increase, not abate, in tiae future. Is it prudent, therefore, to
continue to ask pilots to be prepared to operate as eftecdvely wi,..hout important tools on which they
are normally expected to depend?
During certification flights, many features of automation are disabled, along wath many other
subsystem failures; the flights must demonstrate that the airplanes can be operated to a safe landing
under circumstances unlikely to be encountered in line hjing. Despite the great care with which
regulatory authorities and manufacturers have approached the certification process, however, only
a subset of conditions, failures, and pilots can be evaluated. Is this sample adequately
representative of the popdation of pilots and conditions that may be encountered on the line? Does
i_ adequately test the worst-case circmc_.tances to which the airplane may be exposed during itslong service?
The answers to these questions are not known and may never be known conclusively, given
the redundancy in the system and the relative rarity of transport aircraft accidents. In this
soliloquy, our concern is simply with how little automation is enough for pilots accustomed to (and
in the future, perhaps accustomed only to) a great deal more. We do believe the question needs to
be considered as we approach the time when highly automated aircraft supplant earlit_ models in
the airline fleet. We have asked repeatedly in this document how much automation is enough, and
how much may be too much. We will close by asking how little automation is enough? Is there an
amount that is too little, given the changing demography and experience of the pilot population and
the increasing demands of the aviation system?
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VI: CONCLUSION
Humans must remain it7 command of flight and air traffic operations.
Automation can assist by providing a range of management options.
Human operators must remain Involved.
Automation can assist by providing better and more timely information.
Human operators must be better Informed.
Automation can assist by oroviding explanations _f its ,_c';ons and intentioqs.
Human operators must do a better job of anticipating problems.
Automation can assist by monitoring trends and providing decision support.
Human operators must understand the automation provided to them.
Designers can assist by providing simplsr, more intuitive automation.
Human operators must manage all of their resources effectively.
Properly designed and used, automation can be their most useful resource.
This is human-centered automation. I
It has been suggested in this document that automation evolution to date has been largely
technology-driven. This is cieazly true, but it is a'so unfaiz in one sense; designers of new aircraft
in recent yea."s have made a dem.naxined attempt to help humam do what they may not do well m the
press of day-to-day operations. In doing so, they have eliminated some causes of human error,
while enabling ethers directly associated with the new technology.
If there has been a shortcoming of automation as imDlernented to this time, it is perhaps that it
has not been sufficiently thought out in terms of the average pilot's needs during worse-than-
average conditions on the line in an ah- tra.f_c system that is not yet able to take advantage of what
airplanes are. now able to do. That is not a criticism of the designers of the automation; rather, it
implies that a more holistic view of the aviation system is nec_.ssary. Pilots fly ah_lanes in a
complex and increasingly crowded airspace environment, working with controllers who must deal
with whatever comes their way. We have automated the simple functions; it is now up to us to
learn to assist the humans who manage and cono'ol the aviation system, wit:- the intent of further
enhancing their performance under the most difficult circumstances we can envision. This will be
as great a challenge as any that has confronte:t us.
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APF_-.NDIX: AIRCRAFT MISHAPS CITED IN THE REPORT
This appendix contains a brief description of salient aspects of aircraft mishaps and incidents
cited in the body of the paper. Each occurrence described here is listed in the references section.
Northwest Airiines DC9-82, Detroit Metro AirporL Romulus, MI, 8/16/87 (ref. 10)
The air r_.o ....
_plane, ,,,h! 255, crashm .almost _mmediately after takeoff from runwav 3C' er, route t,
Phoenix ane atrplanc _gan ,ts rotauon about 1200-1500 feet from the end of the8500 ft runway
and lifted off ne_a" the end. After liftoff, the wings rolled to the left and right; it then collided with a
light pole located !.,/2 mile beyond the end of the runway. 154 persons were killed; one survived.
During the mvest:gation, it was found that the trailing edge flaps and leading edge slats were
fully retracted. Cockpit voice recorder (CVR) readout indicated that the takeoff warning system
did not function and thus did not warn. the flight crew that the airplane was improperly configuredfor takeoff.
The NTSB attributed the accident to the flight crew's failure to use the taxi checklist to ensure
that the flaps and slats were extended. The failure of the takeoff warning system was contributory.
This airplane has a stall protectior_ system w.kich annotmces a staU and incorporates a stick pusher,
but auto'!at extension and post-stall recovery is disabled if the slats are retracted. Its caution arid
warning system aiso provides tone and voice warning of a stall, but this is disabled in flight bynose gear extension.
Delta Airlines B727-232, Dallas-Fort Worth Airport, TX, 8/31/88 (ref. 11)
The airplane, flight 1141, crashed shortly after takeoff from runway 18L enroute to Salt Lake
City. The takeoff roll was normal but as the main gear left the ground the crew hearcl two
explosions and the airplane began to roll violently; it struck an ILS antenna 1000 f', past the runway
end after being airtx_rne for about 22 sex. 14 persons were ki!led, 26 injured, 68 uninjured.
The investigation showed that the flaps and slats were fully retracted. Evidence suggested that
there was an intermittent fault in the takeoff warning system that was not detected and corrected
dtmng the last maintenance action. This problem could have manifested itself during the takeoff.
The NTSB found the probable cause to be the Captain's and first officer's inadequate cockpit
discipline and failure of the takeoff configuration warning system to alert the crew that the airplane
was not properly configured for takeoff. It found as contributing factc,,s certain manage_;,ent and
procedural deficiencies and lack of sufficiently aggressive action by FAA to corr.e':t known
deficiencies in the air carrier's flight operations. The Board took note of extensive non-duty related
conversations and the lengthy presence in the cockpit of a flight attendant wl_ :ch reduced tire flight
crew's vigilance in ensuring that the airplane was properly prepared for flight.
Aeromexico DC-10-30 over Luxembourg, 11111179 (ref. 12)
During an evening climb h,. good weather to 31,000 ft enroute to Miami from Frankfurt, flight
945 entered pro-stall buffet and a sustained stall at 29,800 ft. Stall recover), was affected at _8,900
ft. The crew performed a functional check of the airplane and after finding that it operated properlv
continued to its intended destination. After arrival, it was discovered that parts of both outboa,--cl
elevators and the lower fuselage tail maintenance access door were missing.
I Runways are numbered to indica:e their magnetic heading to the nearest 10"; 3=30" (actually
from 26-35") Parallel runways ais_have letter designators: L=left, C=center, R---right.
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The flight data recorder showed tb,t me airplane slowed to 226 kt during an autopilot climb,
quite possibly in vertical speed mode rather than indicated airspeed mode. Buffet speed was
calculated to be 24l kt. After imtial buffet, the #3 engine was shut down and the airplane slo_,-..d
to below stall speed.
The NTSB found the probable cause to be failure of the flight crew to follow standard climb
pr_edures and _. _,'lequately monitor the airplane's flight instruments This resJlted m the aircraft
entering into prolongs, _ _tall buffet wl'fich placed it outside the design envelope,
Indian Airlines Airbus A320, Bangalore, India, 2/14/90 (ref. 13)
(Officia2 report not available) This airplane crashed short of the runway during an approach to
land in good weather, killing 94 of 146 persons aboard including the pilots. The best available
data indicate that the airplane had descended az idle power in the "idle open descent" mode. until
shortly before the accident, when an attempt was made to recover by adding power but too late te
permit engine spool-up prior to impact. The airplane was being flown by a Captain undergoing a
mute check by a check airman.
The crew allowed the speed to decrease to 25 kt below the nominal approach speed late in the
descent. The recovery from this condition was started at an altitude of only 140 ft, while fl_ng at
rrfinimum speed and maximum angle of attack. The check captain noted that the flight director
should be off, and the trainee responded that it was off. The check captain corrected him by
stating, "But you did not put off mine." If either flight director is engaged, the selected autothrust
mode will remain operative, in this case, the idle open descent mode. The alpha floor mode was
automatically activated by the declining speed and increasing angle of attack; it caused the
autothrust system to advance the power, but this occurred too late for recovery to be affected
before the airplane impacted the ground.
China Airlinex B747-SP, 300 miles navthwest of San Francisco, 2/.19/85 (ref. 14)
The airplane, flying at 41,000 ft e_a'oute to Los Angeles from Taipei, suffered an inflight upset
after an uneventful flight. The airplane was on autopilot when the #.4 engine lost power. During
attempts to relight the engine, the airplane rolled to the right, nosed over and began an
uncontrollable descem. The Captain was unable to restore the airplane to stable flight until it had
descended to 9500 ft.
The auto" ilot was operating in the performance management system (PMS) mode for pitch
guidance and altitude hold. Roll commands were provided by the INS, which uses only the
ailerons and spoilers for lateral control; rudder and rudder trim are not used. In light turbulence,
that airspeed began to fluctuate; the PMS followed the fluctuations and retarded the throttles when
airspeed increased. As the airplane slowed, the PMS moved the throttles forward; engines 1, 2
and 3 accelerated but #4 did not. The flight engin_r moved the #4 throttle forward but without
effect. The INS caused the autopilot to hold the left wing down since it could not correct with.
rudder. The airplane decelerated due to the lack of power. After attempting to correct the situation
with autopilot, the Captain disengaged the autopilot at which time the airplane rolled to u_," right,
yawed, then entered a steep descent in cloud, dtuing which it exceeded maximum operating Sl,_ed.
It was extensively damaged during the descent and recover),; the landing gear deployed, 10-I 1 ft of
the left horizontal stabih/..er was torn off and the no. 1 hydraulic system lines were severed. The
right stabilizer and 3/4 of the right outboard elevator were missing when the airplane landed; the
,rings were also bent upward.
The NTSB determined that the prot_able cause was the Captain's preoccupation with an
inflight malfunction and his failure to monitor properly the airplane's flight instruments which
resulted in his losing control of the airp!an_. Contributing to the accident was the Captain'_
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over,'elianceon theautopilotaftera lossof tlm!ston #4 engine. The Board noted thatthe autopilot
effecuvelymasked theapproachingon_t of lossofcontrolofthe airplane.
Scandinavian Airlines DC-IO-30, J. F. Kennedy Airport+ N¥, 2/28/84 (reL I5)
After crossing the threshold at proper height but 50 kt above reference speed, the airplane,
flight 901, touched down ,_700 ft beyond the, threshold of an 8400 ft runway and could not be
stopped on the runway. It was steered to tt,e right and came to rest in water 600 ft from the
vanway end. A few passengers sustaJne_I min_r injunes during evacuation The weather was verypoor and the runway was wet.
The airplane's autothrottle system had been unreliable for app_ximately one month and had
not reduced speed when commanded darirg the first (Stockhoim-Oslo) leg of this flight. The
Captain had deliberately selected 168 kt to ,:ompensate for a threatened wind shear. The throttles
did not retard passing 50 ft and did not respond to the _utothrottle speed control system commands
(the flight crew was not requtred to use the autothrorde speed control system for this approach).
The NTSB cited as the probable cause the flight crew's disregard for prescribed procedures
for monitoring and controlling airspeed during the final stages of the approach, its decision to
continue the landing rather than to execute a missed approach, and overreliance on me autothrotfle
speed control system which had a history of recent malfunctions. It noted that "performance was
either aberrant or represents a tendency for the crew to be complacent and over-rely on automated
systems." It also noted that there were three speed indications available to the crew,: its airspeed
indications, the fast-slow indicators on the attitude director, and an indicated vertical speed of 1840
ft per minute on glide slope. In its report, the Board discussed the issue of overreliance on
automated systems at length (ref. 15, pp. 37-39) and cited several other examples of thephenomenon.
United Airlines DC.IO-IO, Sioux City, IA, 7/19/89 (ref. 25)
Enroute from Denver to Philadelphia in cruise flight at altitude, flight 232 experienced a
catastrophic failure of the #2 tail-mounted engine. This led to loss of the three hydraulic svstcms
that powered the airplane's flight controls. The flight crew experienced severe difficulty
controlling the airplane, which subsequently crashed during an attempted landing at Sioux City.
There were 111 fatalities out of the 296 persons on board.
The NTSB found that the probable cause was inadequate consideration given to human factors
limitations in engine inspection and quality control procedures, which resdted in failure to detect a
fatigue crack in a critical area of the stage 1 fan disk in the #2 engine. In subsequent simulation
studies, the Board found that the damaged airplane, though flyable, could not have been
successfully landed. It stated that flight crew performance was highly comn_ndable and exceeded
re-,sonab!e expectations.
United Airlines B-747.122, Honolulu, HI, 2124189 (ref. 26)
The airplane returned to Honolulu and landed safely after a cargo door opened in flight
causing major airframe damage and an explosive decompression during which nine passengers
were ejected and lost at sea. The crew donned oxygen masks after the decompression but the
oxygen system had been damaged and oxygen was not available. They shut down engines 3 and 4
because of foreign object danmge sustained during the failure.
The NTSB found that the door opened in flight because it was improperly latched. No fault
was ascribed to the flight crew, which performe, d effectively under very difficult circumstances.
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Aloha Airlines B-737.260 near Maul, Hawaii, 4/28/88 (inf. 27)
T_e: drplane experienced an explosive decompression due to a smactural failure of the forward
fuselage at 24,000 fl w,hile enroute fTom Hilo to Honolulu. Approximately 18 ft of cabL'a skin and
structure aft of the cabin entrance door and above the passenger floorline separated from the
airplane during fllghc Gne flight attendant was ,,wept overboard: eight persons received serious
injuries. The ai,-'piane landed safely.
The NTSB found the probable cause to be failure to detect the presence of significant
disbondLng and fatig_,.? damage of the fi_,._etage of an old airplane. This accident prompted a very
major study of the "aging aircraft" pr_:_Ieq,, by r_perators, aircraft manufacturers, the FAA and
NASA. Major changes in inspection and _.intenan_:e procedures have resulted.
Aircraft Separation Incidents at AtL_ta Hartsfield Airport, 10/7/80 (reL 28)
This episode involved several conflicts amo_.g aircraft operating under the direction of air
traffic control in the Atlanta terminal area. i_ a_ least two cases, evasive action was required to
avoid collisions. The conflicts were caused by ,=.altiple failures of coordination and execution by
several controllers during a very busy period.
The NTSB found that the near collisions were the result of inept traffic handling by control
personnel. This ineptness was due in part to inadequacies in training, procedural deficiencies, and
some difficulties imposed by the physical layout of the control room. The Board also found that
the design of the low altitude/conflict alert system contributed to the controller's not recognizing the
conflicts. The report stated that, ".'The flashing visual conflict alert is not conspicuous when the
data tag is also flashing m the handoff status. The low altitude warning and conflict alerts utilire
the same audio signal which is audible to all control room personnel rather than being restricted to
only those immediately concerned with the aircraft. This results in a 'cry wolf" syndrome in which
controllers are psychologic_ly conditioned to disregard the alarms."
Eastern Air Lines L-IOII, Miami, FL, 12/29/72 (ref. 31)
The airplane crashed in the Everglades at night after an undetected autopilot diseormect. The
airplane was flying at 2000 fi after a missed approach at Miami because cf a suspected landing gear
malftric_on." _ fligh! crewmembers and a jumpseat occupant became immersed in diagnosing
me malruncrton. The accident caused 99 fatalities among the 176 persons on board.
The NTSB b._lieved that the airplane was being flown on manual throttle with the autopilot in
3ntrol wheel steering mode, and that the altitude hold function was disengaged by light force on
_e wheel. The crew did not hear the altitude alert departing 2000 ft and did not monitor the flight
_struments until the final seconds before impact. It found the probable cause to be the crew's
failure to monitor the flight instruments for th¢. lanai 4 minutes of the flight and to detect an
unexpected descent soon enough to prevent impact with the ground. The Captain failed to assure
that a pilot was monitoring the progress of the aircraft at all times. The Board discussed
overreliance on automatic equipment in its report and pointed out the need for procedures to offset
the effect of distractions such as the malfunction during this flight (ref. 31, p. 21).
United Airlines DC-8-61, Portland, OR, 12128/78 (ref. 32)
This ai_lane, flight 173, crashed into a wooded area during an approach to Portland
International Airport The ah-'plane had delayed southeast of the airport for about an hour while the
+":ght crew coped with a landing gear malfunction and prepared its passengers for a possible
"_.ency landing. After failure of all four engines due to fuel exhaustion, the airplane crashed
a, 5 miles southeast of the airport, with a loss of 10 persons and injuries to 23.
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The NTSB found the probable cause to be the rm!ure of the Captain to monitor the fuel state
mad to respond properly to a low fuel stare and crewrnember advisories regarding the fuel state.
His ina:tenr_o,_ resulted from preoccupation with the landing gear malfunction and pIeparatio s for
the possible emergency landing. Contributing to the accident was the failure of _e other two crew
members to fully comprehend r.he criticality of the fuel state or to successfully communicate their
concern to the Captain. _ne Board disct, ss_,zl crew coordination, management and teamwork in itsreport.
Pan American B-747 and KLM B.747, Santa Cruz de Tenerife, 3/27/77 (ref. 33)
The two aircraft were diverted to Tenerife, along with three others, because of a bomb threat at
their destination, Las Pzdmas. While parked, Pan Am was blocked by KLM on the parking ramp.
Visibility varied between 100(3 and 5000 ft in fog. KLM taxied out using the single runway and
made a 180" turn at the end in preparation for takeoff on runway 30. Pan Am followed about 6
minutes later with instructions to leave the runway at a specified taxiway enroute to the departure
end. A few minutes later, after communication with the tower but without specific takeoff
clearance, the KLM aircraft began its takeoff run after announcing, "We are now at takeoff," as the
tower was requesting pan Am to report clear of the runway in its taxi. Pan Am responded, "OK.
we'll report when we're clear," just before the KLM airplane collided with Pan Am. There were
574 fatalities among the 644 persons on board the two aircraft.
The Spanish Commission of Accident Investigation found that the KLM Captain took off
without clearance, did not obey the tower's "stand by" order, did not interrupt his takeoff en
learning Pan American was still on the runway, and in reply to his flight engineer's cluery
regarding Pan Am's position, affirmed that Pan Am had left the runway. It was noted that the
Captain was an extremely experienced flight instructor who had not done much route flying in
some time; the first officer had limited 747 flight experience. The KLM crew was very. near its
duB' time limits; to have delayed would have required the crew and passengers to remain inTeneri_fe overnight.
Delta Air Lines DC9-31, Boston, MA, 7/3_/73 (ref. 36)
Tihis airplane struck a seawali bounding Boston's Logan Airport during an approach for
!anfing after a flight from BuriLn_on, VT to Boston, killing all 89 persons or) board The point of
impact was 165 ft right of the runway 4R centerline and 3000 ft short of the displaced runway
threshold. The weather was sky obscured, 400 ft ceiling, visibility 1 1/2 miles m fog.
The CVR showed that 25 sec before impact, a crewmember had stated, "You better go to raw
data; I don't trus,, that thing." The next ah'plane on the approach, 4 minutes later, mad_ a missed
approach due to visibility below minimums. The accident airplane had been converted from a
Northeast Airlines to a Delta Air Lines configuration in April 1973, at which time the Collins flight
director had been replaced with a Spen-y device; there had been numerous writeups for mechanical
deficiencies since that time. The flight director command bars were different (see fig. 11, page 20
for the two presentations), as were the rotary switches controlling the flight director. The crew
were former Northeast Airlines pilots. If the crew had been operating in the go-a.naund mode,
which required only a slight extra motion of the replacement rotary, switch, the pilot Hying would
have r_ceived steering and wing-leveling guidance only, instead of ILS guidance. Required
altitude callouts were not made during the approach.
The NTSB found the probable cause to be the failure or the crew to monitor aititude and its
passage through decision height dt_fing an unstabilized appreach in rapi,tly changing
meteoroIogicat conditions The unstabilized approach was due to passage of th_ outer marker
above the glide slope, fast, in par, due to nonstandard ATC procedures. This was c mpounded by
the flight crew's preoccupation with questionable infonrmtion presented by the ,"light dir-,.ctorsystem.
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The Board commented that, "'An accumulation of discrepancies, none criuc_ (in themselves),
can rapidly deteriorate, without positive flight management, into a high-risk situation...the first
officer, who was flying, was preoccupied with rite information presented by his flight director
system, to the detriment of Ms attention to altimfc, heading and airspeed control..."
Swift Aire Aerespatiale Nord 262, Manna Del Rey, CA, 3/10/79 (ref. 37)
This corranmer aircTaft was taking off at dusk from Los Angeles enroute to Santa Maria, CA,
when a crewmember transmitted "Emergency, going down" oR tower f'v':,quency_ Witnesses stated
that the right propeller was slowing as the airplane passed the far end of the runway; popping
sounds were heard as it passed the shoreline. The airplane turned north parallel to the shoreline,
descended, ditched smoothly in shallow water, and sank irmnediately. The cockpit partially
separated from the fuselage at impact. The accident was fatal to the two crewmembers and one
passenger.
The flaps were set at 35", the right propeller was fully feathered and the left propeller was im
flight fine position. It was found that the right propeller pitot pressure line had failed; the line was
deteriorated and would have been susceptible to spontaneous rupture or a leak. The left engine fuel
valve was closed (it is throttle-actuated). Once the fuel valve has been closed, the engine's
propeller must be feathered and a normal engine start initiated to reopen the valve. The aircraft
operating manual did not state this and the pilots did not P_ow it.
The NTSB found that the right engine had autofeathered when ,.he pitot pr_ssuIe line had
failed; the pilots shut down the left engine shortly thereafter, probably due to improper
identification of the engine that had failed. Their attempts to restart the good engine were
unsuccessful because of their unawareness of the proper starting sequence after a fuel valve has
been closed. Engine faihtre procedures were revi_cl following this accident.
Air France Airbus A320_ Mulhouse-Habscheim, France, 6/26/88 (ref. 44)
This airplane crashed into tall trees following a very slow, very low altitude flyover at a
general aviation airfield dining an air show. Three of 136 persons aboard the aircraft were killed;
36 were injured. The Captain, an exptnenced A320 check pilot, was dem,mstrating the slow-
speed maneuverability of the then-new aixplane.
The French Commission of Inquiry found .'.hat the flyover was conducted at an altitude lower
than the minimum of 170 ft specified by regulations mid considerably lower than the intended 100
ft altitude level pass briefed to the crew by _e captain prior to flight. It stated that, "The training
given to the pilots emphasized all the protections from which the A320 benefits with respect to its
lift which could have given them the feeling, which indeed is justified, of increased
safety...However, emphasis was perhaps not sufficiently placed on the fact that, if the (angle of
attack) limit cannot be exceeded, it nevertheless exists and still affects the performance." The
Commission noted that automatic go-aroand protection had been inhibited and that this decision
was compatibl,." with the Captain's objective of maintaining 100 ft. In effect, below 100 ft, this
protection w&,, not active.
The Commission attributed the cause of the accident to the very low flyover height, very slow
and reduciag speed, engine power at flight idle, and a late application of go-around power. It
commented on insu__cient flight preparation, inadequate task sharing m the cockpit, and possible
overconfidence because of the envelope protection features of the A320.
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Delta Air Lines B-767, Los Angeles, CA, 6i30/37 (ref. 52)
Over water, shortly after takeoff from Los Angeles, this twin-engine airplane suffered a
double-engine flameout when the captain, ar, empting to deactivate an electronic engine controller in
response to an EEC caution light, shut off the fuel valves instead. The crew was able to restart the
engines within one minute after an altitude loss of several hundred feet. The fuel valves were
located immediately above the electronic engine control sw_tches on the airplane center console,
though the switches were dissimilar in shape.
The FAA thereafter issued an emergency airworthiness directive requiri::s installation of a
guard device between the cockpit fuel control switches.
United Airlines B-767, San Francisco, CA, 3/31/86 (ref. 52)
This airplane was passing through 3100 ft on its climb from San, Francisco when both engines
lost power abruptly. The engines were restarted and the airplane returned to San Francisco, where
it landed without incident. The crew reported that engine power was lost when the flight crew
attempted to switch from manual operation to the engine electronic control system, a procedure
which prior to that time was normally caxried out at 3000 ft during the climb. The EEC switches
are guarded. It is believed that the crew may have inadvertently shut off fuel to the engines when
',hey intended to engage the EEC, as in the incident cited immediately above.
Delta Air Lines L-1011, Los Angeles, CA, 4/12/77 (ref. 63)
This airplane landed safely at Los Angeles after its left elevator jammed in the full up position
shortly after takeoff from San, Diego. The flight crew found themselves unable to control the
airplane by any normal or standard procedural means. They were able, after considerable
difficulty,, to restore a limited degree, of pitch and roll control by using differential power on the
three engines. Using center engine power to maintain pitch and wing engines differentially to
maintain directional control, and verifying performance at each successive configuration change
during an emergency approach to Los Angeles, the crew succeeded in landing the airplane safely
and without damage to the aircraft or injury to its occupants.
Korean Air Lines B-747 over Sakhalin Island, USSR, 913/83 (ref. 66)
.The ai_,, lan.e was des.troyed in cruise flight by air-to-air missiles fired f_om a Soviet fighter
after _t smayed into a forbidden area enroute from Anchorage, AK to Soeul. Korea. The airplane
had twice violated So_et airspace during its flight. The flight data and cockpit voice recorders
were not recoverexl from the sea. After extensive investigation by the International Civil Aviation
.Organization, it was believed that its aberrant flight path had been the result of one or more
incorrect sets of waypoints loaded into the INS systems prior to departure from Anchorage.
Delta Air Lines L-lOll Continental Airlines B-747 over Atlantic Ocean, 7/8/87(ref. 67)
These airplanes experienced a near m2dair collision over the north Atlantic ocean after the Delta
airplane strayed 60 miles off its assigned oceanic route. The incident, which was observed by
other aircraft but not, apparently, by the Delta crew, was believed to have been caused by an
incorrectly inserted waypoint in the Delta airplane's INS prior to departure.
Air Florida B-737, Washington National Airport, DC, 1/13/82 (ref. 68)
This airplane crashed into the i4th Street bridge over the Potottu_c River shortly after takeoff
from Washington National Airport in snow condivLons, killing 74 of 79 persons on board. The
airplane had been de-iced 1 hour before departure, but a substantial period of time had elapsed
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since that operation before it reached takeoff position. The engines devel .oped substantially less
than takeoff power during the takeeoff and thereafter due to incorrect setting of takeoff power by the
pilots. It was believed that the differential pressm'e probes in ".he engine were iced over, providing
_n mcorrec: (tc, o high) EGT indication in the cockpit. This should have been detected bv
+.
e-,._rmr.ation of the other engine instruments, but was not 9erceived by the captair flying.
The NTSB found that the probable cause of the accident was the flight crew's failure to use
enDne anti-ice during ground operation and takeoff, their decision to take off with snow/ice on me
airfoils, and the captain's failure to reject the takeoff at an early stage when his attention was called
to anomalous engir.e mswamem readings. Contributing factors included the prolonged ground
delay after deicing, the known inherent pitching characteristics of ",he B-737 when the wing leading
edges are contaminated, and the limited experience of the flight crew in jet transport winter
operatlonso
Delta Air Lines L-1011-385.1, Dallas.Fort Worth Airport, TX, 812/85 (ref. 83)
_This ah'plane ¢.Tashed during an approach to landing on runway 17L. _naile passing through a
rain shaft beneath a thunderstorm, the flight encountered a rnieroburst which the pilot was unable
to traverse successfully. The airplane struck the ground 6300 fi north of the runwav. The accident
was fatal to 134 persons; 29 survived.
The NTSB found the probable cause to be the flight CTew's decision to initiate and continue
the approach into a cumulo-nimbus cloud _vhich they had observed to contain visible lighming, a
lack of specific guidance, procedures and u'aining for avoidance and escape from low-altitude wind
shear, arm lack of definitive, real-time wind shear hazard information.
Northwest Airlines B-727 and DC-9, Detroit Metro Airport, MI, 12/3190 (ref. 84)
These two aircraft collided while the 727 was taking off and the DC-9 was lost on the airport
in severely restrictezt visib_q_. Both rfimmft were on the ground. The accident site was not visible
from ",he tower due to tog; ASDE was not available. The investigation is not complete at this time.
US Air B-737 and Skywest Fairchild Metro, Los Angeles, CA, 2/1/91 (ref. 84)
This accident occurred after the US Air airplane was cleared to land on runway 24L at Lo..
Angeles while the Commuter Metro was positioned on the runway at an intersection awaiting
takeoff clearance. There were 34 fatalities and 67 survivors in the two aircraft. The Metro may not
have been easily visible from the control tower;, airport surface detection radar equipment (ASDE)
was available but was being used for surveillance of the south side of the airport. The controller
was very busy just prior to the time of the accident.
The NTSB investigation of this accident is underway at this time, but it is reported that the
controlier cleared the Metro in,3 pesition at an intersection on runway 24L, 2409 ft from the
threshold, two minutes before the accident. One minute later, the 737 was given a clearance to
land on runway 2zlL. It is believed that the stroboscopic anti-collision lights on the Metro were r,ot
operating at the time of the crash, as it had not yet received its takeoff clearance.
Continental Airlines DC9-14, Denver, CO, 11/15/87 (ref, 88)
This airplane crashed _tely after takeoff on ru,_Jw;,y 35L enroute from Denver to Boise,
II3. The weather was sky. obscured, ceiling 300 ft, visibility 3/8 mile in moderate snow and fog,
winds from 030" at 10 kt, gusting to 18 kt, ranway 35I+ visual range 2200 ft. The airplane had
t>cen de-iced 27 mm before takeoff. It rotated rapidly and crashed immediately after leaving the
ground. There were 28 fatalities; 54 persons survived.
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During theinvestigation,it wasfoundthattheflight hadnotrequestedtaxi clearance and the
tower was unaw_e of its taxi to the de-icing pad. The Captain's experience in the airpla:_e was
limited (133 hr DCg, 33 as a DC9 Capta,n): the first officer, who made the takeoff, had only 36
aeurs of jet and DC9 experiem -., and had been off duty Ibr 24 days before this flight.
The NTSB tbund fl_e probable cause to be the Captain's failure to have the aircraft de-iced a
second time alter a delay' that led _o upper wing surface conta: _inafion and loss of control during a
rapid takeoff rotation by the first officer. Con,rributing causes were _e absence of regulator or
management controls governing operations b) newiy qualified flight crewmerr, bers, The Board
quesuoned the Captain s decision not to have the air;_lane de-iced a second time and to permit the
inexperienced first officer to make the taxeoff under difficult weather conditions. It commented
that, "Pairing of pilots with limited e×pefience in their respective _ositions can, when combir :_d
with other factors, such as adverse weather, be unsafe and is not acceptable," and made
recommendations to avoid such pairings.
US Air B-737-400, LaG; ardia Airport, Flushing, NY, 9/20/89 (ref. 89)
This airplane crashed into a pier past the departure end of runway 31 during takeoff enroute to
Charlotte, NC. Two passengers suffered fatal injuries. As the first officer began the takeoff roll,
he felt the airplane drift to the !eft. The Captain used nosewheel steering to correct the drift. As .he
takeoff run progressed, the crew heard a "bang" and a continual rumbling noise. The Captain then
took over control and re3ected the takeoff but was unable to stop the az,--plane before rurmmg off the
end of the runway into Bower_, Bay.
The NTSB found the probable cause of the accident to be the Captain's failure to exercise
command authori_ in a fimelv manner to reject the takeoff or to take ,uff_cient control to co:_tinue
the takeoft, which was initiat_',d with a mistrimmed rudder_ Also causaI _as the Captain's taitum
to detect the mi_trimaned md&:r before the takeoff roll was anemp:ed.
The Board notea that the :akeoff configuration warning system does not include an alarm for a
mistri=_a_ed _ckter, and smte_i that this is proper _cause the aircraft is not unflvab!e. The_ were
abundant chalices to detect file out-of-trim condition through visual, tactile and proprioceptive
means. There was also a miscommunication; the Captain said "got the steering," advising the first
officer to correct the airplane's track with right rudder. 'The first officer heard "I got the st_ring,"
saicl "okay" and gradually relaxed his pressure on the right rudder pedal. It was thought that
neither pilot was in fall control thew.Mter, this problem continued :ffter the takeoff was rejected.
The Board noted that "N:_th pilots were inexperienced in their respective positions...the first
officer was conducting h, fm:t unsupe'-vised line takeoff in a 737 and a!so his first takeoff after a
39-day non-flying period The Captain had 5525 hr total flying time, 2625 hr in the 737, but only
140 hr as a Captain in the 737-400. The first officer had 3287 hr total time, 8.2 hr in the 73"/'-
300/400. Several crew coorrtination problems and multiple errors by both pilots were commented
upon by the Board.
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